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Long transmission lines create opportunities for synchronous generators to oscillate or swing 
against one another at frequencies known as inter-area modes that are well observed.  Some 
modes become less damped during times of heavy loading on the power system.  Due to these 
modes, transmission systems are generally constrained by dynamic limits.  Approaches to 
improve system damping are being researched.  One method being evaluated is modulating 
power flows on the Pacific Direct Current Intertie (PDCI).  A derivative feedback control system 
using phasor measurement unit (PMU) data has been shown in simulation to improve system 
damping.  However, any feedback control scheme utilized on the power grid must do no harm.  
So, it is critical to monitor the power system in real-time for any potential instability that may be 
exacerbated by the controller.  Two such supervisory elements are discussed here. 
 
First, detection of out-of-control-band oscillations is critical.  Using an RMS energy filter is a 
simple and powerful approach.  For a defined frequency band, an RMS energy filter estimates 
the total RMS energy of a signal.  This approach has been implemented in the operation control 
center at the Bonneville Power Administration, and has been implemented in a real-time 
damping control supervisory system.  This thesis describes RMS energy filter design 
requirements, approaches, and alternatives.  Simulation examples demonstrate the performance. 
 
Second, the phase and gain margin are of particular concern to any feedback controller.  By 
employing a probing signal of known frequencies injected into the system, the response can be 
evaluated via spectral analysis methods to estimate the open-loop transfer function at those 
frequencies.  The estimates can be compared to experimentally attained norms to determine 
stability margins.  This paper analyzes two of the methods, their ability to calculate spectral 
estimates, and the optimal approach for attaining an estimate quickly.  Simulation examples 
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Electrical engineering is a fundamental part of many of the devices people use every day. 
Common devices like cellular phones, computers, traffic lights, and assembly robots are all 
rooted in electrical engineering.  The discipline includes controlling mechanical processes, 
modelling electrical systems, signal analysis and conditioning, electrical circuit design, and many 
others.  The power grid, an essential element of nearly everyone’s life, is at the core of electrical 
engineering. 
The western North American Power System (wNAPS) is a complex system.  It contains 
thousands of synchronized generators, tens of thousands of buses, and hundreds of thousands of 
miles of transmission and distribution lines.  The distance between the generators and the loads 
requires long transmission corridors.  The physics governing synchronous power systems 
naturally produces an oscillatory response [4].  Oscillations are problematic to the control and 
operation of a stable electrical grid and constrain transmission lines capacity to stability limits.  
Real-time monitoring for oscillation events is critical to the reliable operation of the grid. 
Control systems are widely used throughout the power system.  Generators have 
feedback controllers for voltage, speed, and stability for example.  However, any feedback 
control scheme utilized on the power grid must “do no harm.”  So, it is imperative to monitor the 
power system in real-time for any potential instability that may be exacerbated by the controller. 
Approaches to improve system damping are being researched.  One method being evaluated is 
modulating power flows on the Pacific Direct Current Intertie (PDCI), a one megavolt pole-to-
pole, DC transmission line running from the lower Columbia River basin to Los Angeles.  A 
derivative feedback control system using phasor measurement unit (PMU) data has been shown 
in simulation to improve system damping [2]. 
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1.1. Problem Statement 
The modern power system frequently exhibits oscillatory content.  With the increasing 
electrical demand to the power grid, these oscillations pose a significant threat to system 
stability.  The proposed controller using the PDCI has been shown in simulation to provide 
beneficial damping to the grid [2].  Like any critical system, the grid is monitored closely.  The 
real-time PDCI Damping Controller, when in operation, must not cause or participate in any 
event that could de-stabilize the grid.  To this end, the controller includes a comprehensive array 
of supervisory elements to ensure proper operation and to avoid instigating instability.  Each of 
these elements ensures the controller is acting as expected.  The oscillation detector and 
gain/phase margin algorithm will be discussed in detail here.  
The controller is fundamentally designed to provide damping for oscillations on the grid. 
Natural oscillations are caused by inter-area frequency swings due to generator and transmission 
line fault transients.  Transient oscillations generally damp quickly.  Forced oscillations (FO) are 
persistent and potentially harmful if acted upon by the controller.  Forced oscillations frequently 
occur at frequencies above 1Hz which are outside the control band of the controller.  The 
controller’s oscillation detector (OD) is designed to detect out-of-band oscillations and calculate 
the energy content.  If an oscillation detected is found to be out-of-band at an energy level above 
a threshold for a time longer than a defined length, an alarm is issued and the controller is 
disabled until the condition is cleared. 
The first objective was to modify the OD design currently used in the BPA operation 
center for oscillation detection in the real-time damping controller.  Specifically, the detector was 
restricted to out-of-band frequencies above 1 Hz and needed to be as fast as possible.  It was 
hypothesized that using infinite impulse filter (IIR) filters in place of the current finite impulse 
3 
 
response (FIR) filters would make the RMS energy filters quicker to detect oscillatory energy 
while still meeting the design criteria proposed [1]. 
The controller affects damping by modulating power flows on the PDCI [2].  It does this 
by finding the frequency error (difference) between the generator frequencies in the south versus 
the north.  This error is fed into a proportional gain.  The output from the controller is directed to 
the AC to DC converter control that translates the signal into a power flow, in this case adjusting 
the current flowing on the DC line.  This manipulates generator frequencies at the opposing end 
of the line by affecting the electrical power.  Stability could be affected if the gain of the 
proportional controller is too high.  To circumvent this occurring, the gain and phase margins of 
the system are monitored.  The margins are calculated using PMU data received while a probing 
signal of known amplitudes and frequencies is injected into the grid. 
The second objective was to evaluate methods for estimating the gain and phase of an 
open-loop transfer function at specific frequencies while the controller is in closed loop 
operation.  Two spectral analysis methods were tested to determine which would be the most 





2. Oscillation Detection Supervisor 
A summary of this chapter has been previously published [1]. 
The western grid is characterized by thousands of generators synchronously 
interconnected by long transmission lines.  The physics describing the generators and 
connections predict oscillatory behavior [4].  Generators have control systems that also can be a 
source of oscillations.  The properties of these oscillations vary depending on the source, but 
often are described as electro-mechanical transients or forced oscillations.  These phenomena are 
common on the grid and are generally well understood.  Monitoring oscillation activity in real-
time is critical to the safe operation of the power system. 
An oscillation detector is responsible for monitoring the oscillation energy within a 
specific frequency band for a given signal.  Within the operations environment, the detector 
alerts operators to the presence of energy that exceeds a threshold for a specified duration.  This 
same system can be used to detect participation in harmful oscillations or failure within real-time 
damping controllers. 
An approach that will be discussed has been in operation at the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) operations center using inputs from a system-wide phasor measurement 
unit (PMU) network.  Similarly, the PDCI Damping Controller will use the PMU network to 
evaluate a PMU derived signal for oscillation energy [2]. 
Several approaches for oscillation detection are described in [1].  The authors of [1] 
chose an RMS-energy filter approach based upon the following criteria. 
2.1. RMS Energy Filter Approach 
The OD needed to satisfy several requirements.  They included [1]: 
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 The OD output must have a useful unit of measure.  Ideally, the OD should 
provide the total RMS energy of the signal in a given frequency band of interest. 
 The OD must be fast enough to alarm on an oscillation before the oscillation can 
cause harm. 
 The OD must be robust with respect to rejecting the ambient noise of the system. 
It must avoid false detections. 
 The OD output should be high-information and should be intuitive and 
quantitative. 
The block diagram in Figure 1 shows the filter approach. 
 
 
Figure 1: RMS energy filter [1] 
 
The difference in frequency between two buses within the BPA PMU network is the 
input to the filter.  These samples are received at a sampling rate, fs, of 60 samples per second.  
The input signal is then fed into a down-sampling low-pass (LP) FIR filter to avoid aliasing 
during down-sampling.  Down-sampling to a sample rate, fd, reduced the filter order and filter 
coefficient sensitivity (discussed later) of the band-pass (BP) filter in the next stage.  Down-
sampling may not be required for certain frequency bands, and then fd may be equal to fs. 
In the next stage, a parallel group of three BP filters and a HP filter divides the signal into 
four frequency bands.  Each of the bands reflected a bandwidth of frequencies that correspond to 
specific power system dynamics.  These will be discussed further later.  After each BP filter, the 
signal is squared then passed through a moving average (MA) filter, then finally square-rooted.  
The goal of the MA in this stage is to estimate the mean of the squared signal.  The MA filter 
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must be designed to match the preceding filter in order to correctly estimate the RMS energy 
content of the input signal within that band. 
The RMS energy filter was similar to the approach in [3].  The primary difference was 
the use of squaring and square-rooting versus the absolute operator.  The square-rooting allowed 
for the output to have the units of total RMS energy of the input signal in the bandwidth of the 
BP filter.  Other differences included the filter design approaches. 
2.1.1. Filtering Background 
Each of the filters in Figure 1 is a standard linear discrete-time filter.  Generally stated, a 
linear filter can be represented as an auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) difference 
equation [5]: 
 
𝑦[𝑘] = − [∑ 𝑎𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑦[𝑘 − 𝑖]] + [∑ 𝑏𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=0
𝑥[𝑘 − 𝑖]] 
 
(1) 
where x is the filter input, y is the output, k is the integer time.  The ai coefficients represent the 
AR term and the bi coefficients represent the MA part [5].  If the AR part is included, where at 
least one ai term is non-zero, then the filter is IIR.  If the AR part is not included, the filter is 
FIR. 
An FIR filter has three primary advantages over an IIR filter.  First, FIR filters have a 
finite impulse response and that response can be designed to have minimal ring.  Ringing is the 
description used when a step or impulse applied to a filter produces an oscillatory response as 
shown in Figure 2.  An IIR filter’s impulse response can have significant ringing depending on 
the location of its poles.  Second, by selecting symmetric bi coefficients, an FIR filter can be 
designed to have a constant group delay time.  Lastly, FIR filters typically have much lower 
numerical sensitivity in the bi coefficients (due to numerical round-off, for example) making 
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implementation more computationally robust.  In both the IIR and FIR filters, numerical 
sensitivity can be reduced by down-sampling the data. 
 
 
Figure 2: Ringing response to a step input change 
 
 
A filter is sensitive when very small changes in the filter coefficients have a large effect 
on the frequency response of the filter.  The filter coefficients can change when a filter is 
digitized, for example.  Depending on the bit depth of the processor, some decimal digits may be 
truncated creating pole location error.  Filter sensitivity is strongly affected by the product of the 
error of all poles of a filter [8].  So, when the poles of a filter are closely spaced as they are with 
high order filters, even small errors significantly affect the sensitivity.  So, filters of lower order 
with widely spaced poles have less sensitivity.  Sensitivity tests were conducted on all the filters 
designed and will be discussed later. 
The primary advantage of an IIR filter over the FIR is the response time.  For a given 
frequency roll-off (transition band), an IIR filter will typically have a much faster response than 
an FIR filter. 
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2.2. Operations and Control Application 
In the BPA operation center, the four different RMS energy filters implemented in 
parallel with settings shown in Figure 3 monitor oscillation energy associated with specific 
dynamics of the power system.  Frequency Band 1 monitors very slow oscillations typically 
involved in speed-governor controllers.  Band 2 evaluates oscillations often observed in the inter-
area electromechanical oscillation range.  Band 3 oscillations are associated with local 
electromechanical modes and generator controls.  Band 4 may contain oscillatory dynamics 
typically associated with generator torsional modes or dynamics associated with fast-moving 
power electronic controllers, for example.  The input signal could be divided further, though the 




Figure 3: RMS energy filter frequency bands for operation control monitoring 
 
2.2.1. RMS Energy Filter Requirements 
The following design requirements were established in [1] to direct the design of the 
filters in Figure 3. 
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1.  The filter must have 90% steady-state accuracy for the Bands 1 - 3 and 70% steady-
state accuracy for Band 4. 
2. The response times must be as follows:  
 Band 1: 200 seconds or less 
 Band 2: 12 seconds or less 
 Band 3: 6 seconds or less 
 Band 4: 6 seconds or less 
3. The filter must show minimal ringing to a step or impulse input.  That is, if a step or 
impulse input is applied, the output should not oscillate excessively.  Quantitatively, 
this was defined to be not more than 3 cycles of significant oscillation. 
4. The filter must have a minimum out-of-band (stop band) rejection, defined as 40 dB, 
with minimum transitions bands. 
Although the 90% steady-state accuracy requirement many seem overly permissive, recall that 
the purpose of the OD is to rapidly alert operations personnel to high-energy oscillations and 
therefore it was deemed useful to sacrifice some degree of accuracy.  Also because an M-class 
PMU [16] will also exhibit significant filtering above 5 Hz the steady-state accuracy of Band 4 is 
of even less concern, thus the 70% requirement. 
The response time requirements dictate the speed of the response of the RMS Energy 
filter.  Response time is defined to be the amount of time for the output to estimate the total RMS 
content of the input with 90% accuracy.  The response-time requirements were established by 
considering the realistic time for a filter to estimate the RMS content of a signal, typically at least 
one full cycle of an oscillation at the lowest frequency, and the operational requirements for the 
decision-making to mitigate an issue detected by the OD. 
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The requirement related to ringing is intended to minimize false positives.  Many IIR 
filters have under-damped poles resulting in an oscillatory response to a step or impulse input. 
Such an input is common in power system data; for example, a capacitor switching or a PMU 
outlier data point due to a communication error. 
2.2.2. FIR RMS Energy Filter Design 
Using the above design requirements, the authors in [1] tested many combinations of 
standard filters.  All filter designs presented in this section were linear-phase MA filters, i.e. 
constant time-delay FIR filters. Matlab® R2014a and Matlab® Signal Processing Toolbox 
ver.6.21 [11] were employed in the design process.  Filters were designed for PMU data 
operating at 30 sps, 60 sps, and 120 sps.  The results to follow were for the 30 sps data. 
2.2.2.1. Band 1 Design 
Using Figure 1 as a reference; the down-sampling filter was executed in two steps.  First 
the data were passed through the LP filter in Figure 4 and down-sampled to 5 sps.  This is a 49th 
order Parks-McClellan optimized FIR filter with a corner at 2.3 Hz.  It was then passed through 
the LP filter in Figure 5 and down-sampled to 1 sps.  This is a 47th order Parks-McClellan 
optimized FIR filter with a corner at 0.31 Hz.  The purpose of these two filters was to prevent 
any aliasing from the down-sampling.  Note that both filters had nearly no ringing in the pulse 





Figure 4: Gain and pulse response for the 30 sps to 5 sps down-sample filter 
 
 












































Figure 5: Gain and pulse response for the 5 sps to 1 sps down-sample filter 
 
 
The 1 sps signal was then passed through the BP filter (166th order Parks-McClellan 
optimized FIR filter with corners at 0.007 and 0.152 Hz) in Figure 6, squared, then passed 
through the averaging filter (100th order Parks-McClellan optimized FIR filter with a corner at 
0.0065 Hz) in Figure 6, and finally rooted.  The pulse response of the BP filter had one 
significant cycle of ringing which was minimal for a BP filter.  The averaging filter provided the 
mean of the squared signal after the BP filter.  It was critical that the stop band of the averaging 
filter was designed to match the BP filter as shown in Figure 6.  Both filters had excellent 
rejection greater than 40 dB in their respective stop bands.  










































Figure 6: Gain and pulse response for the Band 1 FIR BP and Avg filters 
 
 
The averaging filter must be designed carefully to properly reject the frequencies created 
by the squaring of the output signal of the previous filter.  Consider the squaring of a single 
frequency signal as shown in (2); the squaring of the signal creates a DC term (the desired part 
used to calculate the RMS energy) as well as a doubling of the frequency.  So, more specifically, 
the averaging filter must reject twice the lowest frequency passed through the BP filter.  All 
higher frequencies will similarly be rejected. This will be revisited in section 2.3.1.3 
 
(𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃)2 =  
𝐴2
2
( 1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃) (2) 
The steady-state accuracy requirement was directly related to the amount of pass-band 
ripple in each filter.  A pass-band ripple of 1 dB or less would satisfy the requirement.  In 






































e BP Delay = 83 sec.

























absolute magnitude as derived by (3), 1 dB is approximately 10% of the total signal magnitude, 
thus at least 90% accuracy is maintained as required for the RMS energy output.  Each of the 
filters was well below this level of ripple.  The total delay of all the Band 1 filters together was 
approximately 140 seconds which was less than the required 200 seconds. 
 
𝑎𝑏𝑠. 𝑀𝑎𝑔 = 10(
𝑑𝐵 𝑀𝑎𝑔
20 ) (3) 
2.2.2.2. Band 2 Design 
For Band 2, the input signal was first filtered by the anti-aliasing LP filter in Figure 3 and 
down-sampled to 5 sps.  The 5 sps signal was passed through the BP filter (50th order Parks-
McClellan optimized FIR filter with corners at 0.12 and 1.04 Hz) in Figure 7, squared, passed 
through the averaging filter (100th order Parks-McClellan optimized FIR filter with a corner at 
0.0065 Hz) in Figure 7, and finally rooted.  Note that these filters met the ringing and stop-band 
requirements.  The total delay of all the filters together was approximately 11 seconds which was 





Figure 7: Gain and pulse response for the Band 2 FIR BP and Avg filters 
 
 
2.2.2.3. Band 3 and 4 Designs 
No down-sampling was utilized for Bands 3 and 4.  The input signals were directly fed 
into the BP filter.  For Band 3, the BP (196th order Parks-McClellan optimized FIR filter with 
corners at 0.95 and 5.05 Hz) and averaging filters (75th Park-McClellan optimized FIR filter with 
a corner at 0.26 Hz) are shown in Figure 8.  These filters met the steady-state accuracy, ringing, 
and stop-band requirements.  The total delay for Band 3 was approximately 4.5 seconds which 
was below the 6 seconds requirement.  The Band 4 high-pass (HP) (56th Parks-McClellan 
optimized FIR filter with a corner at 4.81 Hz) and averaging (31st Parks-McClellan optimized 
FIR filter with a corner at 0.67 Hz) filters are shown in Figure 9.  Again, the requirements were 
met.  The passband ripple is larger (up to 3 dB) because the steady-state accuracy requirement is 






































e BP Delay = 5 sec.






























Figure 8: Gain and pulse response for the Band 3 FIR BP and Avg filters 
 
 




































e BP Delay = 3.27 sec.

























Figure 9: Gain and pulse response for the Band 4 FIR HP and Avg filters 
 
 
2.2.3. FIR Design Results 
As an example, the signal (4) was applied at the input of Figure 1. 
 
𝑥(𝑡) =  100 + 12 cos(2𝜋0.3𝑡) + 7 cos(2𝜋0.7𝑡) + 5 cos(2𝜋4𝑡)  10 ≥ 𝑡 ≥ 40 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 













































e HP Delay = 0.93 sec.

























The calculated RMS energy content of this signal for the four bands defined above was:  
Band 1 RMS content = 0 




2⁄ = 9.8 
Band 3 RMS content = √5
2
2⁄ =3.5 
Band 4 RMS content = 0 
The results are shown in Figure 10.  The raw signal is shown in the first plot while the 
Bands 1 - 4 RMS energy filter outputs are shown in plots 2 - 5.  Note the estimated RMS content 
matches the expectation and the response times match those of the filter designs.  Further note 






Figure 10: Example 1 results 
 
 
2.3. Damping Controller Application 
For the real-time damping controller, the control band is below 1 Hz, so supervisory 
detection was limited to Bands 3 and 4.  The original BPA OD FIR filters were designed for use 
at 30 sps.  The filters were re-designed for use at 60 sps; the sample rate used by the real-time 










































damping controller.  But improving the response time of the Band 3 and 4 FIR filters was 
desired.  Restating the goal, the OD was to disable the controller if oscillations above an energy 
and time threshold outside its control-band are observed.  IIR filters were examined for their 
response time, but they had to be carefully chosen to meet the ringing requirements.  The 
proposed IIR filters were designed for use at 60 sps, also. 
2.3.1. IIR RMS Energy Filter Design 
2.3.1.1. Band 3 and 4 Design 
Matlab® R2014a and Matlab® Signal Processing Toolbox ver.6.21 [11] were used for 
the design and testing of the IIR filters.  The first step in the design process was to examine the 
characteristics of all the filter types that could be used.  Second, find the most compatible type.  
Third, design a filter that closely matched the performance of the FIR filters.  Fourth, determine 
the best filter implementation.  Lastly, test the filter performance against the FIR filters. 
For comparison, Figure 11 represents the common digital IIR HP filter types; 
Butterworth, Chebyshev Type 1, Chebyshev Type 2, and elliptical.  The filters are all 5th order, 
with matching corner frequencies (-3 dB) at 5 Hz.  All of the filters have a minimum attenuation 
of 60 dB in the stop band and a maximum 1 dB ripple in the passband.  The plot includes the 
frequency response (Bode) for each filter.  Figures 12 and 13 are the step and impulse response 


























































































Figure 12: HP IIR filter step response comparison 
 
 











































































Figure 13: HP IIR filter impulse response comparison 
 
 



































































Butterworth filters are frequently used due to their flat pass and stop bands as shown in 
Figure 11.  However, the FIR filters that were being replaced have a fast transition band. 
Therefore, a Butterworth filter would have to be high order.  High order filters are more difficult 
to realize, are slower, and have more ringing.  Chebyshev and Elliptic filters were the more 
likely choice. 
Elliptical filters have the fastest transition band, however have both pass and stop band 
ripple.  As demonstrated with the FIR filters, a small amount of ripple was acceptable and still 
met the requirements.  However, the elliptical filter step and impulse responses demonstrated 
significantly more ringing as shown in Figures 12 and 13.  The requirements stated that no more 
than three significant cycles of ringing were acceptable.  Elliptical filters also have poor group 
delay characteristics.  Elliptical filters would not meet the requirement. 
Chebyshev filters come in two frequency response varieties.  Type 1 filters have ripple in 
the passband and have no ripple in the stop band. Of the two Chebyshev varieties, Type 1 filters 
have the fastest transition band.  Chebyshev Type 2 filters have a flat passband and ripple in the 
stop band.  Testing of Type 1 filters showed an increase in the filter order to reduce the passband 
ripple to an acceptable level.  As with the elliptical filters, the Chebyshev Type 1 filter 
demonstrated too much ringing and poor group delay which placed them out of consideration.  
Type 2 filters were able to achieve an adequate transition band rate while remaining low order. 
2.3.1.2. IIR Testing Methodology 
The design of the IIR filters was relatively straight forward; match as closely as possible 
the FIR frequency response with minimal time delay.  Butterworth, Chebyshev Type 1 and 2, as 
well as elliptical filters were designed to match the FIR parameters.  Once the filters were 
designed, a series of tests were run to determine the suitability of each type.  The filters were 
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evaluated based upon the frequency response; how closely and at what order could the filter 
match the FIR response.  The impulse and step responses were evaluated for filter ringing and 
response time.  The group delay time was the critical final characteristic observed.  Once a filter 
was chosen, then coefficient sensitivity was considered and will be discussed later.  Lastly, a 
signal was passed through a complete OD with the original FIR filters and a matching OD with 
the IIR filters.  The output was compared.  Ideally, these responses would appear identical, but 
the IIR filter OD would respond faster  
The four filter types were first designed to closely match the frequency response of the 
original FIR filters while having minimal order.  The passband ripple was matched at 1 dB for 
the elliptical and Chebyshev Type 1.  The stop bands of the filters were designed to replicate the 
FIR stop band attenuation.  Also, the filters were required to eliminate DC.  For the IIR filters 
with stop band ripple, this meant the order of the filters were odd numbers.  Careful attention 
was used when determining the filter corner frequencies to ensure the pass bandwidth was at 
least as wide as each of the original filters to satisfy the accuracy requirements for Bands 3 and 
4.  As stated previously, the ringing requirement eliminated two filter types (Chebyshev Type 1 
and Elliptical).  Butterworth filters were ruled out due to their need for high order.  Chebyshev 
Type 2 IIR filters were the best choice. 
Several versions of the Chebyshev Type 2 filters were designed.  The frequency, step, 
and impulse responses were compared to those of the original FIR filters.  The final comparison 
was the group delay.  The chosen design parameters for the filters used are as shown in the 
Matlab® script in Appendix M.  The following figures show the frequency, step, impulse 
responses, and the group delay for the chosen filters as compared to the original FIR filters.  The 
filters will be discussed one at a time. 
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First, the Band 3 BP filters were compared in Figures 14 through 17.  As shown in Figure 
14, the response of the 14th order Chebyshev Type 2 BP filter is fairly close to the FIR filter, with 
two exceptions.  There is no passband ripple and the upper transition band around 5 Hz is not as 
steep.  The stop band attenuations are similar.  The step and pulse response plots in Figures 15 
and 16 show the improved response times and the filter ringing.  As shown in the plots, alone the 
IIR BP filter would not meet the ringing requirement.  This will be discussed later.  The response 
times for the BP and HP filters were taken from the step response plot at the point where the 
pulse response crosses zero after the largest negative peak.  For the averaging filters, the time 
was taken from the pulse response plot at the point where the largest peak occurred.  All the filter 
response times can be found in Table I. 
An important detail is noted about group delay time.  FIR filters when designed with 
symmetric coefficients have an identical response time to all passband frequencies.  This is 
clearly demonstrated in Figure 17.  Group delay is calculated by finding the slope of the phase 
response in the passband from the Bode plot.  This was done by calculating the numerical 
derivative.  The group delay time of the IIR BP filter is non-linear having a longer delay around 
the corner frequencies, most prominently at 1 Hz.  As an audio filter for example, the non-linear 
delay would be undesirable.  However, speed was the goal for the real-time controller supervisor.  


























































































Figure 16: Pulse response for the Band 3 FIR and IIR BP 
 








































Next the Band 3 averaging filters were compared in Figures 18 through 21.  For both 
averaging filters, the -40 dB points were matched for the FIR and IIR filters.  The magnitude plot 
in Figure 18 showed the 5th order IIR averaging filter had a wider passband with a steeper 
transition band to -40 dB and had similar stop band attenuation.  The IIR averaging filter met the 
ringing requirement.  However, the time delay shown in Figure 21 was marginally improved 
over only part of the passband.  
 
























































































































Figure 20: Pulse response for the Band 3 FIR and IIR Avg filters 
 
 
































Figure 21: Group delay for the Band 3 FIR and IIR Avg filters 
 
 
Next, the Band 4 HP filters were examined in Figures 22 through 25.  The IIR HP filter 
matched the passband corner frequency with no ripple.  The stop band attenuation and DC 
response were also similar.  The IIR HP filter met the ringing requirement as shown in Figures 
23 and 24.  The transition rate in Figure 22 was slower for the IIR HP to minimize the order of 
the filter.  The combination of the slower Band 3 BP filter upper transition rate and the HP lower 
transition rate caused more overlap around 5 Hz as shown in Figure 26.  Based on the goal of the 
OD, the decision was made that the filter order (response time) was more important than the 
overlap in frequencies between Bands 3 and 4.  The effect of the slower transitions meant the 
Band 4 RMS energy filter would show energy content that was actually due to energy in Band 3 
frequencies near 5 Hz.  So, if an oscillation was detected near 5 Hz both bands would alarm 
which still satisfied the goal of the OD. 















































































































Figure 24: Pulse response for the Band 4 FIR and IIR HP 
 
 






































































Figure 26: Passband response comparison for FIR/IIR BP to HP 
 
 
Finally, the Band 4 averaging filters were compared in Figures 27 through 30.  The 5th 
order Band 4 IIR averaging filter matched the FIR -40 dB attenuation point.  The magnitude plot 
in Figure 27 showed the 5th order IIR averaging filter had a wider passband with a steeper 
transition band to -40 dB and had similar stop band attenuation.  The IIR averaging met the 
ringing requirement.  Similar to the Band 3 averaging filter, the time delay, as shown in Figure 
30, was marginally improved over only part of the passband.  This result suggested that the 


















































will be shown later, the FIR averaging filters have another advantage; they damped the ringing 
associated with both the IIR BP and HP filters. 




























































































Figure 29: Pulse response for the Band 4 FIR and IIR Avg filters 
 
 


































Figure 30: Group delay for the Band 4 FIR and IIR Avg filters 
 
 
Table I: Step/Pulse response delay times 
 
Band 3 FIR BP IIR BP FIR Avg IIR Avg 
Delay time (sec.) 3.27 0.3 1.25 1.25 
Band 4 FIR HP IIR HP FIR Avg IIR Avg 
Delay time (sec.) 0.95 0.01 0.5 0.5 
 
2.3.1.3. Averaging filter improvement 
For proper averaging, the averaging filter must be designed to reject twice the lowest 
passed frequency from the previous filter.  For the purposes of this paper, the stopband was -40 
dB which corresponds to 1% of the original signal at the stop band frequency is passed.  
Therefore, the averaging filter must at least have a stopband that was at or slightly below the 
doubled lowest frequency.  The original Band 3 and 4 FIR averaging filters were designed with 
their stopbands much less than the doubled lowest frequency of their respective BP and HP 
filters.  Some improvement appeared possible.  By moving the averaging filter corner frequency, 




























the filter order could be lowered.  The order for symmetric FIR filters is directly tied to the group 
delay of the filter by (5): 
 




where GD is the group delay, N is the order of the filter, and Ts is the sample period.  Therefore, 
the filter could be faster. 
After adjusting the orders and corner frequencies of the FIR averaging filters to reject the 
lowest doubled frequencies, a significant improvement was achieved as shown in Figures 31 and 
32.  Table II shows the original and modified values for the FIR averaging filters.  The improved 
averaging filter delays improved the RMS energy filter response time. 
Table II: FIR Avg filter orders, stop band frequencies, and delay times 
 
 Band 3  Band 3 Band 4 Band 4 
 Original Modified Original Modified 
Order 150 91 60 25 
Stopband freq.(Hz) 0.77 1.26 2.0 4.69 












































































































































































2.3.1.4. Coefficient Sensitivity 
Filter coefficient sensitivity is important. Small changes in the coefficient values can 
have a large effect on the stability and function of a filter. Testing was performed to determine to 
what level the filters designed were susceptible. First, the Chebyshev Type 2 BP and HP filters 












where H(z) is the filter transfer function, ai and, bi are the digital filter coefficients.  Modified 
versions of the filters were created by removing one decimal digit of the ai and bi coefficients at 
a time.  The Bode plots of the full length coefficient filter versus the modified coefficient filter 
revealed any performance changes.  The low order HP filter transfer function was more resistant 
to the truncation of its coefficients, remaining unchanged until only 4 decimal digits remained as 
shown in Figure 34.  However, the test showed clearly if the BP filter was represented by a 
single transfer function, small changes in coefficients made significant performance differences.  
The BP filter began to show changes when truncated to 11 decimal digits as shown in Figure 33.  



















































































Figure 34: Band 4 IIR HP filter – TF coefficients reduced to 4 decimal digits 
 
 
To further highlight the pole location error, Figures 35 and 36 are plots of the poles and 











































































Figure 35 shows the BP filter poles and zeros for the full transfer function.  Figure 36 shows the 
truncated version to 8 decimal digits.  The poles are shown as ‘x’ and the zeros as ‘o’ on the 
plots.  For a filter to remain stable, all the poles must remain inside the unit circle.  As can be 
seen in Figure 36, several poles and zeros have moved outside the unit circle. 
 
 
Figure 35: Pole-Zero plot of full BP transfer function 
 
 



























Figure 36: Pole-Zero plot of BP transfer function truncated to 8 decimal digits  
 
 
2.3.1.5. Filter Implementation 
Based upon the results of the sensitivity test on the transfer function implementation 
another filter approach would have to be used.  Commonly, high order filters are broken up into 
smaller sections and cascaded, called second order sections (SOS).  Each SOS can be represented 






1 + 𝑎1𝑧−1 + 𝑎2𝑧−2
 
(7) 






















Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 BP truncated TF coefficients
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where b0, b1, b2, a1, and a2 are the unique coefficients to each SOS.  If a filter is of odd order, 
then a first order section is included. (8) is the product of the SOS that reassembles the transfer 
function. 
 𝐻(𝑧) = ∏ 𝐻𝑛(𝑧)
𝑁
𝑛=1  (8) 
Using second-order-sections makes the filter much easier to realize physically, but also provides 
resistance to coefficient sensitivity.  Each SOS has only two poles which are widely spread 
providing the resistance.  There are two standard configurations for SOS [8].  The Direct II 
method as shown in Figure 37 was chosen as it required the least amount of computing resources 




Figure 37: Second-order-section realization of a digital filter 
 
 
In a second test of the sensitivity, the IIR Chebyshev Type 2 BP and HP filters 
represented by SOS transfer functions with full coefficients were compared to modified SOS 
implementations with truncated coefficients.  Figures 38 and 39 show the full coefficient filter 
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and the modified SOS appear nearly identical even after the coefficients in the SOS have been 
reduced to 3 decimal digits. 
 
 

























































































































































2.3.2. IIR/FIR Mix Design Example Test Results 
Bands 3 and 4 with the improved averaging filters were tested at 60 sps.  The input signal 
from example 1 was directly fed into the Chebyshev Type 2 BP and HP filters, squared, passed 
through their respective FIR averaging filters for each band.  The outputs of the RMS energy 
filters are shown in Figure 40.  The combination of all the Band 3 and 4 filters met the steady-
state accuracy, ringing, and stop-band requirements.  The raw signal is shown in the first plot 
while the Band 3 and 4 RMS energy filter outputs are shown in the second and third plots.  Once 
again note the estimated RMS content of Band 3 and response times match the expected.  Due to 
the wider filter overlap of Bands 3 and 4, Band 4 showed slightly more RMS content.  The filter 
response times matched the expected and were much faster than the FIR design. 
 
 
Figure 40: Example 2 results 
 
 

























Final testing involved using a signal consisting of two simple sinusoids on the complete 
OD to ensure the performance matched the design parameters.  Then the results were compared 
to the original OD design.  Two 60 second tests were conducted.  The first test signal used is 
shown in (9) and the second in (10). 
 
𝑥(𝑡) =  0.1 ∗ √2 ∗ cos(2𝜋1𝑡)  15 ≥ 𝑡 ≥ 25 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 
𝑥(𝑡) =  0.075 ∗ √2 ∗ cos(2𝜋5𝑡)  35 ≥ 𝑡 ≥ 45 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 




𝑥(𝑡) =  0.1 ∗ √2 ∗ cos(2𝜋3𝑡) 15 ≥ 𝑡 ≥ 25 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠  
𝑥(𝑡) = 0.075 ∗ √2 ∗ cos(2𝜋9𝑡)  35 ≥ 𝑡 ≥ 45 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 
𝑥(𝑡) = 0  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
(10) 
 
The signals were designed to demonstrate the performance of the OD with oscillation energy at 
the corner frequencies (1 and 5 Hz) as well as near the middle of the passbands (3 and 9 Hz).  A 
Timer/Alarm section follows the RMS energy filters within the OD.  If an oscillation is detected 
in Bands 3 and/or 4 at an energy level above a RMS energy threshold, a timer begins.  If the 
timer reaches a defined threshold an alarm is issued for that band and controller is disabled.  The 
alarm continues until the RMS energy in the alarm band subsides below the RMS energy 
threshold.  The RMS energy must remain below that threshold for a defined time before the 
alarm is disabled.  Then the controller re-engages based on upon its restart protocol.  Table III 




Table III: OD RMS energy threshold parameters 
 
 RMS Threshold 
Band 3 0.050 
Band 4 0.025 
 
For Band 3, Figures 41 and 42 show the results.  The all FIR filter OD is shown in black. 
The mixed IIR/FIR filter OD is in blue.  Note the estimated RMS content matches the 
expectation and the response times match those of the filter designs.  It is clearly shown that the 
IIR/FIR combination is significantly faster to respond to the presence of the oscillations.  Table 
IV shows the resulting response time and the difference for Band 3.  Notice also, the Band 3 
RMS energy filter demonstrated no significant ringing due to the FIR averaging filter.  As 
expected due to the non-linear nature of the delay time for the IIR BP, the response is slower 
around 1Hz and 5 Hz than mid-passband.  Yet, the IIR/FIR combination still out-performs the 
original.  
 






































Figure 42: OD Band 3 comparison test results at 3 and 9 Hz 
 
 






threshold (sec.) Difference (sec.) 
Percent 
Difference 
Band 3 All FIR IIR/FIR   
1 Hz 4.10 1.63 -2.47 86.2% 
3 Hz 4.12 0.77 -3.35 137.0% 
5 Hz 4.08 1.15 -2.93 112.1% 
9 Hz No alarm No alarm   
 
For the OD Band 4, the same test signals were fed to the OD. Figures 43 and 44 show the 
results. 




























Note the estimated RMS content matches the expectation and the response times match 
those of the filter designs.  The plots show that the IIR/FIR combination is faster to respond to 
the presence of the oscillations.  Table V shows the resulting response time and the difference for 
Band 4.  Like the IIR BP filter, due to the non-linear nature of the delay time for the IIR HP, the 
response is slower around 5Hz than mid-passband, yet still faster than the original. 
 
 
Figure 43: OD Band 4 comparison test results at 1 and 5 Hz 
 
 






























Figure 44: OD Band 4 comparison test results at 3 and 9 Hz 
 
 






threshold (sec.) Difference (sec.) 
Percent 
Difference 
Band 4 All FIR IIR/FIR   
1 Hz No alarm No alarm   
3 Hz No alarm No alarm   
5 Hz 1.28 0.17 -1.11 153.1% 
9 Hz 1.33 0.13 -1.20 164.4% 
 
2.4. Oscillation Detection Supervisor Conclusions 
Testing has shown that IIR filters could be designed to replace the Band 3 band-pass and 
Band 4 high-pass filters of the OD.  The lower order provided a significant improvement in 
detection time.  The IIR averaging filters designed were unable to improve the performance of 
the FIR filters.  The transition band delays were in fact worse.  However, a re-design of the FIR 
averaging filters to reduce the order and better match the desired stopbands has improved their 




























response times significantly.  Beneficially, the FIR averaging filters also helped reduce the 
ringing associated with the IIR BP and HP filters.  For Band 3, the total delay was approximately 
1.1 seconds which was significantly better than the 4.5 seconds provided by the FIR version.  For 
Band 4, the total delay of these filters was 0.23 second, well below the 1.45 seconds of the FIR 
design. 
The success of the testing resulted with the implementation of the SOS IIR filters in the 
PDCI damping controller supervisor currently in open-loop testing at the Synchrophasor 
Laboratory at BPA’s Ross Hill control center.  The FIR averaging filter re-design is being 
reviewed for use in the real-time damping controller. 
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3. Gain and Phase Margin Supervisor 
3.1. Background 
Control systems are an essential element of the power grid.  Controllers are generally 
designed to use feedback to manipulate a system to operate around a desired set point.  All 
proportional, integral, and/or derivative controllers accomplish this action by changing the 
location of the closed-loop poles and zeros of a system.  For the real-time damping controller, the 
goal is to counteract inter-area swings of generators in the north and south of the wNAPS.  The 
controller does this by modulating power flows over the PDCI [2].  A basic model of the 
controller is shown in Figure 45.  However, the western grid is a highly complex, non-linear 
system.  Thousands of synchronous generators and their respective control systems are 
interconnected by transmission lines to randomly changing loads.  Such a complex system is 
difficult to approximate by a linear transfer function, but a Bode plot of that transfer function 
would display important spectral content of the western grid.  Particularly, gain and phase 
margin information can be extracted from this plot.  Monitoring the stability of the grid while the 






Figure 45: Basic block diagram of the wNAPS and real-time damping controller 
 
where, 
θNorth→ North bus angle (known) 
θSouth → South bus angle (known) 
ΔθNS →  Bus angle difference (known) 
H(z) →  Derivative controller 
Δfe →   Output frequency difference - mHz 
K →   Controller gain (MW/mHz) 
Pmax, Pmin →  commanded power modulation limits 
ΔPcmd →  commanded power modulation 




Due to the complexity of the grid, finding an accurate estimate of the open loop transfer 
function is problematic.  Two methods were evaluated.  For both methods, it will be shown that a 
probing signal, r(t), was required to be injected into the system.  This was done to provide 
numerical independence between the input and the measured output data.  From discussions with 
Dr. Dan Trudnowski, an open-loop transfer function estimate at one to three frequencies would 
provide the necessary information to determine stability margins.  So, the probing signal 
comprised one to three specific frequencies. 
3.2. The miniWECC model 
For the purposes of this research, probing tests could not be conducted directly on the 
power grid.  The controller is currently being observed in open-loop testing as new elements are 
added.  Also, probing the wNAPS would require a detailed plan and WECC approval.  The 
alternative was to use a reduced-order linear model called the miniWECC [2] and conduct the 
tests in Matlab®.  The miniWECC is a 472nd order, condensed, continuous-time linear model of 
the wNAPS.  It contains 122 buses, 19 load centers, and 34 generation areas as shown in Figure 
46.  The open loop transfer function of interest has an input of the power flow (MW, south to 
north) on the PDCI and an output of the frequency difference (in mHz) between the Big Eddy 
and Malin substations [2].  In Figure 46, bus 24 is the Big Eddy substation, bus 89 is the Malin 












A Bode plot of the continuous-time and discrete-time transfer functions of the power 
flow on the PDCI to the frequency difference between the Big Eddy and Malin substations from 
the miniWECC model are presented in Figure 47.  As stated previously, the miniWECC is a 
continuous-time model.  The controller while ‘real-time’ works upon discrete samples from the 
power system.  The outputs then are in the discrete-time domain.  To accurately portray the 
actual values expected from the model, the model must be transformed to the discrete-time 
domain also.  The approximation used was a zero-order-hold (zoh) as given by (11) [5]: 
 











Hzoh(z) → Equivalent zoh approximated z-plane transfer function 
z →  z-domain variable 
Z{ } → z transform operator 
H(s) → s-plane transfer function 
s →  Laplace domain operator 
T →  Sample period 
The accuracy of the approximation is then dependent on the sample period.  For the PMU data, 
the sample period is 1/60th of a second.  The difference between the plots in Figure 47 is a result 
of the sample period.  Also, during discretizing, an effect called frequency warping occurs.  This 
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occurs when the infinite jω axis in the complex s-plane is transformed onto the z-domain unit 
circle.  This also causes phase deviations between the continuous model and discrete 
approximation.  
Probing tests conducted over the last decade using the PDCI has provided a historical 
basis for the PDCI, Big Eddy and Malin transfer function [13][14].  For comparison, the same 
transfer function acquired from real data [14] during one probing test is shown in Figure 48.  The 
reader may notice there are many significant differences between Figures 47 and 48, including a 
phase wrap which does not occur in the Figure 48.  The scope of this research was not to 
evaluate the miniWECC model, but to use the model to evaluate the speed and accuracy of the 
methods to calculate spectral content at specific frequencies compared to the actual model values 
shown in the Bode plot in Figure 47.  Previous probing may suggest more desirable frequency 


















minniWecc model, TF Bode, Input = PDCI (MW,S to N)














































Figure 48: wNAPS TF from PDCI (MW) to BigEddy – Malin (freq diff, mHz) 
 
 
From discussions with Dr. Dan Trudnowski, it is desirable to keep the total energy 
content of the probing signal small enough to run without introducing any noticeable changes to 
the AC system.  This prevents raising any concerns with system operators.  Figures 49 and 50 
show the simulated bus voltage and frequency at the Big Eddy substation, prior to, during and 
after a probe had been introduced.  As shown, the probe was barely noticeable from the system 
model ambient noise.  The noise was modeled by representing 1.56% of the load as random. 
Measurement noise was also added.  This was done to match the noise observed during probe 
testing conduct in [2].  Tables VI and VII show the bus voltage and frequency standard 
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deviations from 100 to 500 seconds. The tables also include the means and the ratio of standard 
deviations (signal with noise vs. noise) of the bus voltage and frequency for the 400 seconds with 
and without probing. 
 
 
Figure 49: Big Eddy per unit bus voltage with and without 1 Hz probing signal 
 

































Table VI: Big Eddy bus voltage standard deviation 
 
Probe amplitude No probe 3 MW 8 MW 
Std Dev 7.55e-05 7.60e-05 7.98-05 
Mean 1.0336 1.0336 1.0336 




Figure 50: Big Eddy bus frequency with and without 1 Hz probing signal 






































Table VII: Big Eddy bus frequency standard deviation 
 
Probe amplitude No probe 3 MW 8 MW 
Std Dev 5.78e-05 5.81e-05 5.99-05 
Mean 60 60 60 
Signal with Noise/Noise 1.000 1.005 1.036 
3.3. Methods 
In system identification, there are 3 common approaches of open-loop transfer function 
estimation from a closed-loop system [15].  The Joint Input-Output approach best describes the 
two methods that will be examined here.  The approach uses the known probing signal, r(t), the 
measured output, y(t), and the modulation command signal, p(t) which is calculated via a known 
controller, C(s).  Then employing information gathered from the known signals, an open-loop 
estimate was attained using two spectral methods.  The goal of this research was to evaluate the 
methods used to attain the estimates.  Then based on the results, recommend one of the 
algorithms that best suits the real-time damping controller supervisor. 
Consider the Laplace-domain system as shown in Figure 51: 
 
 





s = jω = j2πf , where f is a frequency in Hz 
r(t) → R(s) is the probing signal (known) 
p(t) → P(s) is the PDCI modulation signal (known) 
q(t) → Q(s) is random noise (unknown) 
w(t) → W(s) is random measurement noise (unknown) 
y(t) → Y(s) is the system output (known) 
G(s) = N(s)/D(s) is open-loop transfer function 
Gq(s) = M(s)/D(s) is open-loop noise transfer function 
C(s) = K, the real-time damping controller gain (known) 







for specific values of ω. 
The following Laplace domain equations are derived from Figure 51.  For simplicity, the 

























For the following, the signals are sampled into windows.  The notation is as follows: 
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𝑦[𝑛] = 𝑦(𝑛𝑇), 𝑛 = 0,1,2, …,no-1 
𝑇 =  
1
𝑓𝑠
,       sample period (seconds) 
𝑓𝑠,               sample frequency (samples/second – sps) 





,     frequency resolution (radians) 
𝛺𝑘 = 𝛺𝑜𝑘,  k






        frequency resolution (radians/second) 
𝜔𝑘 = 𝜔𝑜𝑘,  k
th frequency term (radians/second) 
 
3.3.1. Algebraic Back-out 
A simple approach to determine the open-loop transfer function estimate is to solve 
algebraically from the closed-loop transfer function in (16) to get (17).  The open-loop transfer 














Referring to Figure 51, our system model is not so simple.  Backing out (14) yields (18), where 
Gq and W are unknown.  Algebraic back-out was not considered. 
 
𝐺 =







3.3.2. Single-windowed Discrete Fourier Transform 
The first method to be evaluated was to calculate the open-loop transfer function at 
specific frequencies by calculating the ratio of the single windowed discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) of y and p at the probing signal frequencies.  The DFT of the signal y at frequency term k 








For the single frequency tests, the signal was constructed in the form: 
𝑟[𝑛] = 2𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(?̅?𝑛) = 𝐴𝑒𝑗?̅?𝑛 + 𝐴𝑒−𝑗?̅?𝑛  
(20) 
where A was the amplitude of the signal and ?̅? = 𝛺𝑘.  This means the period of the input 





















































































Consider the first term of (21).  The summation equals no, therefore canceling the 
division by no, leaving the terms outside the summation.  Because ?̅? = 𝛺𝑘, the second term is 
always zero.  In the third and fourth terms, q and w are random, so these terms will be random.  
















Then, an open-loop transfer function estimate can be attained from (25) as long as the DFT 







Returning to the statement regarding the requirement of a probing signal; it is clear from 
the derivation of (23) and (24), if no probing signal were used, then the only terms that 
contributed are no longer present. 
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3.3.2.1. Single Frequency 
The first simulation cases employed a single frequency probing signal.  In these cases, the 
probing signal was introduced to the miniWECC for an integer multiple of the sample period.  
This was done to prevent leakage in the DFT calculations.  The data sets were processed as a 
single-windowed DFT at the probing signal frequency.  The probing signal window length and 
amplitude were varied for each frequency chosen.  The open-loop transfer function was then 
estimated using (25) from the results.  Each variation was run through one hundred Monte Carlo 
simulations.  Monte Carlo refers to a method of testing that uses a random seeding for each 
successive experiment to provide a broad result sampling from which to draw conclusions.  
These experiments used a seeding from the previous experiment for the next, yet the results can 
be replicated as the first seed is fixed.  The mean and standard deviations of the open-loop 
transfer function gain and phase were calculated for each probing frequency.  For comparison, 
the actual solution calculated from the discretized state space model and the noiseless solution of 
the model were calculated.  All tested were conducted with a typical controller gain of 10 






Figure 52: 120 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 53: 180 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 54: 300 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 55: Std Dev summary, 1 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
 
 
The 1 Hz plots, as expected, showed the larger the amplitude of the probing signal, the 
less deviation from the expected value.  Likewise, the longer the DFT window, the better the 
estimate calculated.  Also, as the probe amplitude became small for the 2 and 3 minute probes, 
the mean values for both magnitude and phase showed biasing.  However, the plots revealed a 
trend.  The results did not greatly improve with probing amplitudes much above 5 MW.  Dr. Dan 
Trudnowski, upon review of the initial results, suggested a 6 MW probing signal around 3 
minutes in length may provide adequate data to calculate a reasonable open-loop transfer 
function estimate at 1 Hz. 
Next, a 2 Hz and 4 Hz probing signal were individually introduced.  The result plots are 
shown in Appendix A and B.  Similar to the 1 Hz data, the larger amplitude and longer probing 
































































signal provided the best estimates.  The probing amplitudes however, could be much smaller to 
provide a similar standard deviation in phase as the 1 Hz data, approximately 20 percent of the 
equivalent 1 Hz probing amplitude.  Likewise, the 4 Hz probe could be approximately 10 percent 
of the equivalent 1 Hz probing amplitude.  This would be important when the respective 
amplitudes for the multi-sinusoid probe were chosen. 
3.3.2.2. Multiple Frequencies 
Similar testing was conducted with three frequencies.  Once again, the total probing 
amplitude permitted for the signal was varied, but each input sinusoid represented a proportion 
of the total.  To maximize the energy content of the multi-sinusoidal signal, an optimization 
algorithm was used [9].  The resulting signal which had an amplitude range not greater than +/-1 
was then gained by the total probe amplitude to form the final signal.  From the previous tests, 
the amplitudes were chosen to roughly match the percentages found.  After the first run, these 
values were revised to those in Table VIII to attempt to more equally balance the standard 
deviations with all the frequencies.  For future work, these ratios could be refined further. 
Table VIII: Multi-sinusoid pre-probe gain amplitudes 
 
 1 Hz 2 Hz 4 Hz 
Amplitude 1.0 0.25 0.167 
 
The tests were conducted in the same fashion as the single frequency experiments.  The   
1 Hz portions of the multi-sinusoid results are shown in Figures 56 - 59.  The remaining 2 and 4 





Figure 56: 120 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 57: 180 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 58: 300 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 59: Std Dev summary, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
 
 
The 1 Hz standard deviation summaries for the single and multi-frequency probe are very 
similar due to the optimization algorithm used to design the probe.  The 2 and 4 Hz results also 
reflect this finding. 
3.3.3. Periodogram Averaging - Welsh’s method 





where x and y are general signals, To is the length of the recorded data for calculating the Fourier 
Transforms X(ω) and Y(ω), X*(ω) is the complex conjugate of X(ω), and E{ } is the expectation 
































































operator.  If x = y, (26) is termed the power spectral density (PSD).  When x ≠ y, (26) is termed 
the cross power spectral density (CSPD) and is a direct measure of the correlation between two 
signals.  Spectral densities are used whenever signals have random components [6], including 
power applications (e.g. [10]). 
In this case, the analog signal, r(t), from (20) will be written as: 
 
𝑟(𝑡) = 2𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(?̅?𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒𝑗?̅?𝑡 + 𝐴𝑒−𝑗?̅?𝑡  
(27) 




𝐸{𝑅∗(𝜔)𝑅(𝜔)} = 2𝐴𝛿(𝜔 − ?̅?) + 2𝐴𝛿(𝜔 + ?̅?) (28) 




𝐸{𝑅∗(𝜔)𝑄(𝜔)} = 0 (29) 
 




𝐸{𝑅∗(𝜔)𝑊(𝜔)} = 0 (30) 
Similarly, SRW (ω) = 0 because r and w are also uncorrelated. 



























































A well-known method for estimating the CPSD is Welsh’s periodogram averaging.  The 
approach involves averaging the CPSD of numerous smaller, over-lapping windows of a single 
data record.  An advantage of this approach is measurement noise effects are averaged out of the 
process.  Welsh’s method also offered the opportunity to attain a length of data needed to 
converge to a reasonable estimate.  Welsh’s method could be implemented in real-time, if the 
probe test is deemed necessary to run continuously while the controller is operation.  The Welsh 
method could maintain a continuously updating data block where the CPSD averages are 
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constantly updated as new windows are computed.  It is important to note, [6] states the solution 
requires the system also must remain stationary during the test.  For more information on 
Welsh’s periodogram method, the reader is referred to [12]. 
3.3.3.1. Window Type and Length 
The over-lapping windows used in the Welsh’s method can be created in Matlab® by 
using any of the programmed window types.  The simplest is the boxcar, a basic rectangle.  
Other options reduce the magnitude of the signal at the ends of the window to zero or near zero 
to help reduce DFT leakage due to noise at the beginning and end of the DFT.  These include 
Hann(ing), Hamming, Chebyshev, and Blackman to name a few [8].  In the simulation 
environment, random noise was included to imitate conditions seen on the actual grid [2] and to 
simulate measurement error.  To identify any result differences, the CPSD method was evaluated 
with two window types, Hann and the boxcar.  
Figures 60 - 63 show the standard deviation and mean for 1 Hz Welsh CPSD using 10 
second boxcar windows compared to the actual and noiseless solutions.  The Figures 64 - 67 





Figure 60: 120 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 10 sec boxcar windows 
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Figure 61: 180 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 10sec boxcar windows 
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Figure 62: 300 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method –10 sec boxcar windows 
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Figure 63: Std Dev summary, 1 Hz probe – Welsh method – 10 sec boxcar windows 
 
 


































































Figure 64: 120 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 10 sec Hann windows 
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Figure 65: Std Dev summary, 1 Hz probe – Welsh method – 10 sec Hann windows 
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Figure 66: 300 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 10 sec Hann windows 
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Figure 67: Std Dev summary, 1 Hz probe – Welsh method – 10 sec Hann windows 
 
 
The comparison of the two window types showed very little difference.  With no clear 
advantage between them, the boxcar was chosen for the remaining testing due to its simplicity. 
The length of the window used in the Welsh method was also examined.  The initial tests 
were run with boxcar window lengths of 10 seconds, 600 samples.  In the second case, the 
boxcar window lengths were increased to 30 seconds, 1800 samples.  The results are plotted in 
Figures 68 - 71. 


































































Figure 68: 120 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 30 sec Boxcar windows 
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Figure 69: 180 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 30 sec Boxcar windows 
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Figure 70: 300 sec, 1 Hz probing signal – Welsh method – 30 sec Boxcar windows 
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Fewer averaging windows made these results less favorable.  The standard deviations 
increased slightly across all the probing amplitudes and lengths. 
3.3.3.2. Single Frequency and Multiple Frequencies 
Using a 10 second boxcar windows, single and multiple frequency experiments were 
conducted.  The CPSD were analyzed using the Welsh’s method using a varied total data 
window length and the probing amplitude.  The plots in Figures 60 - 63 show the results for the  
1 Hz single frequency case.  The single frequency results plots for 2 and 4 Hz are located in 
Appendix E and F. 
































































Using the same multi-frequency probe used for the previous method, the multi-frequency 
Welsh method 1 Hz plots are shown in Figures 72 - 75.  The 2 and 4 Hz plots are found in 
Appendix G and H. 
 
 
Figure 72: 120 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 73: 180 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 74: 300 sec, 1 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Due to the optimization of the multi-frequency probe, the standard deviations were 
similar than those of the single frequency probe.  The test confirmed that good estimates could 
be attained for multiple frequencies simultaneously with a similar probing amplitude and length 
as when testing with a single frequency probe.  When comparing the two methods during the 
multi-frequency test, the single-windowed DFT approach had slightly less biasing in magnitude.  
The Welsh method had slightly less biasing in phase.  Both methods had phase biasing at 2 and 4 
Hz for the shorter probe lengths.  The standard deviations were basically equivalent. 
Lastly, the multi-sinusoid Welsh method was further divided into a time sequence of data 
windows.  As each new window was added, the open-loop transfer function estimate was re-
calculated for the number of windows currently available.  Each window provided a new 
































































averaged estimate.  Each of these estimates was plotted against the length of data used in the 
estimate.  The results showed the evolution of the estimate and a possible approach to determine 
the length of data needed to attain a good estimate.  A sample simulation result plot is shown in 






Figure 76: Time sequenced Welsh of 6 MW multi-frequency probe 
 
3.3.4. Coherency 
An additional approach evaluated for estimating the required probe length was to look at 
the coherency of the input probe, r(t) to the measured output, y(t).  Coherency provides a 

























































quantitative measure of the correlation of two signals as a measure from 0 to 1, 1 being 100% 
correlated.  The equation is often shown as the squared coherency [6].  The data were plotted 
using (37).  The coherency for the time average simulation is shown in Figure 77.  So, as more 
windows were averaged, the coherency settled.  To further highlight the point at which the 
coherency began to settle, the numerical derivative of the coherency was also plotted as shown in 
Figure 78.  No research conducted on this project supports any conclusions from this approach.  
However, based on preliminary results it may provide an index to determine the length of data 





From his experience, Dr. Trudnowski stated values above 50% would suggest good 
coherency between the input and output.  Figure 77 shows the coherency of the probing signal at 
6 MW and the measured output is very good.  The derivative plot (Figure78) also showed the 





Figure 77: Time sequenced coherency of 6 MW multi-frequency probe 
 































Figure 78: Time sequenced derivative of coherency of 6 MW multi-frequency probe 
 
3.4. Gain and Phase Supervisor Conclusions 
From the data collected, both methods evaluated provide good estimates of the open-loop 
transfer function using a single or multi-frequency optimized probing signal that is almost 


























































unidentifiable from the ambient time-domain AC data.  However, the time sequenced tests 
shown for the periodogram averaging method provided a more valuable view of the estimate as it 
evolved.  This variation on the Welsh method also lends itself to automated operation.  For 
example, as the probe is applied, the CPSD is calculated as each successive window is recorded.  
Once the running average settles within a specified tolerance for a defined time, the probe is 
terminated and the estimate is achieved.  This process also could be run indefinitely with an 
updated history of data while continuously probing. 
3.5. Future Work 
During the Monte Carlo simulations, the time sequenced Welsh method required more 
time to complete, suggesting more required computing resources.  Further testing will need to be 
conducted to evaluate if the available computing resources are sufficient to use this method. 
All testing conducted as part of this research was done on a stationary system.  So, no 
variations except the ambient system noise and measurement noise were included during the 
simulations.  The controller is designed to operate upon system oscillations.  It follows that these 
methods need to be evaluated on a non-stationary system.  Specifically, if the estimate can still 
be attained if a transient occurs during probing.  Or what changes are observed with the results. 
The multi-frequency probing signal used will require a method to optimize the amplitude 
ratios of the constituent frequencies.  This will ensure that the estimates are found within 
tolerances at all the frequencies of interest at nearly the same moment.  
These methods need to be further tested using actual system data.  The model provided a 




The final work to be completed will be to automate the detection method for use in the 
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4. Appendix A: Single Frequency DFT - 2 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 79: 120 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 80: 180 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 81: 300 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 82: Std Dev summary, 2 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
 
 





























































5. Appendix B: Single Frequency DFT - 4 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 83: 120 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 84: 180 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 85: 300 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 86: Std Dev summary, 4 Hz probing signal – DFT method 
 





























































6. Appendix C: Multi-Frequency DFT - 2 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 87: 120 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 88: 180 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 89: 300 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 90: Std Dev summary, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
 
 
























































7. Appendix D: Multi-Frequency DFT - 4 Hz Simulation Results   
 
 
Figure 91: 120 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 92: 180 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 93: 300 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
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Figure 94: Std Dev summary, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – DFT method 
 
 



























































8. Appendix E: Single Frequency Welsh - 2 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 95: 120 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 96: 180 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 97: 300 sec, 2 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 98: Std Dev summary, 2 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
 
 





























































9. Appendix F: Single Frequency Welsh - 4 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 99: 120 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 100: 180 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 101: 300 sec, 4 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 102: Std Dev summary, 4 Hz probing signal – Welsh method 
 
 





























































10. Appendix G: Multi-Frequency Welsh - 2 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 103: 120 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 104: 180 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 105: 300 sec, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 106: Std Dev summary, 2 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
 
 
























































11. Appendix H: Multi-Frequency Welsh - 4 Hz Simulation Results 
 
 
Figure 107: 120 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 108: 180 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 109: 300 sec, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
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Figure 110: Std Dev summary, 4 Hz multi-frequency probing signal – Welsh method 
 
 































































Figure 111: Time sequenced Welsh, 5 MW multi-frequency probing signal 
 



























































Figure 112: Time sequenced coherency, 5 MW multi-frequency probing signal 
 































Figure 113: Time sequenced derivative of coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 




























































Figure 114: Time sequenced Welsh of 5 MW multi-frequency probing signal 
 



























































Figure 115: Time sequenced coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 































Figure 116: Time sequenced derivative of coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 




























































Figure 117: Time sequenced Welsh of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 



























































Figure 118: Time sequenced coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 































Figure 119: Time sequenced derivative of coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 




























































Figure 120: Time sequenced Welsh of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 



























































Figure 121: Time sequenced coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 































Figure 122: Time sequenced derivative of coherency of 5 MW multi-frequency probe 
 


























































13. Appendix J: Current OD FIR filter plots 
% 
% This script plots the Bode magnitude and pulse responses of the 30 sps 
% FIR filters currently in use in The BPA OD 
% 
% Dan Trudnowski 
%  
  
close all; clear all; clc 
  
%% Filter coef 
  
















LP30to5.a = [1 zeros(1,length(LP30to5.b)-1)]; 
  
% LP filter to down sample from 5 sps to 1 sps 
LP5to1.b = [-0.00188278958659862, -0.000406467461236203, 
0.000342770631005265, 0.00166063273888611, 0.00333204389031172, 
0.00492371182226248, 0.00583678394938458, 0.00543419470786049, 
0.00322499177785162, -0.000934997932403885, -0.00667681967351517, -
0.0130487555990639, -0.0185635549079049, -0.0214167741420406, -
0.0197952420149481, -0.0122810231389745, 0.00177780749908381, 
0.0219984881121731, 0.0468677395307363, 0.0738692334356252, 
0.0998285966605472, 0.121415563386168, 0.135707672244046, 0.140708706965382, 
0.135707672244046, 0.121415563386168, 0.0998285966605472, 0.0738692334356252, 
0.0468677395307363, 0.0219984881121731, 0.00177780749908381, -
0.0122810231389745, -0.0197952420149481, -0.0214167741420406, -
0.0185635549079049, -0.0130487555990639, -0.00667681967351517, -
0.000934997932403885, 0.00322499177785162, 0.00543419470786049, 
0.00583678394938458, 0.00492371182226248, 0.00333204389031172, 
0.00166063273888611, 0.000342770631005265, -0.000406467461236203, -
0.00188278958659862]; 
LP5to1.a = [1 zeros(1,length(LP5to1.b)-1)]; 
  
% BP and LP filters for Band 1 (1sps) 
Fil{1}.BP.b = [0.00626290654515163, 0.00413475130306477, 0.00251246439552274, 
-0.000626139016061716, -0.00350747649336394, -0.00444211532049303, -
0.00309250690511594, -0.000755755058401018, 0.000593659198279525, -
8.30753889890458e-05, -0.00209982433180225, -0.00359117104371631, -
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0.00313710125713506, -0.00100803335685700, 0.00100979255271607, 
0.00113757086515765, -0.000795834356965015, -0.00312565581956556, -
0.00372768607190990, -0.00190698517468146, 0.000898596214545938, 
0.00227130906208807, 0.000924962762510029, -0.00206177171543396, -
0.00406087894835570, -0.00314924954694115, 0.000108861417570903, 
0.00300611898863020, 0.00297889769569452, -7.44112932266044e-05, -
0.00353433888582152, -0.00423029001591456, -0.00125062072464481, 
0.00308052261786937, 0.00507244731506180, 0.00288828542881944, -
0.00167209537222921, -0.00453595498603963, -0.00285846263745536, 
0.00233299795723142, 0.00678584976836544, 0.00661854229769118, 
0.00183853436675308, -0.00337893264166961, -0.00414334229737184, 
0.000803687141864245, 0.00768496590116152, 0.0107090778745249, 
0.00713355229121385, -2.93087393973129e-05, -0.00427273667016593, -
0.00118116914210728, 0.00742205425901967, 0.0146063361364293, 
0.0141608369707555, 0.00626551989662438, -0.00210985994929380, -
0.00289284332621991, 0.00589533119242321, 0.0177786719214026, 
0.0228732128099983, 0.0165076540549259, 0.00400459315440789, -
0.00307138929158454, 0.00328677710524102, 0.0198485395312367, 
0.0337395557506951, 0.0329601612433214, 0.0174628239616867, 
0.000906372292225177, 0.000266982021750961, 0.0209011404959310, 
0.0497307054073604, 0.0638975093930385, 0.0498215330654688, 
0.0178197118829266, -0.00111885904588893, 0.0230319502313476, 
0.0937380281386926, 0.178079504440267, 0.222745657046313, 0.187418853595177, 
0.0733505422287943, -0.0733505422287943, -0.187418853595177, -
0.222745657046313, -0.178079504440267, -0.0937380281386926, -
0.0230319502313476, 0.00111885904588893, -0.0178197118829266, -
0.0498215330654688, -0.0638975093930385, -0.0497307054073604, -
0.0209011404959310, -0.000266982021750961, -0.000906372292225177, -
0.0174628239616867, -0.0329601612433214, -0.0337395557506951, -
0.0198485395312367, -0.00328677710524102, 0.00307138929158454, -
0.00400459315440789, -0.0165076540549259, -0.0228732128099983, -
0.0177786719214026, -0.00589533119242321, 0.00289284332621991, 
0.00210985994929380, -0.00626551989662438, -0.0141608369707555, -
0.0146063361364293, -0.00742205425901967, 0.00118116914210728, 
0.00427273667016593, 2.93087393973129e-05, -0.00713355229121385, -
0.0107090778745249, -0.00768496590116152, -0.000803687141864245, 
0.00414334229737184, 0.00337893264166961, -0.00183853436675308, -
0.00661854229769118, -0.00678584976836544, -0.00233299795723142, 
0.00285846263745536, 0.00453595498603963, 0.00167209537222921, -
0.00288828542881944, -0.00507244731506180, -0.00308052261786937, 
0.00125062072464481, 0.00423029001591456, 0.00353433888582152, 
7.44112932266044e-05, -0.00297889769569452, -0.00300611898863020, -
0.000108861417570903, 0.00314924954694115, 0.00406087894835570, 
0.00206177171543396, -0.000924962762510029, -0.00227130906208807, -
0.000898596214545938, 0.00190698517468146, 0.00372768607190990, 
0.00312565581956556, 0.000795834356965015, -0.00113757086515765, -
0.00100979255271607, 0.00100803335685700, 0.00313710125713506, 
0.00359117104371631, 0.00209982433180225, 8.30753889890458e-05, -
0.000593659198279525, 0.000755755058401018, 0.00309250690511594, 
0.00444211532049303, 0.00350747649336394, 0.000626139016061716, -
0.00251246439552274, -0.00413475130306477, -0.00626290654515163]; 
Fil{1}.BP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{1}.BP.b)-1)]; 
Fil{1}.LP.b = [0.00149420993649608, 0.00151150782261735, 0.00156333182849896, 
0.00164947327716016, 0.00176958530739029, 0.00192318427043640, 
0.00210965167748612, 0.00232823669010374, 0.00257805914359169, 
0.00285811309110304, 0.00316727085423446, 0.00350428756378913, 
0.00386780617242562, 0.00425636291900858, 0.00466839322265819, 
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0.00510223798276520, 0.00555615025960345, 0.00602830230863963, 
0.00651679294021539, 0.00701965517496711, 0.00753486416415752, 
0.00806034534302696, 0.00859398278433343, 0.00913362771844480, 
0.00967710718567573, 0.0102222327860294, 0.0107668094911117, 
0.0113086444827365, 0.0118455559826296, 0.0123753820376805, 
0.0128959892253645, 0.0134052812442816, 0.0139012073552233, 
0.0143817706387747, 0.0148450360362049, 0.0152891381412650, 
0.0157122887115209, 0.0161127838689747, 0.0164890109609796, 
0.0168394550538230, 0.0171627050328301, 0.0174574592844245, 
0.0177225309372668, 0.0179568526413663, 0.0181594808659230, 
0.0183295996985930, 0.0184665241308795, 0.0185697028164203, 
0.0186387202910650, 0.0186732986458025, 0.0186732986458025, 
0.0186387202910650, 0.0185697028164203, 0.0184665241308795, 
0.0183295996985930, 0.0181594808659230, 0.0179568526413663, 
0.0177225309372668, 0.0174574592844245, 0.0171627050328301, 
0.0168394550538230, 0.0164890109609796, 0.0161127838689747, 
0.0157122887115209, 0.0152891381412650, 0.0148450360362049, 
0.0143817706387747, 0.0139012073552233, 0.0134052812442816, 
0.0128959892253645, 0.0123753820376805, 0.0118455559826296, 
0.0113086444827365, 0.0107668094911117, 0.0102222327860294, 
0.00967710718567573, 0.00913362771844480, 0.00859398278433343, 
0.00806034534302696, 0.00753486416415752, 0.00701965517496711, 
0.00651679294021539, 0.00602830230863963, 0.00555615025960345, 
0.00510223798276520, 0.00466839322265819, 0.00425636291900858, 
0.00386780617242562, 0.00350428756378913, 0.00316727085423446, 
0.00285811309110304, 0.00257805914359169, 0.00232823669010374, 
0.00210965167748612, 0.00192318427043640, 0.00176958530739029, 
0.00164947327716016, 0.00156333182849896, 0.00151150782261735, 
0.00149420993649608]; 
Fil{1}.LP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{1}.LP.b)-1)]; 
  
% BP and LP filters for Band 2 (5sps) 
Fil{2}.BP.b = [-0.0138840043460310, -0.0168176774081988, -
0.00910690727405325, 0.00160235807156989, 0.00110006838248013, -
0.0113394858656944, -0.0155944579737310, -0.00312700540395063, 
0.0100660533017894, 0.00215969028492747, -0.0152133694684056, -
0.0125789235633679, 0.0144599654289298, 0.0286054114548460, 
0.00797738574867922, -0.0154434893303376, 0.00700246743753112, 
0.0584827374792436, 0.0696142061446862, 0.0189919910826699, -
0.00627078551053850, 0.0849250180852498, 0.245221869161277, 
0.298159859797977, 0.136502690682171, -0.136502690682171, -0.298159859797977, 
-0.245221869161277, -0.0849250180852498, 0.00627078551053850, -
0.0189919910826699, -0.0696142061446862, -0.0584827374792436, -
0.00700246743753112, 0.0154434893303376, -0.00797738574867922, -
0.0286054114548460, -0.0144599654289298, 0.0125789235633679, 
0.0152133694684056, -0.00215969028492747, -0.0100660533017894, 
0.00312700540395063, 0.0155944579737310, 0.0113394858656944, -
0.00110006838248013, -0.00160235807156989, 0.00910690727405325, 
0.0168176774081988, 0.0138840043460310]; 
Fil{2}.BP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{2}.BP.b)-1)]; 
Fil{2}.LP.b = [0.00301431801055011, 0.00315661618844411, 0.00358117418997914, 
0.00428102078450754, 0.00524466451029544, 0.00645628236400678, 
0.00789597961398061, 0.00954011647117493, 0.0113616962538492, 
0.0133308086723323, 0.0154151209551517, 0.0175804087522474, 
0.0197911180978538, 0.0220109492056343, 0.0242034525101697, 
0.0263326271678147, 0.0283635121895548, 0.0302627604994800, 
0.0319991864928488, 0.0335442781028561, 0.0348726649679822, 
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0.0359625350126267, 0.0367959926007878, 0.0373593523819100, 
0.0376433640039621, 0.0376433640039621, 0.0373593523819100, 
0.0367959926007878, 0.0359625350126267, 0.0348726649679822, 
0.0335442781028561, 0.0319991864928488, 0.0302627604994800, 
0.0283635121895548, 0.0263326271678147, 0.0242034525101697, 
0.0220109492056343, 0.0197911180978538, 0.0175804087522474, 
0.0154151209551517, 0.0133308086723323, 0.0113616962538492, 
0.00954011647117493, 0.00789597961398061, 0.00645628236400678, 
0.00524466451029544, 0.00428102078450754, 0.00358117418997914, 
0.00315661618844411, 0.00301431801055011]; 
Fil{2}.LP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{2}.LP.b)-1)]; 
  
% BP and LP filters for Band 3 (30sps) 
Fil{3}.BP.b = [0.00167020902473305, 0.00257759384445528, 0.00256978514878985, 
0.000690285152301864, -0.00262489902821694, -0.00578184860833259, -
0.00706568160751854, -0.00588150143495404, -0.00313576584375657, -
0.000374834035019984, 0.00151604876278562, 0.00279818880864479, 
0.00411935256077517, 0.00536538789904014, 0.00548039587823099, 
0.00363928023020464, 0.000597537945240881, -0.00139920122031384, -
0.000468310253554679, 0.00288517857304376, 0.00571535293262054, 
0.00502766560200531, 0.000632604511897301, -0.00431084028996996, -
0.00589752768215127, -0.00303720932593846, 0.00137519456925098, 
0.00298486166611024, -4.50934975118264e-06, -0.00510681605193402, -
0.00785385180884109, -0.00599867741123202, -0.00159313441454248, 
0.00108645970732948, -0.000264387983340846, -0.00380138275089327, -
0.00551630338346310, -0.00334647907555460, 0.000781102312363839, 
0.00304744215584027, 0.00178624518358762, -0.000765761858301763, -
0.000895047062748351, 0.00250649939789497, 0.00657097687503836, 
0.00740024391428154, 0.00432580793605710, 0.000888649296644188, 
0.00124194500454153, 0.00558558630434120, 0.00955492061645294, 
0.00855259544840643, 0.00272219080540239, -0.00276957294429532, -
0.00283409792884479, 0.00210027383482967, 0.00611646486845640, 
0.00370320095364079, -0.00432422343248777, -0.0111826311569407, -
0.0108395618726229, -0.00440981318355661, 0.000587359350752216, -
0.00217847201427485, -0.0109975057338243, -0.0173506021935575, -
0.0144830280771905, -0.00471009422540308, 0.00242824234352101, -
0.000132577453908989, -0.00920646895228140, -0.0139815884265387, -
0.00706554218911611, 0.00720594027106872, 0.0163582832225584, 
0.0124617217712640, 0.00109568304246341, -0.00341628248746681, 
0.00727194399806025, 0.0256992004850204, 0.0347921840190704, 
0.0252011238456658, 0.00637318910387540, -0.00135795925781640, 
0.0124227891042419, 0.0352078389187377, 0.0414991577968285, 
0.0184566320718713, -0.0177750618975696, -0.0341639590576610, -
0.0136668387530523, 0.0217098582272099, 0.0235792914892605, -
0.0398898946726646, -0.146891450714948, -0.227025952121480, -
0.210789788542083, -0.0860108706350325, 0.0860108706350325, 
0.210789788542083, 0.227025952121480, 0.146891450714948, 0.0398898946726646, 
-0.0235792914892605, -0.0217098582272099, 0.0136668387530523, 
0.0341639590576610, 0.0177750618975696, -0.0184566320718713, -
0.0414991577968285, -0.0352078389187377, -0.0124227891042419, 
0.00135795925781640, -0.00637318910387540, -0.0252011238456658, -
0.0347921840190704, -0.0256992004850204, -0.00727194399806025, 
0.00341628248746681, -0.00109568304246341, -0.0124617217712640, -
0.0163582832225584, -0.00720594027106872, 0.00706554218911611, 
0.0139815884265387, 0.00920646895228140, 0.000132577453908989, -
0.00242824234352101, 0.00471009422540308, 0.0144830280771905, 
0.0173506021935575, 0.0109975057338243, 0.00217847201427485, -
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0.000587359350752216, 0.00440981318355661, 0.0108395618726229, 
0.0111826311569407, 0.00432422343248777, -0.00370320095364079, -
0.00611646486845640, -0.00210027383482967, 0.00283409792884479, 
0.00276957294429532, -0.00272219080540239, -0.00855259544840643, -
0.00955492061645294, -0.00558558630434120, -0.00124194500454153, -
0.000888649296644188, -0.00432580793605710, -0.00740024391428154, -
0.00657097687503836, -0.00250649939789497, 0.000895047062748351, 
0.000765761858301763, -0.00178624518358762, -0.00304744215584027, -
0.000781102312363839, 0.00334647907555460, 0.00551630338346310, 
0.00380138275089327, 0.000264387983340846, -0.00108645970732948, 
0.00159313441454248, 0.00599867741123202, 0.00785385180884109, 
0.00510681605193402, 4.50934975118264e-06, -0.00298486166611024, -
0.00137519456925098, 0.00303720932593846, 0.00589752768215127, 
0.00431084028996996, -0.000632604511897301, -0.00502766560200531, -
0.00571535293262054, -0.00288517857304376, 0.000468310253554679, 
0.00139920122031384, -0.000597537945240881, -0.00363928023020464, -
0.00548039587823099, -0.00536538789904014, -0.00411935256077517, -
0.00279818880864479, -0.00151604876278562, 0.000374834035019984, 
0.00313576584375657, 0.00588150143495404, 0.00706568160751854, 
0.00578184860833259, 0.00262489902821694, -0.000690285152301864, -
0.00256978514878985, -0.00257759384445528, -0.00167020902473305]; 
Fil{3}.BP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{3}.BP.b)-1)]; 
Fil{3}.LP.b = [0.00199800199800200, 0.00203938949226868, 0.00216325377722413, 
0.00236870240785691, 0.00265425512207546, 0.00301785450603041, 
0.00345688081782851, 0.00396817086283298, 0.00454804078455339, 
0.00519231260691606, 0.00589634433667739, 0.00665506340909161, 
0.00746300323585598, 0.00831434259200476, 0.00920294755796848, 
0.0101224157146051, 0.0110661222727764, 0.0120272678051058, 
0.0129989272360083, 0.0139740997370187, 0.0149457591679212, 
0.0159069047002506, 0.0168506112584219, 0.0177700794150585, 
0.0186586843810222, 0.0195100237371710, 0.0203179635639354, 
0.0210766826363496, 0.0217807143661109, 0.0224249861884736, 
0.0230048561101940, 0.0235161461551985, 0.0239551724669966, 
0.0243187718509515, 0.0246043245651701, 0.0248097731958029, 
0.0249336374807583, 0.0249750249750250, 0.0249336374807583, 
0.0248097731958029, 0.0246043245651701, 0.0243187718509515, 
0.0239551724669966, 0.0235161461551985, 0.0230048561101940, 
0.0224249861884736, 0.0217807143661109, 0.0210766826363496, 
0.0203179635639354, 0.0195100237371710, 0.0186586843810222, 
0.0177700794150585, 0.0168506112584219, 0.0159069047002506, 
0.0149457591679212, 0.0139740997370187, 0.0129989272360083, 
0.0120272678051058, 0.0110661222727764, 0.0101224157146051, 
0.00920294755796848, 0.00831434259200476, 0.00746300323585598, 
0.00665506340909161, 0.00589634433667739, 0.00519231260691606, 
0.00454804078455339, 0.00396817086283298, 0.00345688081782851, 
0.00301785450603041, 0.00265425512207546, 0.00236870240785691, 
0.00216325377722413, 0.00203938949226868, 0.00199800199800200]; 
Fil{3}.LP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{3}.LP.b)-1)]; 
  
% BP and LP filters for Band 4 (30 sps) 
N = 55;%29*2-2; 
F = [0;4/15;5/15;1]; 
A = [0;0;1;1]; 
W = [300;1]; 
Fil{4}.BP.b  = firpm(N,F,A,W,'differentiator'); 
Fil{4}.BP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{4}.BP.b)-1)]; 




N = 30; 
F = [0;0.2/15;0.5/15;1]; 
M = [1;1;0;0]; 
Fil{4}.LP.b = fir2(N,F,M); 
Fil{4}.LP.b = Fil{4}.LP.b./sum(Fil{4}.LP.b); 
Fil{4}.LP.a = [1 zeros(1,length(Fil{4}.LP.b)-1)]; 
clear N F M 
  
%% Calculate frequency responses 
LP30to5.f = [0.01:0.01:15]'; 
[LP30to5.H,~] = freqz(LP30to5.b,LP30to5.a,LP30to5.f*(2*pi/30)); 
  
LP5to1.f = [0.01:0.01:2.5]'; 
[LP5to1.H,~] = freqz(LP5to1.b,LP5to1.a,LP5to1.f*(2*pi/5)); 
  
for k=1:4 
    if k==1; fS = 0.001; fM = 0.5; 
    elseif k==2; fS = 0.01; fM = 2.5; 
    else fS = 0.01; fM = 15; 
    end 
    Fil{k}.f = [0:fS:fM]'; 
    [Fil{k}.BP.H,~] = freqz(Fil{k}.BP.b,Fil{k}.BP.a,Fil{k}.f*(pi/fM)); 
    [Fil{k}.LP.H,~] = freqz(Fil{k}.LP.b,Fil{k}.LP.a,Fil{k}.f*(pi/fM)); 
    clear fS fM 
end 
  
%% Plot freq resp and pulse response 
  







x = length(LP30to5.b)/60; 
x = round(x*100)/100; 
text(1.1,0.12,['Delay = ' num2str(x) ' sec.']) 
grid 
subplot(211) 
n1 = find(LP30to5.f<10); 
semilogx(LP30to5.f(n1),20*log10(abs(LP30to5.H(n1))),'k-','LineWidth',3); 






clear n1 x 
  









x = length(LP5to1.b)/10; 
x = round(x*10)/10; 
text(7,0.12,['Delay = ' num2str(x) ' sec.']) 
grid 
subplot(211) 
n1 = find(LP5to1.f<1); 
semilogx(LP5to1.f(n1),20*log10(abs(LP5to1.H(n1))),'k-','LineWidth',3); 








% BP and matched LP filters 
  
for k=1:3 
    if k==1; T = 1; fM = 0.2; 
    elseif k==2; T = 1/5; fM = 1.5; 
    elseif k==3; T = 1/30; fM = 7; 
    else T = 1/30; fM = 15; 
    end 
     
    xBP = length(Fil{k}.BP.b)*T/2; 
    xBP = round(xBP*100)/100; 
    n1 = find(Fil{k}.f<fM); 
    xLP = length(Fil{k}.LP.b)*T/2; 
    xLP = round(xLP*100)/100; 
     
    figure 
    subplot(211) 
    plot(Fil{k}.f(n1),20*log10(abs(Fil{k}.BP.H(n1))),'k-',... 
        Fil{k}.f(n1),20*log10(abs(Fil{k}.LP.H(n1))),'k--','LineWidth',3); 
    ylim([-60 10]); 
    legend('BP','LP 2','Location','Best') 
    grid 
    set(gca,'YTick',[-60:20:10]) 
    ylabel('Gain (dB)') 
    xlabel('Freq. (Hz)') 
    clear n1 
    subplot(212) 
    [ax,h1,h2] = plotyy(T*[0:length(Fil{k}.BP.b)-1]',Fil{k}.BP.b,... 
        T*[0:length(Fil{k}.LP.b)-1]',Fil{k}.LP.b); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','BP Pulse Response') 
    set(ax(1),'YColor','k') 
    set(h1,'Color','k','Linewidth',3) 
    set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','LP 2 Pulse Response') 
    set(ax(2),'YColor','k') 
    set(h2,'Color','k','Linewidth',3,'LineStyle','--') 
    a = axis; 
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    text(0.7*a(2),0.8*(a(4)-a(3))+a(3),{['BP Delay = ' num2str(xBP) ' 
sec.'],['LP Delay = ' num2str(xLP) ' sec.']}) 






14. Appendix L: IIR filter type comparison 
%  
% Comparison view of common IIR filter types of the same paramters: 
% 5th Order 
% 100 Hz corner frequency 
% 60 dB minimum attentuation in the stop band 
% 1 dB maximum passband ripple 
%  
% James Colwell 
% March 2016 
  
close all; clear all; clc; 
  
% Define parameters 
fsample = 60;          % sample frequency 
fnyquist = fsample/2;   % Nyquist frequency 
pts = 1e3;              % number of plot points calculated 
inHz = fnyquist/pi;      % conversion to Hertz 
  
% Define time vector 
dstep = 0.001; 
tend = 0.08; 
time = 0:dstep:tend-dstep; 
n = length(time); 
  
% Butterworth HP 
N = 5; 
W = 5.01/fnyquist; 
[Butter.b,Butter.a] = butter(N,W,'high'); 
clear N W 
  
% Chebyshev Type I HP 
N = 5; 
R = 1.0; 
W = 5.173/fnyquist; 
[CbI.b,CbI.a] = cheby1(N,R,W,'high'); 
clear N R W 
  
% Chebyshev Type II HP 
N = 5; 
R = 60; 
Wst = 2.132/fnyquist; 
[CbII.b,CbII.a] = cheby2(N,R,Wst,'high'); 
clear N R Wst 
  
% Elliptical HP 
N = 5; 
Rp = 1.0; 
Rs = 60; 
W = 5.138/fnyquist; 
[Ellip.b,Ellip.a] = ellip(N,Rp,Rs,W,'high'); 
clear N Rp Rs W 
  
% Calculate frequency responses 
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[Butter.Resp,Butter.freq] = freqz(Butter.b,Butter.a,pts); 
[CbI.Resp,CbI.freq] = freqz(CbI.b,CbI.a,pts); 
[CbII.Resp,CbII.freq] = freqz(CbII.b,CbII.a,pts); 
[Ellip.Resp,Ellip.freq] = freqz(Ellip.b,Ellip.a,pts); 
  
% Calculate the step responses 
Butter.Step = stepz(Butter.b,Butter.a,n); 
CbI.Step = stepz(CbI.b,CbI.a,n); 
CbII.Step = stepz(CbII.b,CbII.a,n); 
Ellip.Step = stepz(Ellip.b,Ellip.a,n); 
  
% Calculate the impulse responses 
Butter.Imp = impz(Butter.b,Butter.a,n); 
CbI.Imp = impz(CbI.b,CbI.a,n); 
CbII.Imp = impz(CbII.b,CbII.a,n); 
Ellip.Imp = impz(Ellip.b,Ellip.a,n); 
  
% Plot filter frequency responses 
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 








title('Frequency response of HP IIR filters of the same order and corner 
frequency') 
legend('BW','Cheby I','Cheby II','Ellip','location','northwest') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 









title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 
















axis([0.04 fnyquist -450 450]) 
grid 
  
% Plot filter step responses 
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)/3 scrsz(4)*.85]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
subplot(411) 
plot(time,Butter.Step,'-.k','LineWidth',2) 


















% Plot filter impulse responses 
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)/3 scrsz(4)*.85]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
subplot(411) 
plot(time,Butter.Imp,'-.k','LineWidth',2) 




















15. Appendix M: FIR compared to final IIR Chebyshev Type 2 
designs 
%  
% Comparison view of current 60 sps FIR versus 60 sps Chebyshev Type 2  
% IIR filters 
% Frequency Response 
% Step Response 
% Impulse Response 
% Passband Frequency Response Time Delay 
%  
% James Colwell 
% March 15, 2016 
%  
close all; clear all; clc; 
  
% Define parameters 
fsample = 60;           % sample frequency 
fnyquist = fsample/2;   % Nyquist frequency 
pts = 1e3;              % number of freq response plot points 
inHz = fnyquist/pi;     % conversion to Hertz 
n = 400;                % number of step/impulse response plot points 
  
%% Band 3 Band-pass 
  
N = 392; 
F = [0;0.7/30;1/30;4.9/30;5.5/30;1]; 
A = [0;0;1;1;0;0]; 
W = [2000;1;2000]; 
BP3.b  = firpm(N,F,A,W,'differentiator'); 
BP3.b = -BP3.b; 
BP3.a = [1 zeros(1,length(BP3.b)-1)]; 
clear N F A W 
  
% BP Chebyshev Type 2 filter 
N = 7; 
R = 57; 
W = [0.658/30 7.4/30]; 
[z,p,k] = cheby2(N,R,W); 
CbII.BP.sos = zp2sos(z,p,k); 
clear N R W z p k 
  
%% Band 3 Low-pass (Moving Average) 
  
N = 150; 
F = [0;0.1/30;0.2/30;1]; 
M = [1;1;0;0]; 
b = fir2(N,F,M); 
LP3.b = b./sum(b); 
LP3.a = [1 zeros(1,length(LP3.b)-1)]; 
clear N F M b 
  
% LP Chebyshev Type II filter 
N = 5; 
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R = 47; 
W = 0.807/30; 
[z,p,k] = cheby2(N,R,W,'low'); 
CbII.LP3.sos = zp2sos(z,p,k); 
clear N R W z p k 
  
%% Band 4 High-pass 
  
N = 115; 
F = [0;4/30;5/30;1]; 
A = [0;0;1;1]; 
W = [300;1]; 
HP4.b  = firpm(N,F,A,W,'differentiator'); 
HP4.a = [1 zeros(1,length(HP4.b)-1)]; 
clear N F A W 
  
% HP Chebyshev Type 2 
N = 5; 
R = 56; 
W = 2.14/30; 
[z,p,k] = cheby2(N,R,W,'high'); 
CbII.HP.sos = zp2sos(z,p,k); 
clear N R W z p k 
  
%% Band 4 Low-pass (Moving Average) 
  
N = 60; 
F = [0;0.2/30;0.5/30;1]; 
M = [1;1;0;0]; 
b = fir2(N,F,M); 
LP4.b = b./sum(b); 
LP4.a = [1 zeros(1,length(LP4.b)-1)]; 
clear N F M b 
  
% LP Chebyshev Type II filter 
N = 5; 
R = 47; 
W = 2.08/30; 
[z,p,k] = cheby2(N,R,W,'low'); 
CbII.LP4.sos = zp2sos(z,p,k); 
clear N R W z p k 
  
%% Calculate frequency responses 
  
[BP3.Resp,BP3.freq] = freqz(BP3.b,BP3.a,pts); 
[CbII.BP.Resp,CbII.BP.freq] = freqz(CbII.BP.sos,pts); 
  
[LP3.Resp,LP3.freq] = freqz(LP3.b,LP3.a,pts); 
[CbII.LP3.Resp,CbII.LP3.freq] = freqz(CbII.LP3.sos,pts); 
  
[HP4.Resp,HP4.freq] = freqz(HP4.b,HP4.a,pts); 
[CbII.HP.Resp,CbII.HP.freq] = freqz(CbII.HP.sos,pts); 
  
[LP4.Resp,LP4.freq] = freqz(LP4.b,LP4.a,pts); 




%% Calculate delay times 
  
freqconv = (pi/pts)*(180/pi); 
  
BP3.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(BP3.Resp)))/freqconv; 
CbII.BP.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(CbII.BP.Resp)))/freqconv; 
  
LP3.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(LP3.Resp)))/freqconv; 
CbII.LP3.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(CbII.LP3.Resp)))/freqconv; 
  
HP4.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(HP4.Resp)))/freqconv; 
CbII.HP.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(CbII.HP.Resp)))/freqconv; 
  
LP4.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(LP4.Resp)))/freqconv; 
CbII.LP4.Tdelay = -diff(unwrap(angle(CbII.LP4.Resp)))/freqconv; 
  
%% Calculate the step responses 
  
[BP3.Step,BP3.Time1] = stepz(BP3.b,BP3.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.BP.Step,CbII.BP.Time1] = stepz(CbII.BP.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[LP3.Step,LP3.Time1] = stepz(LP3.b,LP3.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.LP3.Step,CbII.LP3.Time1] = stepz(CbII.LP3.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[HP4.Step,HP4.Time1] = stepz(HP4.b,HP4.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.HP.Step,CbII.HP.Time1] = stepz(CbII.HP.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[LP4.Step,LP4.Time1] = stepz(LP4.b,LP4.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.LP4.Step,CbII.LP4.Time1] = stepz(CbII.LP4.sos,n,fsample); 
  
%% Calculate the impulse responses 
  
[BP3.Imp,BP3.Time2] = impz(BP3.b,BP3.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.BP.Imp,CbII.BP.Time2] = impz(CbII.BP.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[LP3.Imp,LP3.Time2] = impz(LP3.b,LP3.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.LP3.Imp,CbII.LP3.Time2] = impz(CbII.LP3.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[HP4.Imp,HP4.Time2] = impz(HP4.b,HP4.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.HP.Imp,CbII.HP.Time2] = impz(CbII.HP.sos,n,fsample); 
  
[LP4.Imp,LP4.Time2] = impz(LP4.b,LP4.a,n,fsample); 
[CbII.LP4.Imp,CbII.LP4.Time2] = impz(CbII.LP4.sos,n,fsample); 
  
%% Plot filter BP frequency responses 
  
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 








title('Frequency response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 3 BP filters') 
legend('FIR','Cheby II','location','northwest') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 







title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 















%% Plot filter LP3 frequency responses 
  






title('Frequency response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 3 LP filters') 
legend('FIR','Cheby II','location','northeast') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 







title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 

















%% Plot filter HP frequency responses 
  
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 






title('Frequency response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 4 HP filters') 
legend('FIR','Cheby II','location','northwest') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 







title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 















%% Plot filter LP4 frequency responses 
  






title('Frequency response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 4 LP filters') 
legend('FIR','Cheby II','location','northeast') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 









title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 















%% Plot filter HP/BP comparison frequency responses 
  
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 





















title('Zoomed view of filters in the passband to the corner frequency') 
ylabel('Magnitude (dB)') 
axis([0.5 fnyquist -5 3]) 
grid 
  
%% Plot filter step responses 
  
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(BP3.Time1,BP3.Step,'-.k',CbII.BP.Time1,CbII.BP.Step,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Step comparison response of FIR and IIR Band 3 BP filters') 
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legend('FIR BP','Cheby II BP') 
xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
% ylim([0 1.4]) 
grid 
  
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP3.Time1,LP3.Step,'-.k',CbII.LP3.Time1,CbII.LP3.Step,'-
k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Step comparison response of FIR and IIR Band 3 LP filters') 
legend('FIR LP3','Cheby II LP3') 
xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
% ylim([0 1.4]) 
grid 
  
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(HP4.Time1,HP4.Step,'-.k',CbII.HP.Time1,CbII.HP.Step,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Step comparison response of FIR and IIR Band 4 HP filters') 





figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP4.Time1,LP4.Step,'-.k',CbII.LP4.Time1,CbII.LP4.Step,'-
k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Step comparison response of FIR and IIR Band 4 LP filters') 





%% Plot filter pulse responses 
  
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(BP3.Time2,BP3.Imp,'-.k',CbII.BP.Time2,CbII.BP.Imp,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Pulse response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 3 BP filters') 




figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP3.Time2,LP3.Imp,'-.k',CbII.LP3.Time2,CbII.LP3.Imp,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Pulse response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 3 LP filters') 






figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(HP4.Time2,HP4.Imp,'-.k',CbII.HP.Time2,CbII.HP.Imp,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Pulse response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 4 HP filters') 







figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP4.Time2,LP4.Imp,'-.k',CbII.LP4.Time2,CbII.LP4.Imp,'-k','LineWidth',2) 
title('Pulse response comparison of FIR and IIR Band 4 LP filters') 





%%  Plot filter delay time responses 
  
figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(BP3.freq(2:pts)*inHz,BP3.Tdelay,'-
.k',CbII.BP.freq(2:pts)*inHz,CbII.BP.Tdelay,'-k','LineWidth',2) 








figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP3.freq(2:pts)*inHz,LP3.Tdelay,'-
.k',CbII.LP3.freq(2:pts)*inHz,CbII.LP3.Tdelay,'-k','LineWidth',2) 








figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(HP4.freq(2:pts)*inHz,HP4.Tdelay,'-
.k',CbII.HP.freq(2:pts)*inHz,CbII.HP.Tdelay,'-k','LineWidth',2) 








figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)*.3 scrsz(4)*.3]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
plot(LP4.freq(2:pts)*inHz,LP4.Tdelay,'-
.k',CbII.LP4.freq(2:pts)*inHz,CbII.LP4.Tdelay,'-k','LineWidth',2) 










16. Appendix N: Chebyshev  Type 2 Sensitivity Test 
%  
% This script examine the sensitvity of Chebyshev Type 2 BP and HP filters 
% to coefficient truncation. First in TF form, then in SOS form 
%  
% James Colwell 
% March 2016 
%  
  
close all; clear all; clc; 
  
rndoff = 1e8; 
testtype = 1; % 1 for TF, 2 for SOS 
  
%% Chebyshev Type II 
  
% Band 3 (1-5 Hz) Chebyshev Type 2 Band-pass 
N = 7; % must be odd for proper DC 
R = 57; 
W = [0.658/30 7.4/30]; 
[zBP,pBP,kBP] = cheby2(N,R,W); 
clear N R W 
  
% Band 4 (5 Hz-Nyquist) Chebyshev Type 2 High-pass filter 
N = 5; 
R = 56; 
W = 2.14/30; 
[zHP,pHP,kHP] = cheby2(N,R,W,'high'); 
clear N R W 
  
if testtype == 1 
    [CbBPb,CbBPa] = zp2tf(zBP,pBP,kBP); 
    CbBPb2 = round(rndoff*CbBPb(1:end))/rndoff; %Check for TF numerical 
sensitivity 
    CbBPa2 = round(rndoff*CbBPa(1:end))/rndoff; %Check for TF numerical 
sensitivity 
     
    [CbHPb,CbHPa] = zp2tf(zHP,pHP,kHP); 
    CbHPb2 = round(rndoff*CbHPb(1:end))/rndoff; %Check for TF numerical 
sensitivity 
    CbHPa2 = round(rndoff*CbHPa(1:end))/rndoff; %Check for TF numerical 
sensitivity 
else 
    CbBPsos = zp2sos(zBP,pBP,kBP); 
    c=1:7; 
    for d=1:6 
        CbBPsos2(c,d) = round(rndoff*CbBPsos(c,d))/rndoff; %Check for SOS 
numerical sensitivity 
    end 
    clear c d 
     
    CbHPsos = zp2sos(zHP,pHP,kHP); 
    c=1:3; 
    for d=1:6 
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        CbHPsos2(c,d) = round(rndoff*CbHPsos(c,d))/rndoff; %Check for SOS 
numerical sensitivity 
    end 
    clear c d 
end 
  
%% Calculate frequency responses 
  
Freq = (0:0.01:30)'; 
  
% Frequency Response 
  
if testtype ==1 
    [CbBP,~] = freqz(CbBPb,CbBPa,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbBP2,~] = freqz(CbBPb2,CbBPa2,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbHP,~] = freqz(CbHPb,CbHPa,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbHP2,~] = freqz(CbHPb2,CbHPa2,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
else 
    [CbBP,~] = freqz(CbBPsos,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbBP2,~] = freqz(CbBPsos2,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbHP,~] = freqz(CbHPsos,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
    [CbHP2,~] = freqz(CbHPsos2,Freq*(2*pi/60)); 
end 
%% Plot Band HP frequency responses 
  
for idx=3:4 
    if idx==3; Fmod = CbBP2; Ffull = CbBP; 
    else Fmod = CbHP2; Ffull = CbHP; 
    end 
     
    figure 
    % Gain 
    subplot(311) 
    semilogx(Freq,20*log10(abs(Ffull)),'-.k',... 
        Freq,20*log10(abs(Fmod)),'-k','LineWidth',2); 
    axis([0.01 60 -90 10]) 
    grid 
    legend('Full','Modified','Location','West') 
    ylabel('Gain (dB)') 
    title(['Band ' num2str(idx) ' filter']) 
     
    % Phase 
    subplot(312) 
    semilogx(Freq,(180/pi)*unwrap(angle(Ffull)),'-.k',... 
        Freq,(180/pi)*unwrap(angle(Fmod)),'-k','LineWidth',2) 
    xlim([0.01 60]) 
    grid 
    ylabel('Phase (deg.)') 
    clear k 
     
    % Delay 
    subplot(313) 
    semilogx(Freq,unwrap(angle(Ffull))./(2*pi*Freq),'-.k',... 
        Freq,unwrap(angle(Fmod))./(2*pi*Freq),'-k','LineWidth',2) 
    xlim([0.01 60]) 
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    grid 
    ylabel('Delay (sec.)') 
    xlabel('Freq (Hz)') 
    set(gcf,'Position',[390 202 560 720]); 
    clear x k 
end 
clear idx Fmod Ffull 
  
%% Step responses of HP filters 
  
for idx=3:4 
    t = (0:1/60:10)'; 
    if testtype == 1 
        if idx==3; 
            ySFull = stepz(CbBPb,CbBPa,length(t));   % Full BP TF 
            ySMod = stepz(CbBPb2,CbBPa2,length(t));  % Modified BP TF 
        else 
            ySFull = stepz(CbHPb,CbHPa,length(t));   % Full HP TF 
            ySMod = stepz(CbHPb2,CbHPa2,length(t));  % Modified HP TF 
        end 
    else 
        if idx==3; 
            ySFull = stepz(CbBPsos,length(t));   % Full BP SOS 
            ySMod = stepz(CbBPsos2,length(t));   % Modified BP SOS 
        else 
            ySFull = stepz(CbHPsos,length(t));   % Full HP SOS 
            ySMod = stepz(CbHPsos2,length(t));   % Modified HP SOS 
        end 
    end 
     
    figure 
    plot(t,ySFull,'-.k',t,ySMod,'-k','LineWidth',2); 
    legend('Full','Modified','Location','Best') 
    title(['Band ' num2str(idx) ' filter Step Response']) 
    if idx==3 
        xlim([0 6]) 
    else 
        xlim([0 1]) 
    end 
    ylabel('Step response') 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    grid 
end 
clear t ySCur ySRed 
  
%% Impulse responses of HP filters 
  
for idx=3:4 
    t = (0:1/60:10)'; 
    if testtype == 1 
        if idx==3; 
            ySFull = impz(CbBPb,CbBPa,length(t));   % Full BP TF 
            ySMod = impz(CbBPb2,CbBPa2,length(t));  % Modified BP TF 
        else 
            ySFull = impz(CbHPb,CbHPa,length(t));   % Full HP TF 
            ySMod = impz(CbHPb2,CbHPa2,length(t));  % Modified HP TF 
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        end 
    else 
        if idx==3; 
            ySFull = impz(CbBPsos,length(t));   % Full BP SOS 
            ySMod = impz(CbBPsos2,length(t));   % Modified BP SOS 
        else 
            ySFull = impz(CbHPsos,length(t));   % Full HP SOS 
            ySMod = impz(CbHPsos2,length(t));   % Modified HP SOS 
        end 
    end 
     
    figure 
    plot(t,ySFull,'-.k',t,ySMod,'-k','LineWidth',2); 
    legend('Full','Modified','Location','Best') 
    title(['Band ' num2str(idx) ' filter Pulse Response']) 
    if idx==3 
        xlim([0 6]) 
    else 
        xlim([0 1]) 
    end 
    ylabel('Pulse response') 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    grid 
end 
clear t ySCur ySRed 
  
%% Pole-Zero plots 
  
if testtype == 1 
    figure 
    zplane(CbBPb,CbBPa) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 BP full TF coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbBPb2,CbBPa2) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 BP truncated TF coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbHPb,CbHPa) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 HP full TF coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbHPb2,CbHPa2) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 HP truncated TF coefficients') 
else 
    [CbBPb,CbBPa] = sos2tf(CbBPsos); 
    [CbBPb2,CbBPa2] = sos2tf(CbBPsos2); 
    [CbHPb,CbHPa] = sos2tf(CbHPsos); 
    [CbHPb2,CbHPa2] = sos2tf(CbHPsos2); 
    figure 
    zplane(CbBPb,CbBPa) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 BP full SOS coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbBPb2,CbBPa2) 
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    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 BP truncated SOS coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbHPb,CbHPa) 
    title('Pole Zero plot - Chebyshev Type 2 HP full SOS coefficients') 
     
    figure 
    zplane(CbHPb2,CbHPa2) 





17. Appendix O: RMS Energy filter outputs for Example 2 
% Run and plot OD for sinusoid responses. 
% D. Trudnowski, 2013 
% J. Colwell, 2014 
  
% This OD contains in Band 1 (1-5 Hz), a 14th order Chebyshev 
% Type 2 band-pass filter and the 60 sps FIR low-pass. In Band 2 (5-Nyquist 
Hz), 
% the OD contains a 5th order Chebyshev Type 2 high-pass and the 60 sps 
% FIR low-pass. 
% 
% Contained within are a simulation using the Simulink environment to test 
% the functionality of the revised IIR/FIR mix of filters fro the OD. 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
  
% Plot the ODM, Threshold, and Alarms for a spectified Pseudo signal 
  
%% Oscillation Detector Alarm settings 
  
RMSeThreshold1 = 0.05; %RMS 
RMSeThreshold2 = 0.025; %RMS 
TthresholdUp1 = 5; %sec. 
TthresholdDn1 = 3; %sec. 
TthresholdUp2 = 4; %sec. 
TthresholdDn2 = 2; %sec. 
  
%% Build input test signal 
  
% Time Vector 
  
Ttotal = 360; %60 sec at 60 sps 
t = (0:1/60:Ttotal-1/60)'; 
y = 100 + (12*cos(2*pi*0.3*t) + 7*cos(2*pi*0.7*t) +... 
    5*cos(2*pi*4*t)).*(stepfun(t,310)-stepfun(t,340)); 
  
%% Simulate and Plot FIR LPs and new Chebyshev II IIR BP(7th) and HP(5th) SOS 
  
% Load 7th order Cheby Type 2 BP,  5th order Cheby Type 2 HP 




uIn = [t y]; 
sim('OscillDetectSimV5'); 
  
















axis([0 60 0 12]) 
  











18. Appendix P: Full OD Test  comparison results 
% Run and plot OD for sinusoid responses. 
% D. Trudnowski, 2013 
% J. Colwell, Aug. 2014 
  
% In Band 3 (1-5 Hz), the OD contains a 14th order Chebyshev 
% Type 2 band-pass filter and the 60 sps FIR low-pass (MA). 
% In Band 2 (5 Hz-Nyquist), the OD contains a 5th order Chebyshev Type 2 
% high-pass and the 60 sps FIR low-pass (MA). 
% 
% Contained within are a simulation using the Simulink environment to test 






%% General Parameters 
  
FsPMU = 60; %sps 
Freqs = [1,5,3,9]; 
  
%% Oscillation Detector Alarm settings 
  
RMSeThreshold1 = 0.050; %Band 3 RMS energy filter 
TthresholdUp1 = 5; %sec. 
TthresholdDn1 = 3; %sec. 
RMSeThreshold2 = 0.025; %Band 4 RMS energy filter 
TthresholdUp2 = 4; %sec. 
TthresholdDn2 = 2; %sec. 
  
for ii = 1:2 
     
    %% Build input test signal 
     
    %% Raw sinusoid signal settings 
    Arms1 = 0.1; %amplitude (rms) 
    Arms2 = .075; %amplitude (rms) 
    Ttotal = 60; %length of simulation 
    Tstart1 = 15; %start of sinusoid (sec.) 
    Tend1 = 25; %end of sinusoid (sec.) 
    Tstart2 = 35; %start of sinusoid (sec.) 
    Tend2 = 45; %end of sinusoid (sec.) 
    TitleFlag = 1; 
     
    % Time Vector 
    t = (0:1/FsPMU:Ttotal-1/FsPMU)'; 
     
    y1 = sqrt(2)*Arms1*cos(2*pi*Freqs(2*ii-1)*t); 
    y2 = sqrt(2)*Arms2*cos(2*pi*Freqs(2*ii)*t); 
    y = stepfun(t,Tstart1).*(1-stepfun(t,Tend1)).*y1 +... 
        stepfun(t,Tstart2).*(1-stepfun(t,Tend2)).*y2; 
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    %% Chirp 
    %     Arms1 = 0.25/ii; %amplitude (rms) 
    %     Freq1 = ii; %frequency (Hz) 
    %     Ttotal = 30; %length of simulation 
    %     Tstart1 = 10; %start of sinusoid (sec.) 
    %     Tend1 = 20; %end of sinusoid (sec.) 
    %     TitleFlag = 2; 
     
    % Time Vector 
    %     t = (0:1/FsPMU:Ttotal-1/FsPMU)'; 
    % 
    %     y1 = sqrt(2)*Arms1*sin(2*pi*Freq1*t); 
    % 
    %     y = stepfun(t,Tstart1).*(1-stepfun(t,Tend1)).*y1; 
     
    %% Pulses 
    %     Arms1 = 5/ii; %amplitude (rms) 
    %     Arms2 = 2.5/ii; %amplitude (rms) 
    %     Ttotal = 60; %length of simulation 
    %     Tstart1 = 10; %start of pulse (sec.) 
    %     Tend1 = 20; %end of pulse (sec.) 
    %     Tstart2 = 35; %start of pulse (sec.) 
    %     Tend2 = 45; %end of pulse (sec.) 
    % 
    %     TitleFlag = 3; 
    % 
    % % Time Vector 
    %     t = (0:1/FsPMU:Ttotal-1/FsPMU)'; 
    % 
    %     y = Arms1*stepfun(t,Tstart1).*(1-stepfun(t,Tstart1+0.00001)) +... 
    %         Arms2*stepfun(t,Tstart2).*(1-stepfun(t,Tstart2+0.00001)); 
     
    %% Squares (adjusting width) 
    %     Arms1 = .5; %amplitude (rms) 
    %     Arms2 = 0.7; %amplitude (rms) 
    %     Ttotal = 60; %length of simulation 
    %     Tstart1 = 10; %start of square (sec.) 
    %     Tstart2 = 35; %start of square (sec.) 
    %     Tend2 = 45; %end of square (sec.) 
    %     TitleFlag = 3; 
    % 
    % % Time Vector 
    %     t = (0:1/FsPMU:Ttotal-1/FsPMU)'; 
    % 
    %     y = Arms1*stepfun(t,Tstart1).*(1-stepfun(t,Tstart1+ii+1)) +... 
    %         Arms2*stepfun(t,Tstart2).*(1-stepfun(t,Tend2-ii-3)); 
     
    %% Plot signal 
    %     h = figure; 
    %     set_fig_position(h, 5, 1400, 425, 500) 
    %     plot(t,y,'k','LineWidth',2) 
    %     xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    %     ylabel('Amplitude') 
    %     title('Raw signal') 
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    %% Simulate and Plot FIR LPs, prev FIR BP/HP and new Chebyshev II IIR 
BP(7th) and HP(5th) SOS 
     
    % Load 14th order Cheby Type 2 BP,  5th order Cheby Type 2 HP 
    % 60 sps Low-pass (Moving Average) filters 
    load('CurrentFIRandIIRMar1616.mat'); 
    %     load('CurrentFIRandIIR.mat'); 
     
    %Simulate 
    uIn = [t y]; 
    sim('OscillDetectSimV5'); 
    sim('OscillDetectSimV3'); 
     
    %% Plot OD response 
    % Band 1 (1 - 5 Hz) 
     
    RT=RMSeThreshold1; 
    R3 = RMSenergy1_3; 
    R5 = RMSenergy1_5; 
    Tit = ['RMS energy filter 3 - All FIR vs. IIR/FIR - ',num2str(Freqs(2*ii-
1)),', ',num2str(Freqs(2*ii)),' Hz']; 
    T = TthresholdUp1; 
    D = TthresholdDn1; 
    O3 = ODcount1_3; 
    A3 = ODalarm1_3; 
    O5 = ODcount1_5; 
    A5 = ODalarm1_5; 
     
    h = figure; 
    set_fig_position(h, 30, 400, 400, 500) 
    % RMS Energy 
    subplot(311) 
    plot([tout3(1);tout3(end)],RT*[1;1],'r',... 
        tout3,R3,'k',tout5,R5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    grid 
    title(Tit); 
    legend('Thld','Prev','New','Location','Best'); 
    ylabel('RMS'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    axis([min(tout3) max(tout3) 0 0.2]) 
    % Timer 
    subplot(312) 
    
plot([tout3(1);tout3(end)],T*[1;1],'r',[tout3(1);tout3(end)],D*[1;1],'g',... 
        tout3,O3,'k',tout5,O5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    legend('Up Thld','Dn Thld','Prev Cnt','New Cnt','Location','Best'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)'); 
    ylabel('sec.') 
    grid 
    axis([min(tout3) max(tout3) 0 12]) 
    % Alarm 
    subplot(313) 
    plot(tout3,A3,'r',tout3,A5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    legend('Prev','New','Location','Best'); 
    ylabel('Alarm'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)'); 
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    ylim([0 2]) 
    grid 
     
    clear RT R Tit T O A 
     
    % Band 2 (5 to Nyquist) 
     
    RT=RMSeThreshold2; 
    R3 = RMSenergy2_3; 
    R5 = RMSenergy2_5; 
    Tit = ['RMS energy filter 4 - All FIR vs. IIR/FIR - ',num2str(Freqs(2*ii-
1)),', ',num2str(Freqs(2*ii)),' Hz']; 
    T = TthresholdUp2; 
    D = TthresholdDn2; 
    O3 = ODcount2_3; 
    A3 = ODalarm2_3; 
    O5 = ODcount2_5; 
    A5 = ODalarm2_5; 
     
    h = figure; 
    set_fig_position(h, 525, 400, 400, 500) 
    % RMS Energy 
    subplot(311) 
    plot([tout3(1);tout3(end)],RT*[1;1],'r',... 
        tout3,R3,'k',tout5,R5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    grid 
    title(Tit); 
    legend('Thld','Prev','New','Location','Best'); 
    ylabel('RMS'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)') 
    axis([min(tout3) max(tout3) 0 0.2]) 
    % Timer 
    subplot(312) 
    
plot([tout3(1);tout3(end)],T*[1;1],'r',[tout3(1);tout3(end)],D*[1;1],'g',... 
        tout3,O3,'k',tout5,O5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    legend('Up Thld','Dn Thld','Prev Cnt','New Cnt','Location','Best'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)'); 
    ylabel('sec.') 
    grid 
    axis([min(tout3) max(tout3) 0 12]) 
    % Alarm 
    subplot(313) 
    plot(tout3,A3,'r',tout3,A5,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    legend('Prev','New','Location','Best'); 
    ylabel('Alarm'); 
    xlabel('Time (sec.)'); 
    ylim([0 2]) 
    grid 
     






19. Appendix Q: miniWECC simulation function 
function [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
    BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol) 
% [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,ModesOut] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm2(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNo
ise,GenLimCy) 
% The following is a linear simulation of the miniWECC system.  Five types  
% of inputs are applied to the system: 1) random inputs added to the system 
% loads; 2) a user supplied input added to the PDCI line's modulated 
% power flow with a positive number being added to the rectifier end; 3)  
% three possible brake pulses added to bus 18; 4) a user supplied input  
% added to the Pmech of one specified generator; and 5) a user supplied  
% input added to the Pref of one specified generator. 
% 
% 1.  The system starts at the condition in k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC.mat.   
% 2.  Two possible brake pulses occur. 
% 3.  Line 6-106 is faulted for 6 cycles and then removed.  This drops 
Alberta  
%     from the system.  The system transients to the steady-state condition 
in 
%     k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_7_CaseC.mat.  The nonlinear transient is contained in  
%     d_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_C_AlbertaSw.mat.  
% 4.  Once in the post fault, a third brake pulse is possible.   
% 5.  A limit cycle is placed on a generator in the pre-fault. 
% 
% Noise added to the loads is white gaussian noise or integrated white 
% noise.  The integrated noise model is implemented by passing the noise 
% thru a filter with a corner at 0.1 Hz.  The variance of this noise is  




% ModesIn.pre = 2x1 vector of the eigenvalues for the NS and Alberta modes 
for 
%           the prefault.  If == [0;0], the default modes are used. 
%           Referenced to the upper half of the s-plane. 
%           Default = [-0.1028 + 1.3711i;  %NS (7.4769%, 0.2182 Hz) 
%                      -0.1091 + 2.3368i;  %Alberta (4.6657%, 0.3719 Hz) 
% 
% ModesIn.post = Eigenvalue for the NS/Alberta mode for the post fault. 
%           If == 0, the default mode is used. 
%           Default = [-0.0528 + 2.0480i];  %(2.5748%, 0.3260 Hz) 
%           NOTE:  ModesIn.post can only be nonzero if Tsimu(3) = 0. 
% 
% LdNoise.Ldmag = 19x2 matrix.  Ldmag(k,1) = The variance of the noise to be 
added to  
%         the real power load at load bus k.  The unit is percent.  For 
example 
%         if Ldmag(k,1) = 0.04.  A load variation with a standard deviation 
of 0.2 
%         is added to the load.  That is, 0.2 percent load is random. 
%         Ldmag(k,2) = variance of noise added to reactive power at bus k. 




%         indexing  
%           b_lmod(k,:)     load bus # 
%           46              8 
%           47              11    
%           48              16    
%           49              21    
%           50              26    
%           51              29    
%           52              36    
%           53              43    
%           54              50    
%           55              55    
%           56              56    
%           57              64    
%           58              70    
%           59              73    
%           60              78    
%           61              95    
%           62             109    
%           63             112    
%           64             120    
% 
% LdNoise.fC = Corner freq. for load noise LP filter. 
% 
% LdNoise.Lfilton = if == 1, turn load load noise LP filter. 
% 
% Tsimu = 5x1 vector of simulation times in sec.  Each element is rounded  
%         to an integer. 
% Tsimu(1) = Time of first brake pulse.  If first pulse not used, Tsimu(1) = 
NaN. 
% Tsimu(2) = Time of second brake pulse.  If second pulse not used Tsimu(2) = 
NaN. 
% Tsimu(3) = Time when switching from Alberta in to Alberta out.   
%            If only "Alberta in" is to be simulated, Tsimu(3) = Tsimu(5).   
%            If only "Alberta out" is to be simulated, Tsimu(3) = 0. 
%            NOTE:  If Tsimu(3) == 0, no switching transient is simulated. 
% Tsimu(4) = Time of third brake pulse.  If third pulse not used, Tsimu(4) = 
NaN. 
% Tsimu(5) = end of simulation.  Required. 
% 
% Example 1:  Alberta in, no brake pulses, 120 sec. simuation: 
%               Tsimu = [NaN NaN 120 NaN 120]; 
% 
% Example 2:  Alberta out, no brake pulses, 120 sec. simulation: 
%               Tsimu = [NaN NaN 0 NaN 120]; 
% 
% Example 3:  Alberta switching out at 200 sec., no brake pulses, 500 sec.  
%             simulation: 
%               Tsimu = [NaN NaN 200 NaN 500]; 
% 
% Pdcr =  (Tsimu(5)/deltat)+1 x 1 vector.  User-supplied probing signal in  
%         pu (on a 100 MVA base) to be added to the PDCI's power flow.   
%         This is modeled as a real-power addition at the rectifier and  
%         a real-power subtraction at the inverter end. 
% 
% Pmech.A = (Tsimu(5)/deltat)+1 x 1 vector.  User-supplied probing signal in  
%         pu (on a 100 MVA base) to be added to the Pmech of a specified 
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%         generator. 
% Pmech.n = Generator number the Pmech.A is applied to. 
%         NOTE:  If isempty(Pmech), this is disabled. 
% 
% Pref.A = (Tsimu(5)/deltat)+1 x 1 vector.  User-supplied probing signal in  
%         pu (on a 100 MVA base) to be added to the Pref of a specified 
%         generator. 
% Pref.n = Generator number the Pref.A is applied to.  Must be one of the 
%          following generators with a governor: 1,2,3,7,8,10,13,14,16,18, 
%          19,21,23,24,25,27,28,30,32,33,34. 
%          NOTE:  If isempty(Pref), this is disabled. 
% 
% BrakePulse = 3x2 matrix.   
% BrakePulse(1,1) = Magnitude (pu) of Tsimu(1) pulse. 
% BrakePulse(1,2) = Amount of time in sec Tsimu(1) pulse is on. 
% BrakePulse(2,1) = Magnitude (pu) of Tsimu(2) pulse. 
% BrakePulse(2,2) = Amount of time in sec Tsimu(2) pulse is on. 
% BrakePulse(3,1) = Magnitude (pu) of Tsimu(4) pulse. 
% BrakePulse(3,2) = Amount of time in sec Tsimu(4) pulse is on. 
% 
% Deltat = Time step in seconds for yout.  Must be 0 < DeltaT <= 0.1 sec. 
% 
% mNoise.v = magnitude in p.u. of measurement noise added to each  
%            voltage magnitude, i.e.,  
%            abs(Vbus(:,k)) = abs(VbusCalculated(:,k) + mNoise.v*n(); 
%            where n() is a normal random unity-variance vector passed thru 
%            a low-pass filter.  A unique n() is used for each column of  
%            Vbus. 
% 
% mNoise.a = magnitude in radians of measurement noise added to each  
%            voltage angle, i.e.,  
%            angle(Vbus(:,k)) = angle(VbusCalculated(:,k) + mNoise.a*n(); 
%            where n() is a normal random unity-variance vector passed thru 
%            a low-pass filter.  A unique n() is used for each column of  
%            Vbus. 
% 
% mNoise.fC = Filter corner in Hz for n(); 
% PDCIcontrol.K = feedback gain on pdci (MW/mHz) 
% PDCIcontrol.Theta = rows of c_ang used for feedback gain. 
%   NOTE:  Control is implemented thru b_lmod(:,[12,31]) (the two ends of 
%   the PDCI.  The Laplace control transferfunction is 
%           deltaP = [K*s/(0.05s+1)] * (PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)-
PDCIcontrol(Theta(2)) 
%   This assumes PDCIcontrol.Theta has two elements.  If PDCIcontrol.Theta is 
a 
%   scalar, then only the 1st term is used.  
%   NOTE:  If isempty(PDCIcontrol), the control is not used. 
% 
% OUTPUTS: 
% Vbus = (Tsimu(5)/Deltat)+1 x n matrix of the simulated bus phasor voltages. 
%        pu. 
% 
% Iline = (Tsimu(5)/Deltat)+1 x n matrix of the simulated line phasor 
currents. 
%         pu. 
% 
% VbusNumbers = nx2 matrix.  VbusNumbers(k,1) is the bus number 
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%               for Vbus(:,k).  VbusNumbers(k,2) is the rated voltage 
%               for Vbus(:,k) in kV. 
% 
% IlineNumbers = nx2 matrix.  IlineNumbers(k,1) is the row of the "line" 
%                matrix corresponding to Iline(:,k).  IlineNumbers(k,2) is 
%                rated voltage for the from bus.  The "line" matrix is 
%                is the original data file.  
% 
% GenSpd = (Tsimu(5)/Deltat)+1 x 34 matrix of the simulated gen. spds. pu. 
% 
% ModesOut = struct array output of modes, same format as ModesIn 
% 
% PreFaultMode.A = A matrix for pre-fault system. 
% PreFaultMod.B = B matrix for pre-fault system = b_lmod(:,[12,31]); 
%       2 columns are for rectifier/inverter real modulation, 
% PreFaultMod.C = c_ang. 
%k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC.mat a_mat c_v c_ang c_ilrf c_ilif c_spd b_lmod 
b_rlmod b_pm b_pr 
  
% Copyright 2013 by Daniel Trudnowski. 
% Version 1.0, Original version, D. Trudnowski, Jan. 2011. 
% Version 1.1, added lines(109:110,:) to the IlineNumbers vector (Malin-RM 
%   1 and 2); D. Trudnowski, Jan. 2011. 
% Version 1.2, added LdNoise.fC to make the load noise filter as a input; 
%   fixed an error in the reactive load noise calculation; D. Trudnowski, 
%   Jan. 2011. 
% Version 1.3, added bus 4 to the output matrix; D. Trudnowski, Jan. 2011. 
% Version 1.4, changed to use new case numbering and post-fault condition 
%   (6C_7C); D. Trudnowski, Feb. 2011. 
% Version 3, Added Pref and Pmech. D. Trudnowski, 10/2013. 
% Version 3R, added PreFaultMod output for Rocky research. 8/2014. 
% Version 4, added GenSpd output.  10/2014. 
% Version 5, add feedback control on PDCI.  Allowed Pref and Pmech to be 
%   empty. 
  
%% Error checks 
if any(size(ModesIn.pre) - [2,1]); error('ModesIn.pre must be a 2x1 vector'); 
end 
if any(size(ModesIn.post) - [1,1]); error('ModesIn.post must be a scalar'); 
end 
Tsimu = round(abs(Tsimu)); 
if any(size(Tsimu) - [5,1]); error('Tsimu must be a 5x1 vector'); end 
if isnan(Tsimu(3)); error('Tsimu(3) must not be NaN'); end 
if isnan(Tsimu(5)); error('Tsimu(5) must not be NaN'); end  
if Tsimu(3)>Tsimu(5); error('Tsimu(3) cannot be greater than Tsimu(5)'); end 
if DeltaT>0.1 || DeltaT<=0; error('DeltaT must be 0<DeltaT<=0.1'); end 
if (Tsimu(5)/DeltaT) ~= round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT); error('Tsimu(5)/DeltaT must 
be an integer'); end 
if (Tsimu(3)/DeltaT) ~= round(Tsimu(3)/DeltaT); error('Tsimu(3)/DeltaT must 
be an integer'); end 
if ~isnan(Tsimu(1)) 
    if Tsimu(1)>=Tsimu(3); error('Tsimu(1) must be less than Tsimu(3)'); end 
    if (Tsimu(1)/DeltaT) ~= round(Tsimu(1)/DeltaT); error('Tsimu(1)/DeltaT 





    if Tsimu(2)>=Tsimu(3); error('Tsimu(2) must be less than Tsimu(3)'); end 
    if (Tsimu(2)/DeltaT) ~= round(Tsimu(2)/DeltaT); error('Tsimu(2)/DeltaT 
must be an integer'); end 
end 
if ~isnan(Tsimu(4)) 
    if Tsimu(4)<=Tsimu(3); error('Tsimu(4) must be greater than Tsimu(3)'); 
end 
    if Tsimu(4)>=Tsimu(5); error('Tsimu(4) must be less than Tsimu(5)'); end 
    if (Tsimu(4)/DeltaT) ~= round(Tsimu(4)/DeltaT); error('Tsimu(4)/DeltaT 
must be an integer'); end 
end 
if any(size(LdNoise.Ldmag) - [19,2]); error('Error in LdNoise.Ldmag 
dimension'); end; 
if any(size(LdNoise.Lfilton) - [1,1]); error('Error in LdNoise.Lfilton 
dimension'); end; 
if any(size(LdNoise.fC) - [1,1]); error('Error in LdNoise.fC dimension'); end 
if LdNoise.fC < 0.05; error('LdNoise.fC must be > than 0.05 Hz'); end 
if LdNoise.fC >= 0.5/DeltaT; error('LdNoise.fC must be < 0.5/DeltaT'); end 
if any(size(BrakePulse) - [3,2]); error('Error in BrakePulse dimension'); end 
if any(size(mNoise.v) - [1,1]); error('mNoise.v must be a scalar'); end 
if mNoise.v < 0; error('mNoise.v must be >= 0'); end 
if any(size(mNoise.a) - [1,1]); error('mNoise.a must be a scalar'); end 
if mNoise.a < 0; error('mNoise.a must be >= 0'); end 
if any(size(mNoise.fC) - [1,1]); error('mNoise.fC must be a scalar'); end 
if mNoise.fC < 0; error('mNoise.fC must be >= 0'); end 
if mNoise.fC >= 0.5/DeltaT; error('mNoise.fC must be < 0.5/DeltaT'); end 
if ~isempty(PDCIcontrol) 
    if ~isfield(PDCIcontrol,'K'); error('Missing field K in PDCIcontrol'); 
end 
    if ~isfield(PDCIcontrol,'Theta'); error('Missing field Theta in 
PDCIcontrol'); end 
    if any(size(PDCIcontrol.K) - [1,1]); error('Error in PDCIcontrol.K must 
be a scalar'); end 
    PDCIcontrol.Theta = PDCIcontrol.Theta(:); 
    if length(PDCIcontrol.Theta)>2; error('PDCIcontrol must not have more 




% Parameters (Nsimu1 = number of prefault simulation points), Nsimu2 = 
% number of post fault simulation points) 
if Tsimu(3)==Tsimu(5) 
    Nsimu1 = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT)+1; %No post fault 
    Nsimu2 = 0; 
elseif Tsimu(3)==0 
    Nsimu1 = 0; 
    Nsimu2 = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT)+1; %No pre fault 
else 
    Nsimu1 = round(Tsimu(3)/DeltaT); 
    Nsimu2 = round((Tsimu(5)-Tsimu(3))/DeltaT) + 1; 
end 
Nsimu = Nsimu1 + Nsimu2; %Total number of simulation points 
  
%% More error checks 
n =[ 1 
     2 
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     3 
     7 
     8 
    10 
    13 
    14 
    16 
    18 
    19 
    21 
    23 
    24 
    25 
    27 
    28 
    30 
    32 
    33 
    34]; 
if isempty(Pmech); Pmech.n = 2; Pmech.A = zeros(length(Pdcr),1); end 
if ~isscalar(Pmech.n); error('Pmech.n must be a scalar'); end 
if isempty(Pref); Pref.n = 2; Pref.A = zeros(length(Pdcr),1); end 
if ~isscalar(Pref.n); error('Pref.n must be a scalar'); end 
if all(Pmech.n-[1:34]'); error('Pmech.n must be 1 thru 34'); end 
if all(Pref.n-n); error('Pref.n must be a generator with a governor'); end 
if any(size(Pdcr) - [Nsimu,1]); error('Error in Pdcr dimension'); end; 
if any(size(Pmech.A) - [Nsimu,1]); error('Error in Pmech.A dimension'); end; 
if any(size(Pref.A) - [Nsimu,1]); error('Error in Pref.A dimension'); end; 
if Nsimu1>0 && Nsimu2>0 
    if ModesIn.post~=0; error('ModesIn.post must be zero when simulating pre-
fault condition'); end 
end 
  
%% Find gov/turbine with Pref.n 
Pref.n = find(Pref.n==n); 
clear n 
  
%% Construct Random inputs 
% Construct random inputs at load buses (time step is DeltaT seconds). 
% Scale the inputs by 1/sqrt(DeltaT) so the resulting system response is 
% always at the same variance.  (See note from Ning Zhou 7/22/2004). 
LdNoise.Ldmag=abs(LdNoise.Ldmag); 
T = 1/(2*pi*LdNoise.fC); %Noise filter time constant (corner is at 0.1 Hz). 
Gnoise = tf(2*T/sqrt(DeltaT),[T 1]); %Noise filter.  DC gain is adjusted to 
force variance of final noise to be at user's desired level. 
t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)'; 
realldmod = zeros(Nsimu,19); 
reacldmod = zeros(Nsimu,19); 
for kk=1:19 
    if LdNoise.Lfilton 
        x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(Nsimu,1); 
        realldmod(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
        x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(Nsimu,1); 
        reacldmod(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
    else 
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        realldmod(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(Nsimu,1); 
        reacldmod(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(Nsimu,1); 
    end 
end; 
clear t x T kk T 
  
%% Construct Brake pulses 
t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)'; 
Brake = zeros(Nsimu,1); 
for k=1:3 
    kk = k; 
    if k==3; kk=4; end 
    if ~isnan(Tsimu(kk)) 
        n = find(t>=Tsimu(kk) & t<Tsimu(kk)+BrakePulse(k,2)); 
        Brake(n,1) = BrakePulse(k,1)*ones(length(n),1); %Add in kth brake 
pulse 
        clear n 
    end 
end 
clear t k kk nT 
  
%% Build measurement noise filter 
if (mNoise.v>0 || mNoise.a>0) 
    T = 1/(2*pi*mNoise.fC); 
    GmNoise = tf(2*T/sqrt(DeltaT),[T 1]); %Noise filter.  DC gain is adjusted 
to force variance of final noise to be at user's desired level. 
    clear T 
end 
     
%% Bus voltages and line currents to be measured 
%500kV and 345kV buses 
b1 = [2,3,4,6,7,10,13,15,18,20,24,28,31,33,35,38,40,42,44,46,49,52,... 
           54,57,61,63,66,67,77,79:93,97:99,113,114,115,... 
           116,121,122]'; %Non Alberta 500kV buses of interest 
b2 = [69,72,75,101,104,108,110]'; %Non Alberta 345kV buses of interest 
BusNoAlb = [b1 500*ones(size(b1)); ... 
            b2 345*ones(size(b2))]; %1st column is bus, 2nd column is base 
voltage 
b1 = [106,117,119]'; %Alberta buses lost in post fault 
BusAlb = [b1 500*ones(size(b1))]; %1st column is bus, 2nd column is base 
voltage 
clear b1 b2 
  
%Line flows of interest 
lineNoAlbGenOut20 = (1:33)'; %Gen output currents on 20kV base 
lineNoAlb500 = [64,65,71,72,74,79,80,92,98,109,110,170,124,139,142,148,150]'; 
%500 kV 
lineNoAlb345 = [152,161,162]'; %345 kV 
LineNoAlb = [lineNoAlbGenOut20 20*ones(size(lineNoAlbGenOut20)); ... 
             lineNoAlb500 500*ones(size(lineNoAlb500)); ... 
             lineNoAlb345 345*ones(size(lineNoAlb345))]; %1st col is row of 
line matrix, 
                                                         %2nd col is Vbase 
                                                         %of from bus 
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lineAlbGenOut20 = 34; %Alberta gen output at 20kV 
lineAlb500 = 163; %500kV Alberta line 
LineAlb = [lineAlbGenOut20 20*ones(size(lineAlbGenOut20)); ... 
           lineAlb500 500*ones(size(lineAlb500))]; 
clear lineNoAlbGenOut20 lineNoAlb500 lineNoAlb345 lineAlbGenOut20 lineAlb500 
  
%% Load pre-fault linear system and form matrices 
if Nsimu1>0 
    load k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC.mat a_mat c_v c_ang c_ilrf c_ilif c_spd 
b_lmod b_rlmod b_pm b_pr 
    [v,d]=eig(a_mat); 
    L = diag(d); 
    cF = 0; 
     
    %Set NS mode 
    [~,n(1)] = min(abs(L-(-0.102804371365622 + 1.371118896867802i))); %NS 
mode 
    [~,n(2)] = min(abs(L-(-0.102804371365622 - 1.371118896867802i))); 
    if ModesIn.pre(1)~=0 %NS mode 
        L(n) = [ModesIn.pre(1);conj(ModesIn.pre(1))]; 
        cF = 1; 
    end 
    ModesOut.pre(1,1) = L(n(1)); 
    clear n 
     
    %Set Alberta mode 
    [~,n(1)] = min(abs(L-(-0.109148254853570 + 2.336827953201479i))); 
%Alberta mode 
    [~,n(2)] = min(abs(L-(-0.109148254853570 - 2.336827953201479i)));     
    if ModesIn.pre(2)~=0 %Alberta mode 
        L(n) = [ModesIn.pre(2);conj(ModesIn.pre(2))]; 
        cF = 1; 
    end 
    ModesOut.pre(2,1) = L(n(1)); 
    clear n 
     
    %Rebuild a_mat if any modes changed 
    if cF 
        a_mat = real((v*diag(L))/v); 
    end 
    A_mat = a_mat; 
    clear v L d a_mat cF 
         
    % Build C matrix 
    b = [BusNoAlb(:,1); BusAlb(:,1)]; %indices of bus matrix 
    c = [LineNoAlb(:,1); LineAlb(:,1)]; %indices of line matrix 
    C_mat = [c_v(b,:); c_ang(b,:); c_ilrf(c,:); c_ilif(c,:); c_spd]; 
    clear c_v c_ilrf c_ilif b c c_spd 
  
    % Input matrix 
    %first 19 columns are for real load modulation, 
    %next 2 columns are for rectifier/inverter real modulation, 
    %next column is for bus 18 real-power brake pulsing 
    %next 19 columns are for reactive load modulation, and 
    %next 2 columns are for rectifier/inverter reactive modulation 
    %next column is Pmech 
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    %last column is for Pref 
    B_mat = [b_lmod(:,46:64) b_lmod(:,[12,31]) b_lmod(:,10) b_rlmod(:,46:64) 
b_rlmod(:,[12,31]) b_pm(:,Pmech.n) b_pr(:,Pref.n)];  
    clear b_rlmod b_pm b_pr 
     
    % Build D matrix 
    D_mat = zeros(size(C_mat,1), size(B_mat,2)); 
end 
PreFaultMod.A = A_mat; 
PreFaultMod.B = b_lmod(:,[12,31]); 
PreFaultMod.C = c_ang; 
  
%% Simulate pre-fault 
if Nsimu1>0 
    if isempty(PDCIcontrol) 
        sys = ss(A_mat,B_mat,C_mat,D_mat); %lti system 
    else 
        %Augment with PDCI feedback control 
        T = 0.05; %Time constant for derivative filter 
        b = b_lmod(:,12) - b_lmod(:,31); 
        K = PDCIcontrol.K*10/(2*pi); %convert to pu/(rad/s) units 
        if length(PDCIcontrol.Theta)==1 
            c = c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(1),:); 
        else 
            c = c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(1),:) - 
c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(2),:); 
        end 
        A11 = A_mat + (K/T)*b*c; 
        A21 = -(K/(T*T))*c; 
        A_mat = [A11 b; A21 -(1/T)]; 
        B_mat = [B_mat; zeros(1,size(B_mat,2))]; 
        C_mat = [C_mat zeros(size(C_mat,1),1)]; 
        sys = ss(A_mat,B_mat,C_mat,D_mat); %lti system 
        clear T b c A11 A21 K 
    end 
    nOrder = size(A_mat,1); 
    clear B_mat C_mat D_mat A_mat c_ang b_lmod 
     
    %Simulate for one minute of random loads to get rid of startup transient 
    t = DeltaT*(0:60-1)'; 
    xreal = zeros(length(t),19); 
    xreac = zeros(length(t),19); 
    for kk=1:19 
        if LdNoise.Lfilton 
            x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreal(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
            x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreac(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
        else 
            xreal(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreac(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(length(t),1); 
        end 
    end; 
    clear x kk 
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    [~,~,x] = lsim(sys,zeros(size([xreal zeros(length(t),3) xreac 
zeros(length(t),4)])),t,zeros(nOrder,1),'zoh'); %Simulate 
    Xini = x(end,:)'; 
    clear t kk x xreal xreac kk t nOrder 
     
    %Simulate system 
    n = (1:Nsimu1)'; 
    t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu1-1)'; 
    [Yout] = lsim(sys,... 
        [realldmod(n,:) Pdcr(n) -Pdcr(n) Brake(n) reacldmod(n,:) 
zeros(Nsimu1,2) Pmech.A(n) Pref.A(n)],t,Xini,'zoh'); %Simulate 
    clear n Xini 
     
    %Add in initial conditions and create output matrices 
    load k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC.mat bus_sol line 
    n = [BusNoAlb(:,1); BusAlb(:,1)]; %indices of bus matrix 
    v = bus_sol(n,2).*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(n,3)); %initial voltages of 
interest 
    nBuses = length(n); %total number of buses to store 
    Vbus = zeros(size(Yout,1),nBuses); 
    xV = zeros(size(t)); 
    xA = zeros(size(t)); 
    for k=1:nBuses 
        % Build measurement noise 
        if mNoise.v>0 
            xV = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(t)),t,0,'zoh'); %Gausian noise 
filtered 
            xV = xV./sqrt(var(xV)); %Unity variance 
        end 
        if mNoise.a>0 
            xA = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(t)),t,0,'zoh'); %Gausian noise 
filtered 
            xA = xA./sqrt(var(xA)); %Unity variance 
        end 
        %Build bus voltage 
        Vbus(:,k) = (abs(v(k))+Yout(:,k)+mNoise.v*xV).* ... 
            exp(1j*(angle(v(k))+Yout(:,k+nBuses)+mNoise.a*xA)); %add 
pertabations 
    end 
    clear n v k vM vA xA xV t 
    n = [LineNoAlb(:,1); LineAlb(:,1)]; %indices of line matrix 
    nLines = length(n); %total number of lines to store 
    Iline = zeros(size(Yout,1),nLines); 
    for k=1:nLines 
        nF = line(n(k),1); %From bus 
        nT = line(n(k),2); %To bus 
        vFi = bus_sol(nF,2)*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(nF,3)); %initial from 
voltage 
        vTi = bus_sol(nT,2)*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(nT,3)); %initial to 
voltage 
        iI = (vFi - vTi)/(line(n(k),3)+1j*line(n(k),4)); %initial line 
current 
        Iline(:,k) = iI + Yout(:,k+2*nBuses) + 1j*Yout(:,k+2*nBuses+nLines); 
%add pertabations 
    end 
    clear n nF nT vFi vTi iI bus_sol line nBuses nLines     
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    GenSpd = 1 + Yout(:,(size(Yout,2)-34+1):end); 
    clear Yout 
     
    %Create indexing matrices 
    VbusNumbers = [BusNoAlb; BusAlb]; 
    IlineNumbers = [LineNoAlb; LineAlb]; 
     
end 
  
%% Load post-fault linear system and form matrices 
if Nsimu2>0 
    load k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_7_CaseC.mat a_mat c_v c_ang c_spd c_ilrf c_ilif 
b_lmod b_rlmod b_pm b_pr 
    [v,d]=eig(a_mat); 
    L = diag(d); 
    cF = 0; 
     
    %Set NS/Alberta mode 
    [~,n(1)] = min(abs(L-(-0.052750598734894 + 2.048007726098975i))); %NS 
mode 
    [~,n(2)] = min(abs(L-(-0.052750598734894 - 2.048007726098975i))); 
    if ModesIn.post~=0 %change mode 
        L(n) = [ModesIn.post;conj(ModesIn.post)]; 
        cF = 1; 
    end 
    ModesOut.post = L(n(1)); 
    clear n x 
     
    %Rebuild a_mat if any modes changed 
    if cF 
        a_mat = real((v*diag(L))/v); 
    end 
    A_mat = a_mat; 
    clear v L d a_mat cF 
  
    % Build C matrix 
    b = BusNoAlb(:,1); %indices of bus matrix 
    c = LineNoAlb(:,1); %indices of line matrix 
    C_mat = [c_v(b,:); c_ang(b,:); c_ilrf(c,:); c_ilif(c,:); c_spd]; 
    clear c_v c_ilrf c_ilif b c c_spd 
  
    % Input matrix 
    %first 19 columns are for real load modulation, 
    %next 2 columns are for rectifier/inverter real modulation, 
    %next column is for bus 18 real-power brake pulsing 
    %next 19 columns are for reactive load modulation, and 
    %next 2 columns are for rectifier/inverter reactive modulation 
    %next column is Pmech (if not gen 34) 
    %last column is for Pref (if not gen 34) 
    B_mat = [b_lmod(:,46:64) b_lmod(:,[12,31]) b_lmod(:,10) b_rlmod(:,46:64) 
b_rlmod(:,[12,31])]; 
    if Pmech.n~=34; B_mat = [B_mat b_pm(:,Pmech.n)]; end 
    if Pref.n~=34; B_mat = [B_mat b_pr(:,Pref.n)]; end 
    clear b_rlmod b_pm b_pr 
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    % Build D matrix 
    D_mat = zeros(size(C_mat,1), size(B_mat,2)); 
end 
  
%% Simulate post-fault 
if Nsimu2>0 
    if isempty(PDCIcontrol) 
        sys = ss(A_mat,B_mat,C_mat,D_mat); %lti system 
    else 
        %Augment with PDCI feedback control 
        T = 0.05; %Time constant for derivative filter 
        b = b_lmod(:,12) - b_lmod(:,31); 
        K = PDCIcontrol.K*2*pi*10; %convert to pu/(rad/s) units 
        if length(PDCIcontrol.Theta)==1 
            c = c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(1),:); 
        else 
            c = c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(1),:) - 
c_ang(PDCIcontrol.Theta(2),:); 
        end 
        A11 = A_mat + (K/T)*b*c; 
        A21 = -(K/(T*T))*c; 
        A_mat = [A11 b; A21 -(1/T)]; 
        B_mat = [B_mat; zeros(1,size(B_mat,2))]; 
        C_mat = [C_mat zeros(size(C_mat,1),1)]; 
        sys = ss(A_mat,B_mat,C_mat,D_mat); %lti system 
        clear T b c A11 A21 K 
    end 
    nOrder = size(A_mat,1); 
    clear B_mat C_mat D_mat A_mat c_ang b_lmod 
     
    %Simulate for one minute to get rid of startup transient if starting 
    %from 0 
    t = DeltaT*(0:60-1)'; 
    xreal = zeros(length(t),19); 
    xreac = zeros(length(t),19); 
    for kk=1:19 
        if LdNoise.Lfilton 
            x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreal(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
            x = sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreac(:,kk) = lsim(Gnoise,x,t,0,'zoh'); 
        else 
            xreal(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,1))*randn(length(t),1); 
            xreac(:,kk) = 
(1/sqrt(DeltaT))*sqrt(LdNoise.Ldmag(kk,2))*randn(length(t),1); 
        end 
    end; 
    clear x kk 
    n = 1; 
    if Pmech.n~=34; n = n + 1; end 
    if Pref.n~=34; n = n + 1; end 
    [~,~,x] = lsim(sys,zeros(size([xreal zeros(length(t),3) xreac 
zeros(length(t),2)])),t,zeros(nOrder,n),'zoh'); %Simulate 
    Xini = x(size(x,1),:)'; 
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    clear t kk x xreal xreac tim y kk t n nOrder 
     
    %Simulate 
    t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu2-1)'; 
    n = (Nsimu1+1:Nsimu)'; 
    u = [realldmod(n,:) Pdcr(n) -Pdcr(n) Brake(n) reacldmod(n,:) 
zeros(Nsimu2,2)]; 
    if Pmech.n~=34; u = [u Pmech.A(n)]; end 
    if Pref.n~=34; u = [u Pref.A(n)]; end 
    [Yout] = lsim(sys,u,t,Xini,'zoh'); %Simulate 
    clear n u 
     
    %% Add in initial conditions (or transient) and create output matrices 
    if Nsimu1==0 
        load k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_7_CaseC.mat bus_sol line %Initial conditions 
        n = BusNoAlb(:,1); %indices of bus matrix 
        v = bus_sol(n,2).*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(n,3)); %initial voltages of 
interest 
        nBuses = length(n); %total number of buses to store 
        xV = zeros(size(t)); 
        xA = zeros(size(t)); 
        for k=1:nBuses 
            % Build measurement noise 
            if mNoise.v>0 
                xV = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(t)),t,0,'zoh'); %Gausian noise 
filtered 
                xV = xV./sqrt(var(xV)); %Unity variance 
            end 
            if mNoise.a>0 
                xA = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(t)),t,0,'zoh'); %Gausian noise 
filtered 
                xA = xA./sqrt(var(xA)); %Unity variance 
            end 
            %Build bus voltage 
            Vbus(:,k) = (abs(v(k))+Yout(:,k)+mNoise.v*xV).* ... 
                exp(1j*(angle(v(k))+Yout(:,k+nBuses)+mNoise.a*xA)); %add 
pertabations 
        end 
        clear n v k t xA xV 
         
        n = LineNoAlb(:,1); %indices of line matrix 
        nLines = length(n); %total number of lines to store 
        for k=1:nLines 
            nF = line(n(k),1); %From bus 
            nT = line(n(k),2); %To bus 
            vFi = bus_sol(nF,2)*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(nF,3)); %initial from 
voltage 
            vTi = bus_sol(nT,2)*exp(1j*(pi/180)*bus_sol(nT,3)); %initial to 
voltage 
            iI = (vFi - vTi)/(line(n(k),3)+1j*line(n(k),4)); %initial line 
current 
            Iline(:,k) = iI + Yout(:,k+2*nBuses) + 
1j*Yout(:,k+2*nBuses+nLines); %add pertabations 
        end 
        clear n nF nT vFi vTi iI bus_sol line nBuses nLines 
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        GenSpd = [(1 + Yout(:,(size(Yout,2)-33+1):end)); 
zeros(size(Yout,1),1)]; 
        clear Yout 
         
    else 
        %Add in transient 
        load d_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_C_AlbertaSw.mat t bus_v line 
        t = t(:); 
        bus_v = bus_v(:,t>=5); %Fault occurs at t=5 sec. 
        t = t(t>=5); 
        t = t - t(1); 
        tnew = DeltaT*(0:round(max(t)/DeltaT) - 1)'; 
        tsim = DeltaT*(0:size(Yout,1)-1)'; 
        n = BusNoAlb(:,1); %indices of bus matrix 
        nBuses = length(n); %total number of buses to store 
        xV = zeros(size(tsim)); 
        xA = zeros(size(tsim)); 
        for k=1:nBuses 
            v = interp1(t,transpose(bus_v(n(k),:)),tnew); %Interpolate new 
time points 
            nend = length(v); 
            if nend >= Nsimu2 
                v = v(1:Nsimu2); 
            else 
                v(nend+1:Nsimu2) = v(nend)*ones(Nsimu2-nend,1); 
            end 
            % Build measurement noise 
            if mNoise.v>0 
                xV = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(tsim)),tsim,0,'zoh'); %Gausian 
noise filtered 
                xV = xV./sqrt(var(xV)); %Unity variance 
            end 
            if mNoise.a>0 
                xA = lsim(GmNoise,randn(size(tsim)),tsim,0,'zoh'); %Gausian 
noise filtered 
                xA = xA./sqrt(var(xA)); %Unity variance 
            end 
            x(:,k) = (abs(v)+Yout(:,k)+mNoise.v*xV).* ... 
                exp(1j*(angle(v)+Yout(:,k+nBuses)+mNoise.a*xA)); %add 
pertabations 
        end 
        Vbus = [Vbus; [x zeros(size(x,1),length(BusAlb(:,1)))]]; 
        clear n k v x nend tsim xA xV 
        n = LineNoAlb(:,1); %indices of line matrix 
        nLines = length(n); %total number of lines to store 
        for k=1:nLines 
            nF = line(n(k),1); %From bus 
            nT = line(n(k),2); %To bus 
            vFi = interp1(t,transpose(bus_v(nF,:)),tnew); %initial from 
voltage 
            vTi = interp1(t,transpose(bus_v(nT,:)),tnew); %initial to voltage 
            iI = (vFi - vTi)./(line(n(k),3)+1j*line(n(k),4)); %initial line 
current 
            nend = length(iI); 
            if nend >= Nsimu2 
                iI = iI(1:Nsimu2); 
            else 
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                iI(nend+1:Nsimu2) = iI(nend)*ones(Nsimu2-nend,1); 
            end 
            x(:,k) = iI + Yout(:,k+2*nBuses) + 1j*Yout(:,k+2*nBuses+nLines); 
%add pertabations 
        end 
        Iline = [Iline; [x zeros(size(x,1),length(LineAlb(:,1)))]]; 
        clear n nF nT vFi vTi iI bus_v line nBuses nLines k t tnew 
         
        GenSpd = [GenSpd;[(1 + Yout(:,(size(Yout,2)-33+1):end)); 
zeros(size(Yout,1),1)]]; 
        clear Yout 
         
    end 
     
    %Create indexing matrices 
    if Nsimu1==0 
        VbusNumbers = BusNoAlb; 
        IlineNumbers = LineNoAlb; 
    end 
  
    %Clear matrices 





20. Appendix R: miniWECC sim – DFT method - single frequency 
probe 
% k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm4_Example1.m 
% Simulating miniWECC linear model for single frequency 
% probing signal 
% Jan. 2015, D. Trudnowski 
% Mar. 2015, J. Colwell 
  
%% Initial setup 
clear all; close all; clc; 
tic 
for n=3:8 
    nSeed = 77; 
    rng(nSeed);                         %Always start random number gen at 
same state so results can be repeated 
     
    %% User controlled terms 
     
    % Simulation settings 
    Tsimu = [NaN;NaN;600;NaN;600];      % 600 sec simulation with system in 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC condition 
    DeltaT = 1/60;                      % Integration step size 
    Sbase = 100;                        % S Base of 100 MVA 
    FreqCon = 1000;                     % Frequency conversion from Hz to mHz 
     
    % Simulation time 
    Nsimu = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT) + 1; % Number of simulation data points 
    t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)';            % Time vector for simulations 
     
    % PDCI modulation 
    Mod.on = 100;                       % Start time of modulation 
    Mod.off = 500;                      % End time of modulation 
    Mod.A = n;                          % Amplitude in MW 
    Mod.f = 1;                          % Freq (Hz) 
    Pdcr = (Mod.A/Sbase)*sin(2*pi*Mod.f*t).*(stepfun(t,Mod.on)-
stepfun(t,Mod.off)); %PDCI modulation 
     
    NSim = 2;                         % Simulation Monte-Carlo executions 
    noisestatus = 1;                    % noise on/off - 1 for on 0 for off 
     
    % PDCI control gain 
    PDCIcontrol.K = 10;                 % Gain in MW/mHz 
    PDCIcontrol.Theta = [24 89];        % Bus 24 = Big Eddy, Bus 89 = Malin, 
Bus 49 = Sylmar 
     
    % Load noise settings 
    LdNoise.Ldmag = noisestatus*0.0156*ones(19,2); % Load (ambient) noise 
variance.  Use 0.0156 to match SNR from May 2009 and Aug 2008 brake tests. 
    LdNoise.Lfilton = 1;                % Turn on integration filter on load 
noise 
    LdNoise.fC = 1; 
     
    % Measurement noise settings 
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    mNoise.v = noisestatus*1.20e-6;           % Amplitude of measurement 
noise on voltage magnitude (pu) that provides 40 dB SNR 
    mNoise.a = noisestatus*0.00032*2*pi/360;  % Amplitude of measurement 
noise on voltage angle (rad) that provides 20 dB SNR on the freq 
    mNoise.fC = 5;                      % Corner freq (Hz) of low-pass filter 
for measurement noise (MUST BE LESS THAN NYQUIST -- 0.5/DeltaT). 
     
    % Brake pulses 
    BrakePulse = [0 0.5;0 0.5;0 0.5];   % No brake pulses 
     
    % Pref and Pmech not used 
    Pref = []; 
    Pmech = []; 
     
    %% Modes 
     
    % ModesIn.pre = [0;0];              % Default 
    ModesIn.pre = [0;(-1/tan(acos(0.07)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 7% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
    % ModesIn.pre = [(-1/tan(acos(0.075)) + 1j)*0.22*2*pi;... % NS mode, 7.5% 
damping, 0.22 Hz 
    %                (-1/tan(acos(0.05)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 5% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
    ModesIn.post = 0;                   % Default 
     
    %% Sim loop 
     
    TFestang = zeros(NSim,1); 
    TFestmag = zeros(NSim,1); 
    OLTFestang = zeros(NSim,1); 
    OLTFestmag = zeros(NSim,1); 
     
    for kSim=1:NSim 
        %% Simulate 
         
        [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
            BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol); 
         
        % Derivative filter 
         
        DerivFilt = tf([1 0],[0.05 1]); 
         
        nV1 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)); 
        nV2 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(2)); 
        VBE = abs(Vbus(:,nV1)); 
        fBE = diff(angle(Vbus(:,nV1))); 
        ThetaR = unwrap(angle(Vbus(:,nV1)./Vbus(:,nV2))); 
        ThetaR = ThetaR - ThetaR(1); 
        f = (FreqCon/(2*pi))*lsim(DerivFilt,ThetaR,t); 
        clear nV1 nV2 ThetaR 
         
        m = find(t>=(Mod.on+100) & t<Mod.off); 
        %         m = find(t>=Mod.on & t<Mod.off); 
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        N = length(m); 
        Freq = (1/(N*DeltaT))*(0:N-1)'; 
         
        ClsdLpErr = Sbase*Pdcr + PDCIcontrol.K.*f; 
         
        % Windowed 
        %     HannWin = hann(N); 
        %     ClsdLpErr = HannWin.*ClsdLpErr(m); 
        %     Pdcr = HannWin.*Pdcr(m); 
        %     f = HannWin.*f(m); 
         
        CLPDCR = (2/N)*fft(ClsdLpErr(m)); 
        PDCR = (2/N)*Sbase*fft(Pdcr(m)); 
        F = (2/N)*fft(f(m)); 
        clear m mm f 
         
        [~,mm] = min(abs((Freq-Mod.f))); % Index for Mod.f freq 
         
        % Estimated Open Loop TF (K=0) or Closed Loop (K~=0) 
        TFest = -F(mm)/PDCR(mm); 
        TFestmag(kSim) = abs(TFest); 
        TFestang(kSim) = angle(TFest); 
         
        % Estimated Open Loop TF (K~=0) 
        OLTFest = -F(mm)/CLPDCR(mm); 
        OLTFestmag(kSim) = abs(OLTFest); 
        OLTFestang(kSim) = angle(OLTFest); 
         
        disp(' ') 
        disp(['Sim Execution ' num2str(kSim)]) 
        disp(['Freq = ' num2str(Freq(mm)) ' Hz']) 
        disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
         
        if PDCIcontrol.K == 0   % Estimated Open Loop TF in Open Loop Test 
            disp('From Open-loop test, loop gain is zero') 
            disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
            disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' 
num2str(TFestang(kSim)*180/pi) ' degrees']) 
        else                    % Estimated Closed Loop TF in Closed Loop 
Test 
            disp(['From Closed-loop test, with a loop gain of 
',num2str(PDCIcontrol.K)]) 
            disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
            disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Phase = ' 
num2str(TFestang(kSim)*180/pi) ' degrees']) 
            disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(OLTFestmag(kSim)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
            disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' 
num2str(OLTFestang(kSim)*180/pi) ' degrees']) 
        end 
    end 
     
    %% Closed-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
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    % Determine individual and mean values for magnitude and phase 
    TFestmagAvg=mean(TFestmag); 
    TFestangAvg=mean(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Calculate standard deviations 
    TFestmagSD = std(abs(TFestmag)); 
    TFestangSD = std(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Display calculated values 
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['For ' num2str(kSim) ' simulation results']) 
    disp(['K = ' num2str(PDCIcontrol.K) ' MW/mHz']) 
    disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
    disp(['FFT length ',num2str(N/60),' seconds']) 
    disp(['Closed-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(TFestmagAvg)]) 
    disp(['Closed-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(TFestangAvg)]) 
    disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(TFestmagSD) ' mHz/MW ']) 
    disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(TFestangSD) ' degrees']) 
     
     
     
    %% Open-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
     
    % Determine individual and mean values for magnitude and phase 
    OLTFestmagAvg=mean(OLTFestmag); 
    OLTFestangAvg=mean(unwrap(OLTFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Calculate standard deviations 
    OLTFestmagSD = std(abs(OLTFestmag)); 
    OLTFestangSD = std(unwrap(OLTFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Display calculated values 
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['Open-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(OLTFestmagAvg)]) 
    disp(['Open-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(OLTFestangAvg)]) 
    disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(OLTFestmagSD) ' mHz/MW ']) 
    disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(OLTFestangSD) ' degrees']) 
     
    %% Actual TF 
     
    B = PreFaultMod.B(:,1) - PreFaultMod.B(:,2); 
    C = PreFaultMod.C(PDCIcontrol.Theta(1),:) - 
PreFaultMod.C(PDCIcontrol.Theta(2),:); 
    TFact = (10/(2*pi))*series(ss(PreFaultMod.A,B,C,0),DerivFilt,1,1); 
%mHz/MW 
    Gjw = -freqresp(TFact,2*pi*Freq(mm)); 
    disp(['Actual Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(abs(Gjw)) ' mHz/MW']) 
    disp(['Actual Open-loop Phase = ' num2str((180/pi)*angle(Gjw)) ' deg.']) 
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    Data.DFTFreq = Freq(mm); 
    Data.DeltaT = DeltaT; 
    Data.ProbeStartTime = Mod.on; 
    Data.ProbeEndTime = Mod.off; 
    Data.DFTlength = mm; 
    Data.SimExecutes = kSim; 
    Data.ControlGain = PDCIcontrol.K; 
    if noisestatus == 0 
        Data.NoiseStatus = ('Off'); 
    else 
        Data.NoiseStatus = ('On'); 
    end 
    Data.ProbeAmplitude(n) = n; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstMagSD(n) = OLTFestmagSD; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstMagMean(n) = OLTFestmagAvg; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstAngSD(n) = OLTFestangSD; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstAngMean(n) = OLTFestangAvg; 
    Data.ClosedLoopEstMagSD(n) = TFestmagSD; 
    Data.ClosedLoopEstMagMean(n) = TFestmagAvg; 
    Data.ClosedLoopEstAngSD(n) = TFestangSD; 
    Data.ClosedLoopEstAngMean(n) = TFestangAvg; 





omega = 2*pi*(0.1:0.001:5); 
sysd = c2d(TFact,DeltaT,'zoh'); 
H = -freqresp(TFact,omega); H = H(:); 
mag = abs(H); ph = angle(H); 
Hz = -freqresp(sysd,omega); Hz = Hz(:); 







title({'miniWecc model, TF Bode, Input = PDCI (MW,S to N)';'Output = Big 















t1 = find(t==Mod.on); 
t2 = find(t==Mod.off); 
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%   Output Variable: 
%           BaseU:          one period of multi-sine signal being generated 
%           CrestValue:     depicted the crest value of signal, the smaller 
the 
%                           better 
%   Input  Variable: 
%           FreqSeq:        the frequencies of harmonics    (Hz) 
%           FreqSeqAmp:     the relative amplitude of harmonics 
%           Ts:             The sampling period of D/A (secs) 
%           BasePeriod:     The duration of one period of signal (secs); 
%           NumTrial:=200   number of iterations to get smaller crest value 
%           ClipFactor:=0.9 the clip factor 
% 
%************************************************************************** 
%                                   07/15/2004 by Ning Zhou 
  
if nargin <4; error('funMultiSineGen needs at least 4 arguments...');end 
if nargin <5;NumTrial=[];end       % number of iteration  
if nargin <6;ClipFactor=[];end       % clip factor 
  
if isempty(NumTrial); NumTrial=200;end 
if isempty(ClipFactor); ClipFactor=0.9; end 
  
P=round(BasePeriod/Ts);               % # of sample intervals in one period  
  
%******************************* 
% calculate the signal needed. 
  
NoS=length(FreqSeq);        % number of sinasoidal signals 
% Phi=2*pi*rand(NoS,1);     % random initialization of phase of sinasoidal 
signals 





% BEGIN: Contruct signal in one period 
% Optimize the Phase to get small crest value 
  
tSeq=(0:P-1)';              % time sequence 
for tIndex=1:NumTrial 
    BaseU=zeros(P,1);       % store the generated signal 
    for nIndex=1:NoS        % harmonic index 
        BaseU(tSeq+1)=BaseU(tSeq+1)+... 
            FreqSeqAmp(nIndex)*cos(2*pi*FreqSeq(nIndex)*tSeq*Ts+Phi(nIndex)); 
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    end 
     
    % do the amplitude clip in time domain; 
    MinU=ClipFactor*min(BaseU); 
    MaxU=ClipFactor*max(BaseU); 
         
    for kIndex=1:P 
        if BaseU(kIndex)>MaxU 
           BaseU(kIndex)=MaxU; 
        elseif BaseU(kIndex)<MinU 
            BaseU(kIndex)=MinU; 
         end 
    end 
         
    Uw=fft(BaseU); 
    AllAngl=angle(Uw); 
    Phi=AllAngl(round(BasePeriod*FreqSeq)+1); 
%     disp(num2str(tIndex)); 
end 
  
BaseU=zeros(P,1);                                   % store the generated 
signal     
for nIndex=1:NoS        % harmonic index 
    BaseU(tSeq+1)=BaseU(tSeq+1)+... 















22. Appendix T: miniWECC sim – DFT method - multi- frequency 
probe 
% k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm4_Example1.m 
% Simulating miniWECC linear model for multi-frequency probes 
% Jan. 2015, D. Trudnowski 
% Mar. 2015, J. Colwell 
  
%% Initial setup 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
tic 
  
nSeed = 77; 
rng(nSeed);                         %Always start random number gen at same 
state so results can be repeated 
  
%% User controlled terms 
  
% Simulation settings 
Tsimu = [NaN;NaN;600;NaN;600];      % 600 sec simulation with system in 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC condition 
Fs = 60; 
DeltaT = 1/Fs;                      % Integration step size 
Sbase = 100;                        % S Base of 100 MVA 
FreqCon = 1000;                     % Frequency conversion from Hz to mHz 
  
% Simulation time 
Nsimu = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT) + 1; % Number of simulation data points 
t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)';            % Time vector for simulations 
  
%% PDCI Modulation Design Parameters 
  
NumTrial = 1000; 
Mod.on = 380;                       % Start time of modulation 
Mod.off = 500;                      % End time of modulation 
BasePeriod = Mod.off-Mod.on; % The duration of one period injection (secs) 
ClipFactor = 0.9; 
  
Mod.A = [1.0 0.25 0.167];            % Amplitude in MW 
Mod.f = [1 2 4];                    % Freq (Hz) 
  









    if uTemp*BaseU(nIndex)<=0 
        CutIndex=nIndex; 
        break; 
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    else 
        uTemp=BaseU(nIndex); 
    end 
end 
  






% DFT of the probing signal 
U = 2/N*fft(u); 














% Construct full length signal 
Psig = zeros(600/DeltaT+1,1); 
Psig((Mod.on*Fs):(Mod.off*Fs-1)) = u; 
  
clear N ff 
  
ProbeGain = 8;                      % in MW 
Pdcr = ProbeGain/Sbase*Psig; 
  
NSim = 100;                         % Simulation Monte-Carlo executions 
noisestatus = 1;                    % noise on/off - 1 for on 0 for off 
  
% PDCI control gain 
PDCIcontrol.K = 10;                 % Gain in MW/mHz 
PDCIcontrol.Theta = [24 89];        % Bus 24 = Big Eddy, Bus 89 = Malin, Bus 
49 = Sylmar 
  
% Load noise settings 
LdNoise.Ldmag = noisestatus*0.0156*ones(19,2); % Load (ambient) noise 
variance.  Use 0.0156 to match SNR from May 2009 and Aug 2008 brake tests. 
LdNoise.Lfilton = 1;                % Turn on integration filter on load 
noise 
LdNoise.fC = 1; 
  
% Measurement noise settings 
mNoise.v = noisestatus*1.20e-6;           % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage magnitude (pu) that provides 40 dB SNR 
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mNoise.a = noisestatus*0.00032*2*pi/360;  % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage angle (rad) that provides 20 dB SNR on the freq 
mNoise.fC = 5;                      % Corner freq (Hz) of low-pass filter for 
measurement noise (MUST BE LESS THAN NYQUIST -- 0.5/DeltaT). 
  
% Brake pulses 
BrakePulse = [0 0.5;0 0.5;0 0.5];   % No brake pulses 
  
% Pref and Pmech not used 
Pref = []; 




% ModesIn.pre = [0;0];              % Default 
ModesIn.pre = [0;(-1/tan(acos(0.07)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 7% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
% ModesIn.pre = [(-1/tan(acos(0.075)) + 1j)*0.22*2*pi;... % NS mode, 7.5% 
damping, 0.22 Hz 
%                (-1/tan(acos(0.05)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 5% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
ModesIn.post = 0;                   % Default 
  
%% Sim loop 
  
TFestang = NaN(NSim,3); 
TFestmag = NaN(NSim,3); 
OLTFestang = NaN(NSim,3); 
OLTFestmag = NaN(NSim,3); 
  
for kSim=1:NSim 
    %% Simulate 
     
    [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
        BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol); 
     
    % Derivative filter 
     
    DerivFilt = tf([1 0],[0.05 1]); 
     
    nV1 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)); 
    nV2 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(2)); 
    ThetaR = unwrap(angle(Vbus(:,nV1)./Vbus(:,nV2))); 
    ThetaR = ThetaR - ThetaR(1); 
    f = (FreqCon/(2*pi))*lsim(DerivFilt,ThetaR,t); 
    clear nV1 nV2 ThetaR 
     
    m = find(t>=(Mod.on) & t<Mod.off); 
    N = length(m); 
    Freq = (1/(N*DeltaT))*(0:N-1)'; 
     
    ClsdLpErr = Sbase*Pdcr + PDCIcontrol.K.*f; 
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    CLPDCR = (2/N)*fft(ClsdLpErr(m)); 
    PDCR = (2/N)*Sbase*fft(Pdcr(m)); 
    F = (2/N)*fft(f(m)); 
    PSIG = (2/N)*fft(Psig(m)); 
    clear m mm G nV f g 
     
    % Index for Mod.f freqs 
    [~,mm1] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(1))); 
    [~,mm2] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(2))); 
    [~,mm4] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(3))); 
    mm = [mm1 mm2 mm4]; 
     
    % Estimated Open Loop TF (K=0) or Closed Loop (K~=0) 
    TFest = (-F(mm)./PDCR(mm))'; 
    TFestmag(kSim,1:3) = abs(TFest); 
    TFestang(kSim,1:3) = angle(TFest); 
     
    % Estimated Open Loop TF (K~=0) 
    OLTFest = (-F(mm)./CLPDCR(mm))'; 
    OLTFestmag(kSim,1:3) = abs(OLTFest); 
    OLTFestang(kSim,1:3) = angle(OLTFest); 
     
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['Sim Execution ' num2str(kSim)]) 
    disp(['Frequencies = ' num2str(Freq(mm)') ' Hz']) 
    disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
     
    if PDCIcontrol.K == 0   % Estimated Open Loop TF in Open Loop Test 
        disp('From Open-loop test, loop gain is zero') 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim,:)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' num2str(TFestang(kSim,:)*-
180/pi) ' degrees']) 
    else                    % Estimated Closed Loop TF in Closed Loop Test 
        disp(['From Closed-loop test, with a loop gain of 
',num2str(PDCIcontrol.K)]) 
        disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim,:)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
        disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Phase = ' num2str(TFestang(kSim,:)*-
180/pi) ' degrees']) 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(OLTFestmag(kSim,:)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' num2str(OLTFestang(kSim,:)*-
180/pi) ' degrees']) 
    end 
end 
  
%% Closed-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
  




% Calculate standard deviations 
TFestmagSD = std(TFestmag); 
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TFestangSD = std(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
  
% Display calculated values 
disp(' ') 
disp(['For ' num2str(kSim) ' simulation results']) 
disp(['K = ' num2str(PDCIcontrol.K) ' MW/mHz']) 
disp(['Frequencies = ' num2str(Freq(mm)') ' Hz']) 
disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
disp(['FFT length ',num2str(N/60),' seconds']) 
disp(['Closed-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(TFestmagAvg)]) 
disp(['Closed-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(TFestangAvg)]) 
disp(['Estimated Closed-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' num2str(TFestmagSD) 
' mHz/MW ']) 





%% Open-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
  




% Calculate standard deviations 
OLTFestmagSD = std(OLTFestmag); 
OLTFestangSD = std(OLTFestang)*180/pi; 
  
% Display calculated values 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Open-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(OLTFestmagAvg)]) 
disp(['Open-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(OLTFestangAvg)]) 
disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' num2str(OLTFestmagSD) 
' mHz/MW ']) 
disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' num2str(OLTFestangSD) 
' degrees']) 
  
Data.DFTFreq = Freq(mm); 
Data.DeltaT = DeltaT; 
Data.ProbeStartTime = Mod.on; 
Data.ProbeEndTime = Mod.off; 
Data.DFTlength = mm; 
Data.SimExecutes = kSim; 
Data.ControlGain = PDCIcontrol.K; 
if noisestatus == 0 
    Data.NoiseStatus = ('Off'); 
else 
    Data.NoiseStatus = ('On'); 
end 
Data.ProbeAmplitude = Mod.A; 
Data.OpenLoopEstMagSD = OLTFestmagSD; 
Data.OpenLoopEstMagMean = OLTFestmagAvg; 
Data.OpenLoopEstAngSD = OLTFestangSD; 
Data.OpenLoopEstAngMean = OLTFestangAvg; 
Data.ClosedLoopEstMagSD = TFestmagSD; 
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Data.ClosedLoopEstMagMean = TFestmagAvg; 
Data.ClosedLoopEstAngSD = TFestangSD; 







23. Appendix U: miniWECC sim – Welsh method - single frequency 
probe 
% k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm4_Example1.m 
% Simulating miniWECC linear model for single frequency probe 
% Jan. 2015, D. Trudnowski 
% Mar. 2015, J. Colwell 
  
%% Initial setup 
clear all; close all; clc; 
tic 
for n=1:5 
    nSeed = 77; 
    rng(nSeed);                         %Always start random number gen at 
same state so results can be repeated 
     
    %% User controlled terms 
     
    % Simulation settings 
    Tsimu = [NaN;NaN;600;NaN;600];      % 600 sec simulation with system in 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC condition 
    fsample = 60; 
    DeltaT = 1/fsample;                 % Integration step size 
    Sbase = 100;                        % S Base of 100 MVA 
    FreqCon = 1000;                     % Frequency conversion from Hz to mHz 
     
    % Simulation time 
    Nsimu = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT) + 1; % Number of simulation data points 
    t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)';            % Time vector for simulations 
     
    % PDCI modulation 
    Mod.on = 380;                       % Start time of modulation 
    Mod.off = 500;                      % End time of modulation 
    Mod.A = n;                          % Amplitude in MW 
    Mod.f = 4;                          % Freq (Hz) 
    Pdcr = (Mod.A/Sbase)*sin(2*pi*Mod.f*t).*(stepfun(t,Mod.on)-
stepfun(t,Mod.off)); %PDCI modulation 
     
    NSim = 100;                         % Simulation Monte-Carlo executions 
    noisestatus = 1;                    % noise on/off - 1 for on 0 for off 
     
    ptsinfft = 600;                     % Number of points in FFT 
%     windowtype = hann(ptsinfft,'periodic');     % Window type and length  
    windowtype = rectwin(ptsinfft);     % Window type and length 
    overlap = 0.8 * ptsinfft;           % Overlap between windows 
    DFTfreq = Mod.f*(ptsinfft/fsample)+1;   % CPSD frequency bin of interest 
(1 Hz) 
     
    % PDCI control gain 
    PDCIcontrol.K = 10;                 % Gain in MW/mHz 
    PDCIcontrol.Theta = [24 89];        % Bus 24 = Big Eddy, Bus 89 = Malin, 
Bus 49 = Sylmar 
     
    % Load noise settings 
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    LdNoise.Ldmag = noisestatus*0.0156*ones(19,2); % Load (ambient) noise 
variance.  Use 0.0156 to match SNR from May 2009 and Aug 2008 brake tests. 
    LdNoise.Lfilton = 1;                % Turn on integration filter on load 
noise 
    LdNoise.fC = 1; 
     
    % Measurement noise settings 
    mNoise.v = noisestatus*1.20e-6;           % Amplitude of measurement 
noise on voltage magnitude (pu) that provides 40 dB SNR 
    mNoise.a = noisestatus*0.00032*2*pi/360;  % Amplitude of measurement 
noise on voltage angle (rad) that provides 20 dB SNR on the freq 
    mNoise.fC = 5;                            % Corner freq (Hz) of low-pass 
filter for measurement noise (MUST BE LESS THAN NYQUIST -- 0.5/DeltaT). 
     
    % Brake pulses 
    BrakePulse = [0 0.5;0 0.5;0 0.5];   % No brake pulses 
     
    % Pref and Pmech not used 
    Pref = []; 
    Pmech = []; 
     
    %% Modes 
     
    % ModesIn.pre = [0;0];              % Default 
    ModesIn.pre = [0;(-1/tan(acos(0.07)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 7% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
    % ModesIn.pre = [(-1/tan(acos(0.075)) + 1j)*0.22*2*pi;... % NS mode, 7.5% 
damping, 0.22 Hz 
    %                (-1/tan(acos(0.05)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 5% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
    ModesIn.post = 0;                   % Default 
     
    %% Sim loop 
     
    TFestang = zeros(NSim,1); 
    TFestmag = zeros(NSim,1); 
     
    for kSim=1:NSim 
        %% Simulate 
         
        [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
            BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol); 
         
        % Derivative filter 
        DerivFilt = tf([1 0],[0.05 1]); 
         
        nV1 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)); 
        nV2 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(2)); 
        ThetaR = unwrap(angle(Vbus(:,nV1)./Vbus(:,nV2))); 
        ThetaR = ThetaR - ThetaR(1); 
        f = (FreqCon/(2*pi))*lsim(DerivFilt,ThetaR,t); 
        clear nV1 nV2 ThetaR 
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%         m = find(t>=(Mod.on+101) & t<Mod.off); 
        m = find(t>=(Mod.on) & t<Mod.off); 
        N = length(m); 
        Freq = (1/(N*DeltaT))*(0:N-1)'; 
         
        ClsdLpErr = Sbase*Pdcr + PDCIcontrol.K.*f; 
        clear m mm N G nV g 
         
        [~,mm] = min(abs((Freq-Mod.f))); % Index for Mod.f freq 
         
        % CPSD of the probing input and the frequency output 
        % [Sryest,freqbins] = 
cpsd(input,output,windowtype(size),overlap,ptsinfft,samplerateHz); 
        [Sryest,FbatchOL] = cpsd(Pdcr,f,windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,fsample); 
         
        % CPSD of the probing input and the delta PDCI 
        [Srpest,~] = 
cpsd(Pdcr,ClsdLpErr,windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,fsample); 
         
        % Calculate the Open Loop Estimate 
        TFest = -Sryest(DFTfreq)./Srpest(DFTfreq); 
        TFestmag(kSim) = abs(TFest); 
        TFestang(kSim) = angle(TFest); 
         
        disp(' ') 
        disp(['Sim Execution ' num2str(kSim)]) 
        disp(['Freq = ' num2str(Freq(mm)) ' Hz']) 
        disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
        disp(['From Closed-loop test, with a loop gain of 
',num2str(PDCIcontrol.K)]) 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
        disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' num2str(TFestang(kSim)*180/pi) ' 
degrees']) 
    end 
     
     
    %% Closed-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
     
    % Determine individual and mean values for magnitude and phase 
    TFestmagAvg=mean(TFestmag); 
    TFestangAvg=mean(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Calculate standard deviations 
    TFestmagSD = std(abs(TFestmag)); 
    TFestangSD = std(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
     
    % Display calculated values 
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['For ' num2str(kSim) ' simulation results']) 
    disp(['K = ' num2str(PDCIcontrol.K) ' MW/mHz']) 
    disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
    disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(TFestmagSD) ' mHz/MW ']) 
    disp(['Open-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(TFestmagAvg)]) 
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    disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' 
num2str(TFestangSD) ' degrees']) 
    disp(['Open-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(TFestangAvg)]) 
  
    %% Build data array 
     
    Data.DFTFreq = Freq(mm); 
    Data.DeltaT = DeltaT; 
    Data.ProbeStartTime = Mod.on; 
    Data.ProbeEndTime = Mod.off; 
    Data.DFTlength = mm; 
    Data.SimExecutes = kSim; 
    Data.ControlGain = PDCIcontrol.K; 
    if noisestatus == 0 
        Data.NoiseStatus = ('Off'); 
    else 
        Data.NoiseStatus = ('On'); 
    end 
    Data.ProbeAmplitude(n) = n; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstMagSD(n) = TFestmagSD; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstMagMean(n) = TFestmagAvg; 
    Data.OpenLoopEstAngSD(n) = TFestangSD; 








24. Appendix V: miniWECC sim – Welsh method - multi- frequency 
probe 
% k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm4_Example1.m 
% Simulating miniWECC linear model for multi-frequency probe 
% Jan. 2015, D. Trudnowski 
% Mar. 2015, J. Colwell 
  
%% Initial setup 
clear all; close all; clc; 
tic 
  
nSeed = 77; 
rng(nSeed);                         %Always start random number gen at same 
state so results can be repeated 
  
%% User controlled terms 
  
% Simulation settings 
Tsimu = [NaN;NaN;600;NaN;600];      % 600 sec simulation with system in 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC condition 
Fs = 60; 
DeltaT = 1/Fs;                      % Integration step size 
Sbase = 100;                        % S Base of 100 MVA 
FreqCon = 1000;                     % Frequency conversion from Hz to mHz 
  
% Simulation time 
Nsimu = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT) + 1; % Number of simulation data points 
t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)';            % Time vector for simulations 
  
% PDCI modulation design parameters 
NumTrial = 1000; 
Mod.on = 200;                       % Start time of modulation 
Mod.off = 500;                      % End time of modulation 
BasePeriod = Mod.off-Mod.on; % The duration of one period injection (secs) 
ClipFactor = 0.9; 
  
Mod.A = [1.0 0.25 0.167];            % Amplitude in MW 
Mod.f = [1 2 4];                    % Freq (Hz) 
  









    if uTemp*BaseU(nIndex)<=0 
        CutIndex=nIndex; 
        break; 
    else 
        uTemp=BaseU(nIndex); 
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    end 
end 
  






% DFT of the probing signal 
U = 2/N*fft(u); 














% Construct full length signal 
Psig = zeros(600/DeltaT+1,1); 
Psig((Mod.on*Fs):(Mod.off*Fs-1)) = u; 
  
clear N ff 
  
ProbeGain = 8;                      % in MW 
Pdcr = ProbeGain/Sbase*Psig; 
  
NSim = 100;                         % Simulation Monte-Carlo executions 
noisestatus = 1;                    % noise on/off - 1 for on 0 for off 
  
% PDCI control gain 
PDCIcontrol.K = 10;                 % Gain in MW/mHz 
PDCIcontrol.Theta = [24 89];        % Bus 24 = Big Eddy, Bus 89 = Malin, Bus 
49 = Sylmar 
  
% Load noise settings 
LdNoise.Ldmag = noisestatus*0.0156*ones(19,2); % Load (ambient) noise 
variance.  Use 0.0156 to match SNR from May 2009 and Aug 2008 brake tests. 
LdNoise.Lfilton = 1;                % Turn on integration filter on load 
noise 
LdNoise.fC = 1; 
  
% Measurement noise settings 
mNoise.v = noisestatus*1.20e-6;           % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage magnitude (pu) that provides 40 dB SNR 
mNoise.a = noisestatus*0.00032*2*pi/360;  % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage angle (rad) that provides 20 dB SNR on the freq 
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mNoise.fC = 5;                            % Corner freq (Hz) of low-pass 
filter for measurement noise (MUST BE LESS THAN NYQUIST -- 0.5/DeltaT). 
  
% Brake pulses 
BrakePulse = [0 0.5;0 0.5;0 0.5];   % No brake pulses 
  
% Pref and Pmech not used 
Pref = []; 




% ModesIn.pre = [0;0];              % Default 
ModesIn.pre = [0;(-1/tan(acos(0.070)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 7% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
% ModesIn.pre = [(-1/tan(acos(0.075)) + 1j)*0.22*2*pi;... % NS mode, 7.5% 
damping, 0.22 Hz 
%                (-1/tan(acos(0.050)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 5% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
ModesIn.post = 0;                   % Default 
  
%% Sim loop 
  
TFestang = NaN(NSim,3); 
TFestmag = NaN(NSim,3); 
OLTFestang = NaN(NSim,3); 
OLTFestmag = NaN(NSim,3); 
  
for kSim=1:NSim 
     
    [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
        BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol); 
     
    % Calculate angle difference 
    nV1 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)); 
    nV2 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(2)); 
    ThetaR = unwrap(angle(Vbus(:,nV1)./Vbus(:,nV2))); 
    ThetaR = ThetaR - ThetaR(1); 
     
    % Derivative filter 
    DerivFilt = tf([1 0],[0.05 1]); 
    % Calculate frequency 
    f = (FreqCon/(2*pi))*lsim(DerivFilt,ThetaR,t); 
    clear nV1 nV2 ThetaR 
     
%     m = find(t>=(Mod.on+101) & t<Mod.off); 
    m = find(t>=(Mod.on) & t<Mod.off); 
    N = length(m); 
    Freq = (1/(N*DeltaT))*(0:N-1)'; 
     
    ClsdLpErr = Sbase*Pdcr + PDCIcontrol.K.*f; 
    clear m mm N 
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    % Index for Mod.f freqs 
    [~,mm1] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(1))); 
    [~,mm2] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(2))); 
    [~,mm3] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(3))); 
%     [~,mm4] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(4))); 
%     [~,mm8] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(5))); 
%     mm = [mm1 mm2 mm3 mm4 mm8]; 
    mm = [mm1 mm2 mm3]; 
     
    % CPSD parameters 
    ptsinfft = 600;                     % Number of points in FFT 
%     windowtype = hann(ptsinfft,'periodic');     % Window type and length   
    windowtype = rectwin(ptsinfft);     % Window type and length 
    overlap = 0.8 * ptsinfft;           % Overlap between windows 
    DFTfreq = Mod.f*10+1;               % CPSD frequency bins of interest 
    Freqlength = length(DFTfreq); 
     
    % CPSD of the probing input and the frequency output 
    % [Sryest,freqbins] = 
cpsd(input,output,windowtype(size),overlap,ptsinfft,samplerateHz); 
    [Sryest,FbatchOL] = cpsd(Pdcr,f,windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
     
    % CPSD of the probing input and the delta PDCI 
    [Srpest,~] = cpsd(Pdcr,ClsdLpErr,windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
     
    % Calculate the Open Loop Estimate 
    TFest = -Sryest(DFTfreq)./Srpest(DFTfreq); 
    TFestmag(kSim,1:Freqlength) = abs(TFest.'); 
    TFestang(kSim,1:Freqlength) = angle(TFest.'); 
     
%     [Cxy,F] = mscohere(Pdcr,f,windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
%      
%     figure 
%     plot(F,Cxy*100) 
%     title('Coherency of Pdcr and f') 
%     ylabel('Percentage (0-100)') 
%     xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
%     grid 
     
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['Sim Execution ' num2str(kSim)]) 
    disp(['Freq = ' num2str(Freq(mm)') ' Hz']) 
    disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
    disp(['With a probe gain of ',num2str(ProbeGain)])     
    disp(['From Closed-loop test, with a loop gain of 
',num2str(PDCIcontrol.K)]) 
    disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim,:)) ' mHz/MW']) 




%% Closed-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
  






% Calculate standard deviations 
TFestmagSD = std(abs(TFestmag)); 
TFestangSD = std(unwrap(TFestang))*180/pi; 
  
% Display calculated values 
disp(' ') 
disp(['For ' num2str(kSim) ' simulation results']) 
disp(['K = ' num2str(PDCIcontrol.K) ' MW/mHz']) 
disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
disp(['With a probe gain of ',num2str(ProbeGain)]) 
disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' num2str(TFestmagSD) ' 
mHz/MW ']) 
disp(['Open-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(TFestmagAvg)]) 
disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' num2str(TFestangSD) ' 
degrees']) 
disp(['Open-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(TFestangAvg)]) 
  
%% Build data structure 
  
Data.DFTFreq = Freq(mm); 
Data.DeltaT = DeltaT; 
Data.ProbeStartTime = Mod.on; 
Data.ProbeEndTime = Mod.off; 
Data.DFTlength = mm; 
Data.SimExecutes = kSim; 
Data.ControlGain = PDCIcontrol.K; 
if noisestatus == 0 
    Data.NoiseStatus = ('Off'); 
else 
    Data.NoiseStatus = ('On'); 
end 
Data.ProbeAmplitude = Mod.A; 
Data.OpenLoopEstMagSD = TFestmagSD; 
Data.OpenLoopEstMagMean = TFestmagAvg; 
Data.OpenLoopEstAngSD = TFestangSD; 







25. Appendix W: miniWECC sim – Time sequenced Welsh method - 
multi- frequency probe 
% k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm4_Example1.m 
% Simulating miniWECC linear model for SOS 
% probing. Time series analysis of Open Loop 
% Transfer Function Estimate using Cross Power 
% Spectral Density and Coherency analysis. 
% 
% Jan. 2015, D. Trudnowski 
% Aug. 2015, J. Colwell 
  
%% Initial setup 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
tic 
  
nSeed = 77; 
rng(nSeed);                         %Always start random number gen at same 
state so results can be repeated 
  
%% User controlled terms 
  
% Simulation settings 
Tsimu = [NaN;NaN;600;NaN;600];      % 600 sec simulation with system in 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6_CaseC condition 
Fs = 60;                            % Sample rate 
DeltaT = 1/Fs;                      % Integration step size 
Sbase = 100;                        % S Base of 100 MVA 
FreqCon = 1000;                     % Frequency conversion from Hz to mHz 
  
% Simulation time 
Nsimu = round(Tsimu(5)/DeltaT+1);   % Number of simulation data points 
t = DeltaT*(0:Nsimu-1)';            % Time vector for simulations 
  
%% PDCI Modulation Design Parameters 
  
  
Mod.on = 50;                       % Start time of modulation 
Mod.off = 530;                      % End time of modulation 
BasePeriod = Mod.off-Mod.on;        % Duration of one period injection (secs) 
ClipFactor = 0.9; 
  
% Mod.A = 1.0;                         % Amplitude in MW 
% Mod.f = 1;                           % Freq (Hz) 
  
% Psig = Mod.A*sin(2*pi*Mod.f*t).*(stepfun(t,Mod.on)-stepfun(t,Mod.off)); 
  
%% Calculate Sum of Sinusoids 
  
NumTrial = 500; 
  
Mod.A = [1.0 0.250 0.167];            % Amplitude in MW 
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    if uTemp*BaseU(nIndex)<=0 
        CutIndex=nIndex; 
        break; 
    else 
        uTemp=BaseU(nIndex); 
    end 
end 
  






% DFT of the probing signal 
% U = 2/N*fft(u); 
% ff = BasePeriod*Mod.f+1; 
%  
% scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 








% Construct full length signal 
Psig = zeros(Nsimu,1); 
Psig((Mod.on*Fs):(Mod.off*Fs-1)) = u; 
  
clear N ff 
  
%% Simulation Parameters 
  
ProbeGain = 6;                      % in MW 
Pdcr = ProbeGain/Sbase*Psig; 
  
NSim = 5;                         % Simulation Monte-Carlo executions 
noisestatus = 1;                    % noise on/off - 1 for on 0 for off 
  
% PDCI control gain 
PDCIcontrol.K = 10;                 % Gain in MW/mHz 
PDCIcontrol.Theta = [24 89];        % Bus 24 = Big Eddy, Bus 89 = Malin, Bus 




% Load noise settings 
LdNoise.Ldmag = noisestatus*0.0156*ones(19,2); % Load (ambient) noise 
variance.  Use 0.0156 to match SNR from May 2009 and Aug 2008 brake tests. 
LdNoise.Lfilton = 1;                % Turn on integration filter on load 
noise 
LdNoise.fC = 1; 
  
% Measurement noise settings 
mNoise.v = noisestatus*1.20e-6;           % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage magnitude (pu) that provides 40 dB SNR 
mNoise.a = noisestatus*0.00032*2*pi/360;  % Amplitude of measurement noise on 
voltage angle (rad) that provides 20 dB SNR on the freq 
mNoise.fC = 5;                            % Corner freq (Hz) of low-pass 
filter for measurement noise (MUST BE LESS THAN NYQUIST -- 0.5/DeltaT). 
  
% Brake pulses 
BrakePulse = [0 0.5;0 0.5;0 0.5];   % No brake pulses 
  
% Pref and Pmech not used 
Pref = []; 




% ModesIn.pre = [0;0];              % Default 
ModesIn.pre = [0;(-1/tan(acos(0.070)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi]; % Alberta mode, 7% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
% ModesIn.pre = [(-1/tan(acos(0.075)) + 1j)*0.22*2*pi;... % NS mode, 7.5% 
damping, 0.22 Hz 
%                (-1/tan(acos(0.050)) + 1j)*0.37*2*pi];   % Alberta mode, 5% 
damping, 0.37 Hz 
ModesIn.post = 0;                   % Default 
  
%% Sim loop 
  
for kSim=1:NSim 
     
    [Vbus,Iline,VbusNumbers,IlineNumbers,GenSpd,ModesOut,PreFaultMod] = 
k_miniWECC_V3C_C3_6C_7C_lsm5(ModesIn,LdNoise,Pdcr,Tsimu,... 
        BrakePulse,DeltaT,mNoise,Pmech,Pref,PDCIcontrol); 
     
    % Calculate angle difference 
    nV1 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(1)); 
    nV2 = find(VbusNumbers(:,1)==PDCIcontrol.Theta(2)); 
    ThetaR = unwrap(angle(Vbus(:,nV1)./Vbus(:,nV2))); 
    ThetaR = ThetaR - ThetaR(1); 
     
    % Derivative filter 
    DerivFilt = tf([1 0],[0.05 1]); 
    % Calculate frequency 
    f = (FreqCon/(2*pi))*lsim(DerivFilt,ThetaR,t); 
    clear nV1 nV2 ThetaR 
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    %     m = find(t>=(Mod.on+101) & t<Mod.off); 
    m = find(t>=(Mod.on) & t<Mod.off); 
    N = length(m); 
    Freq = (1/(N*DeltaT))*(0:N-1)'; 
     
    ClsdLpErr = Sbase*Pdcr + PDCIcontrol.K.*f; 
    clear mm N 
     
    % Index for Mod.f freqs 
    for findex=1:length(Mod.f) 
        [~,mm] = min(abs(Freq-Mod.f(findex))); 
        mm(findex) = mm; 
    end 
     
    % CPSD parameters 
    ptsinfft = 600;                     % Number of points in FFT 
    windowtype = rectwin(ptsinfft);     % Window type and length 
    overlap = 0.80 * ptsinfft;          % Overlap between windows 
    fftlen = ptsinfft/Fs; 
    DFTfreq = Mod.f*fftlen+1;           % CPSD frequency bins of interest (1 
Hz) 
    nindex = (BasePeriod-fftlen)/2+1; 
     
    % CPSD and Coherency Time Series Calculation loop 
    for index = 1:nindex 
        twosec = 2*Fs; 
        Twindgo = Mod.on*Fs; 
        Twindend = Twindgo+ptsinfft; 
        fftstart = twosec*(index-1)+Twindgo; 
        fftend = twosec*(index-1)+Twindend; 
         
        % Time Series Coherency Calculation 
        [MSCxy(:,index),Frqs] = 
mscohere(Pdcr(Twindgo:fftend),f(Twindgo:fftend),windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,F
s); 
        % Time Series CPSD Calculations 
        [CPSD2Sryest(:,index),FbatchOL] = 
cpsd(Pdcr(Twindgo:fftend),f(Twindgo:fftend),windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
        [CPSD2Srpest(:,index),~] = 
cpsd(Pdcr(Twindgo:fftend),ClsdLpErr(Twindgo:fftend),windowtype,overlap,ptsinf
ft,Fs); 
        % Time Series Open Loop Estimate Calculation 
        CPSD2TFest(:,index) = conj(-
CPSD2Sryest(DFTfreq,index)./CPSD2Srpest(DFTfreq,index)); 
    end 
    MSCxy = sqrt(MSCxy); 
    %         Derivative of the Coherency 
    for ii=2:nindex 
        derivMSCxy(1,ii) = (MSCxy(DFTfreq(1),ii)-MSCxy(DFTfreq(1),ii-1))/2; 
        derivMSCxy(2,ii) = (MSCxy(DFTfreq(2),ii)-MSCxy(DFTfreq(2),ii-1))/2; 
        derivMSCxy(3,ii) = (MSCxy(DFTfreq(3),ii)-MSCxy(DFTfreq(3),ii-1))/2; 
    end 
    % CPSD Final Values Test 




    %     [CPSDSrpest,~] = 
cpsd(Pdcr(m),ClsdLpErr(m),windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
    %     CPSDTFest = conj(-CPSDSryest(DFTfreq)./CPSDSrpest(DFTfreq)); 
    % Coherency Final Values Test 
    %     [Cxy,F] = mscohere(Pdcr(m),f(m),windowtype,overlap,ptsinfft,Fs); 
     
    %% Plots 
     
    windex = (0:index-1)*2+10; 
     
    % CPSD2TFest Time Series Plot 
    scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    figure('Position',[50 50 scrsz(3)*0.3 scrsz(4)*.65]) % 
[(left,bot,width,ht)] 
    subplot(211) 
    plot(windex,abs(CPSD2TFest(1,:)),'.-k') 
    hold on 
    plot(windex,0.01921*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'k','lineWidth',2) 
    plot(windex,abs(CPSD2TFest(2,:)),'.-r') 
    plot(windex,0.01182*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'r','lineWidth',2) 
    plot(windex,abs(CPSD2TFest(3,:)),'.-b') 
    plot(windex,0.01580*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'b','lineWidth',2) 
    hold off 
    title(['CPSD Open Loop Estimate Running Average for sim #', 
num2str(kSim)]) 
    legend([num2str(Mod.f(1)),' Hz'],[num2str(Mod.f(1)),' Hz actual'],... 
           [num2str(Mod.f(2)),' Hz'],[num2str(Mod.f(2)),' Hz actual'],... 
           [num2str(Mod.f(3)),' Hz'],[num2str(Mod.f(3)),' Hz actual']) 
    ylabel('Magnitude') 
    axis([0 480 0 0.040]) 
    grid 
    set(gca,'YTick',0:0.005:0.045); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
    subplot(212) 
    plot(windex,angle(CPSD2TFest(1,:))*180/pi,'.-k') 
    hold on 
    plot(windex,20.94*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'k','lineWidth',2) 
    plot(windex,angle(CPSD2TFest(2,:))*180/pi,'.-r') 
    plot(windex,5.853*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'r','lineWidth',2) 
    plot(windex,angle(CPSD2TFest(3,:))*180/pi,'.-b') 
    plot(windex,-33.21*ones(1,length(CPSD2TFest)),'b','lineWidth',2) 
    hold off 
    ylabel('Phase (degrees)') 
    xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
    axis([0 480 -120 120]) 
    grid 
    set(gca,'YTick',-180:20:180); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
     
    % CPSD Final Values Plot 
    %     figure('Position',[590 50 scrsz(3)/3 scrsz(4)*.8]) % 
[(left,bot,width,ht)] 
    %     subplot(211) 
    %     stem(DFTfreq(1),abs(CPSDTFest(1)),'-*k') 
    %     hold on 
    %     stem(DFTfreq(2),abs(CPSDTFest(2)),'*-r') 
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    %     stem(DFTfreq(3),abs(CPSDTFest(3)),'-*b') 
    %     hold off 
    %     title(['CPSD Open Loop Estimate for sim #', num2str(kSim)]) 
    %     legend('1 Hz','6 Hz','10 Hz') 
    %     ylabel('Magnitude') 
    %     ylim([0 0.040]) 
    %     grid 
    %     set(gca,'YTick',0:0.005:0.045); 
    %     subplot(212) 
    %     stem(DFTfreq(1),unwrap(angle(CPSDTFest(1)))*180/pi,'-*k') 
    %     hold on 
    %     stem(DFTfreq(2),unwrap(angle(CPSDTFest(2)))*180/pi,'-*r') 
    %     stem(DFTfreq(3),unwrap(angle(CPSDTFest(3)))*180/pi,'-*b') 
    %     hold off 
    %     ylabel('Phase (degrees)') 
    %     xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
    %     ylim([-160 100]) 
    %     grid 
    %     set(gca,'YTick',-720:20:720); 
     
    % Coherency Time Series Plot 
    figure('Position',[650 50 scrsz(3)*0.3 scrsz(4)*.65]) % 
[(left,bot,width,ht)] 
    plot(windex,MSCxy(DFTfreq(1),:)*100,'.-k') 
    hold on 
    plot(windex,MSCxy(DFTfreq(2),:)*100,'.-r') 
    plot(windex,MSCxy(DFTfreq(3),:)*100,'.-b') 
    hold off 
    title(['Coherency Running Average for sim #', num2str(kSim)]) 
    legend([num2str(Mod.f(1)),' Hz'],... 
           [num2str(Mod.f(2)),' Hz'],... 
           [num2str(Mod.f(3)),' Hz'],'location','southeast') 
    ylabel('Percentage') 
    xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
    axis([0 480 0 100]) 
    grid 
    set(gca,'YTick',0:10:100); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
     
    % Derivative of Coherency Plot 
    figure('Position',[1250 50 scrsz(3)*0.3 scrsz(4)*.65]) % 
[(left,bot,width,ht)] 
    subplot(311) 
    plot(windex,derivMSCxy(1,:)*100,'.-k') 
    title(['Numerical Derivative of Coherency for sim #', num2str(kSim)]) 
    ylabel(['%/sec for ', num2str(Mod.f(1)),' Hz']) 
    axis([0 480 -5 5]) 
    set(gca,'YTick',[-5 -3 -1 0 1 3 5]); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
    grid 
    subplot(312) 
    plot(windex,derivMSCxy(2,:)*100,'.-r') 
    ylabel(['%/sec for ', num2str(Mod.f(2)),' Hz']) 
    axis([0 480 -5 5]) 
    set(gca,'YTick',[-5 -3 -1 0 1 3 5]); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
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    grid 
    subplot(313) 
    plot(windex,derivMSCxy(3,:)*100,'.-b') 
    ylabel(['%/sec for ', num2str(Mod.f(3)),' Hz']) 
    xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
    axis([0 480 -5 5]) 
    set(gca,'YTick',[-5 -3 -1 0 1 3 5]); 
    set(gca,'XTick',0:60:480); 
    grid 
     
    % Coherency Final Values Plot 
    %     figure('Position',[1525 600 480 360]) % [(left,bot,width,ht)] 
    %     plot(F,Cxy*100) 
    %     title(['Coherency of Pdcr and f for sim #', num2str(kSim)]) 
    %     ylabel('Percentage (0-100)') 
    %     xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
    %     grid 
     
    %     disp(' ') 
    %     disp(['Sim Execution ' num2str(kSim)]) 
    %     disp(['Freq = ' num2str(Freq(mm)') ' Hz']) 
    %     disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
    %     disp(['With a probe gain of ',num2str(ProbeGain)]) 
    %     disp(['From Closed-loop test, with a loop gain of 
',num2str(PDCIcontrol.K)]) 
    %     disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain = ' num2str(TFestmag(kSim,:)) ' 
mHz/MW']) 
    %     disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase = ' 
num2str(TFestang(kSim,:)*180/pi) ' degrees']) 
end 
  
%% Closed-loop Estimate SD Calculation 
  
% Display calculated values 
% disp(' ') 
% disp(['For ' num2str(kSim) ' simulation results']) 
% disp(['K = ' num2str(PDCIcontrol.K) ' MW/mHz']) 
% disp(['Modulation amplitude = ',num2str(Mod.A),' MW/mHz']) 
% disp(['With a probe gain of ',num2str(ProbeGain)]) 
% disp(['Open-loop TF estimate gain mean ' num2str(TFestmagAvg)]) 
% disp(['Open-loop TF estimate phase mean ' num2str(TFestangAvg)]) 
% disp(['Estimated Open-loop Gain Standard Deviation = ' num2str(TFestmagSD) 
' mHz/MW ']) 
% disp(['Estimated Open-loop Phase Standard Deviation = ' num2str(TFestangSD) 
' degrees']) 
  
%% Build data structure 
  
% Data.DFTFreq = Freq(mm); 
% Data.DeltaT = DeltaT; 
% Data.ProbeStartTime = Mod.on; 
% Data.ProbeEndTime = Mod.off; 
% Data.DFTlength = mm; 
% Data.SimExecutes = kSim; 
% Data.ControlGain = PDCIcontrol.K; 
% if noisestatus == 0 
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%     Data.NoiseStatus = ('Off'); 
% else 
%     Data.NoiseStatus = ('On'); 
% end 
% Data.ProbeAmplitude = Mod.A; 
% Data.OpenLoopEstMagSD = TFestmagSD; 
% Data.OpenLoopEstMagMean = TFestmagAvg; 
% Data.OpenLoopEstAngSD = TFestangSD; 
% Data.OpenLoopEstAngMean = TFestangAvg; 
  
elapsedtime=toc; 
disp([num2str(elapsedtime),' seconds']) 
% EOF 

